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PREFACE

The role that vTater plays in temperate glaciers has been

recognized very early in glaciology, but the description of
dvnamic interaction of hydrology and qlacier flow is recent
and only slightly older than a decade. i^later flow through sub-

and intraglacial channels and jökulhlaups are one particular
aspect and the associated runoff beneath the glacier an other
which bear on such couplinqs. Similarly, surges, glacier up-

li-fts and, less conspicuously, the flow of temperate ice are

influenced by the water that is present within the ice.

Researchers of our Laboratory have participated in virtual-

ly all these aspects of the scientj-fic development of the role

of v/ater in temperate glaciers. We quote here the channel mo-

dels of Roethlisberger, Spring and Hutter, the study of the

effect of the subglacial water pressure on the slidinqr velo-
city by fken and the interpretation of the uplift of the Un-

teraargletscher at the beginning of the melt season by Iken,
Roethlisberger and Haeberli.

one area, in which water is known to play a role but this
dependence is dismissed for lack of precise knowledge, is the

creep response of temperate ice. It being a mixture of ice

with trapped water indicates that the understanding of phase

transition processes along the phase change surfaces must be

a key towards a better understanding of "wet" ice that con-

sists of pure ice and such bubbly j-nclusions- The development

of a theory of such phase transitions is the topic of this

work. It is theoretical, however the reward for the efforts
is a precise und.erstanding of meltinq and freezing processes

and a guideline for the procedural approach that will yield

a more complete understanding of creep of temperate qlacier

ice than is known to date.

The work has been supported by the Swiss National Science

Foundation which we gratefully acknowledge.

Kolumban Hutter
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ABSTRACT

A sound description of the thermodynamic constitutive be-
havlour of temperate glacier ice requiräs in a first step a

detailed study of the melting and freezing processes at cur-
ved internal phase boundaries between pure ice and pure wa-
ter. This is the content of this article.

The phase boundary is modelled in two different ways,
firstll. as a singular surface bearing mass, momentum, energy
and entropy and, secondly, as a boundary layer of finite
thickness over which the bulk fields suffer smooth but rapid
changes. A complete thermodynamic theory of phase change sur-
faces is developed using an extension of Mü1ler's (1973) en-
tropy postulate, and all inferences are drawn that evolve
from its exploitation and the application of requirements of
material symmetry and observer independence of the phenome-

nological equations. Alternatively, the boundary layer de-
scription uses known spatially three-dimensional descriptions
and achieves a surface formulation by essentlalty smearing
these over the boundary layer thickness,

Comparison of the balance equations and the constitutive
relations between the tv/o formulations yields physical i_nter-
pretations of the surface fields in terms of curvature weight-
ed mean values over bulk field distributions within the lay-
er and a precise understanding of new boundary conditions
for the transverse transport of matter and energy acrosg
the phase boundary. Ki-nematic and dynamic consistency condi-
tions between both theories di-sclose new enlightening results
pertaining to the curvature dependence of surface tension
and the possibility or impossibility of nuclei formation.

The linear constitutive relations for the flux quantities
of a fluid-like viscous phase change surface being prohibi-
tively complex, the postulation of a reversible interface,
shows, remarkably, that all constitutive quantities of the sur-
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face can be expressed in terms of those of the bulk nateri-
als and three additional phenomenological quantities. namel-y

two 'rviscosities'r (vrhich vanish for inviscid phase change sur-
faces) and a boundary layer thickness. This makes the formu-
Iation particularly apt for experimental verification.

Stability considerations for the phase-boundary layer de-
termine the temperature dependence of surface tension and

boundary-layer thickness and provide a profound explanation
for the phenornena of undercooling and overheating and a deep

understanding of the freezlng process from free surfaces as

observed i.e. on quiet lakes. A1so, regelation phenomena and

skating can be explained without making record to the uncon-

vincj-ng and dubious concept of pressure inelting by the exist-
ence of a fluid-Iike boundary 1ayer.

Furthermore, the classical theory of surface tension is
proven to be inadequate, when applied to Phase boundaries,
as are its consequences for nucleation processes.

The emerging field equations and boundary conditions are

tested for well posedness by solving the linearized initial
value problem of a spherically symmetric water bubble that
is centrally heated and embedded in homogeneous ice of uni-
form melting temperature. The differential equation for the
radius of the liquid sphere is deduced and the radial temper-

ature- (and pressure) distributj-ons are functionally related
to the heat source strength, the bubble radius and known

properties of the waler and the ice. Solvabilitl' of this
problem is an indication of well-posedness of the formula-
tion. The paper ends with a summary of the main results.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Eine sinnvolle Beschreibung des thermodynamischen Konstitu-
tiwerhaltens von temperi-ertem cletschereis verlangt in einem
ersten Schritt ein ausführliches Studium des Schmelz- und Ge-
friervorganges an gekrümmten Phasengrenzflächen zwischen rei-
nem Ei-s und reinem Wasser. Das ist das Thema dieser Arbeit.

Die Phasengrenzfläche wird auf zwei verschiedene Weisen mo-

del1iert, einmal als eine mit Masse, Impuls, Energie und Entro-
pie behaftete singuläre Fläche, dann aber auch als Grenzschicht
von endlicher Dicke, über welche die räumlichen Feldgrössen
glatte, aber trotzdem starke Aenderungen erfahren. Auf der Grund-
lage einer Erweiterung des l{üller'schen (1973) Entropiepostula-
tes wj-rd eine vollständige Theorie von Phasengrenzflächen ent-
wickelt; dabei werden alle Konsequenzen, die sich aus seiner
Aushrertung sowie der Anwendung des Prinzips der Beobachterin-
varlanz und der materiellen Synrnetrie auf die tr,laterialglei-
chungen ergeben, ausgewertet. Bei der Beschreibung der phasen-

grenzfläche mittels einer Grenzschicht werden andererseits be-
kannte räumlich-dreidimenslonale Modelle verwendet; hier wird
die Oberflächentheorie im wesentlichen durch',Verschmieren,'
dieser Formulierung über die Grenzschichtdicke erhalten.

Vergleicht man die Bilanzsätze und die Konstitutivgleichun-
gen der beiden Formulierungen, so, erhält man daraus eine tnter*
pretation der Oberflächenfelder: Diese können als mit der Krüm-
mung der Phasengrenzfläche gewichtete, über die crenzschicht-
dicke gemittelte dreidimensionale Feldverteilungen interpre-
tiert werden. Ferner führt dieser Vergleich auf ein sauberes
Verständnis neuer Randbedingungen für den Massen- und Energie-
transport senkrecht zur und durch die Phasengrenze hindurch.
Kinematische und dynamische Konsistenzbedingungen zwischen den
beiden Theorien ergeben des weiteren neue erhellende Resultate
betreffend die Krümmungsabhängigkeit der Oberflächenspannung
und die Möglichkeit, bzw. Unmöglichkeit von Keimbildung.

Die linearen Konstitutivgleichungen für die Flüsse einer als
viskose Flüssigkei-t postullerten Phasengrenzfläche sind prohi-
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bitiv kompliziert. Eine als reversibel postulierte Phasengrenz-
fläche hat jedoch das erstaunliche Verhalten, dass aIle Mate-
ri-algrössen der Oberfläche in den Materialgrössen der angren-
zenden dreidimensionalen Fluide plus drei zusätzlicher phäno-
rnenologischer Grössen ausdrückbar sind, nämlich zwei "Viskosj--
täten'r (welche bei idealen Phasengrenzflächen verschwinden),
sowie einer Grenzschi-chtdicke. Diese Einfachheit wirkt sich
insbesondere hinsichtlich einer experimentellen Uebertr)rüfungr

günstiq aus.
Stabilitätsbetrachtungen für die Phasengrenzfläche gestatten

die Temperaturabhängigkeit der Oberflächenspannung und der
Grenzschichtdicke zu bestimmen. Sie führen aber auch auf eine
Erklärung von Unterkühlung und Ueberhitzung und geben so ein
vertieftes Verständnis der Gefrierprozesse freier Oberflächen,
wie sie bei ruhigen Seen zu beobachten sind. Des weiteren kön-
nen Regelationsphänomene und die Gleitprozesse eines Schlitt-
schuhs allein auf der Basis der Existenz einer flüssigkeitsar-
tigen Grenzschicht erklärt werden, ohne den wenig überzeugenden

Druck-Schmelz-Mechanismus einführen zu müssen.

Die klassische Theorie der Oberflächenspannungen erweist
sich bei ihrer Anwendung auf Phasengrenzflächen als inadäquat;
ebenso sind ihre An\^/endungen auf Keimbildungsprozesse fehler-
haft. Sie werden durch unser Modell besser beschrieben,

Die komplizierten Feldgleichungen und Randbedingungen wer-
den in ej-nem letzten Abschnitt auf mathematische Vollständig-
keit hin getestet. Das qeschieht dadurch, dass das lineari-
sierte Anfangswertproblem einer im Mittelpunkt zentrisch ge-

heizten, sphärisch symmetrischen Wasserblase, d.j-e in homogenem

Eis von uniformer Schmelztemperatur eingebettet ist, gelöst wj-rd.
Es wird die Differentialgleichung für den Radius der flüssigen
Kugel hergeleitet und es werden die radialen Temperatur- und

Druckverteilunqen miL der Stärke der Wärmequelle, dem Blasen-
radius und den l4aterialeigenschaften des Wassers und des Eises
in Beziehung gesetzt. Die Lösbarkeit dieses Problems deutet
auf die mathematische Vo1lständigkeit der Formulierung hin. Die

Arbeit endet mit einer Zusammenfassung der wichtigsten Resul-
tate.
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RESUME

Une description sens6e du comportement thermodynamique con-
stitutif de la glace de glacier temp6rö n6cessite dans un pre-
mier temps une 6tude d6taj-116e des processus de fusion et de

solidification sur des surfaces internes courbes d6limitant Ia
phase glace pure de Ia phase eau pure. C'est de ce probläme

que traite cet article.

Deux modäles differents de la limite de phase sont con-
struits: premiörement celui d'une surface singuliäre suppor-
tant masse, quantit6 d.e mouvement, 6nergie et entropie; deux-
iämement celui d'une couche limite d'6paisseur finie sur la-
quelle les champs de volume sont soumis ä des variations lis-
ses mais rapides. Une th6orie thermodynamique complöte des sur-
faces de transitions de phase est developpöe ä 1'aide d'une
extension du postulat d'enLropie de Müller (1973), et toutes les
iniplications qui d6coulent de son exploitation ainsi que de 1'
applicat.ion des existences de symetrie du rnat6riau et d'invari-
ance des 6quations ph6nomdnologiques par rapport ä 1'observa-
teur sont expos6es. D'un autre cöt6, Ia description de 1a couche

limite utilise des repr6sentations connues dans un espace tri-
dimensionnel et permet une forrnulatlon de surface essentielle-
ment en les d6veloppant sur 1'6paisseur de cette couche.

Une comparaison, entre les deux formulations, des 6quations
dr6quilibre et des relations constitutives conduit ä une inter-
pr6tation physique Ces champs de surface en termes de valeurs
moyenne, pond6r6es par Ia courbure, sur les champs de volume.
Elle permet aussi une comprEhension pr6cise des nouvelles con-
ditions aux li-mites pour le transport transverse de matiöre et
d'6nergie ä travers la limite de phase. Des conditions cin6ma-
tiques et dynamiques de consj-stance entre les deux th6ories
apportant de nouveau äclairissements sur la ddpendance de 1a

tension de surface en la courbure et ä 1a possibilit6 ou I'im-
possibilite de la formation de noyaux.

Les relations constitutives lin6aires pour les quantit6s de
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flux sur une surface de transition de phase visqueuse de struc-
ture quasi-1iquj-de sont extrömement complexes. L'hypothese dl
une interface r6versible montre afors de maniäre remarquable

que toutes les quantit6s constitutives de la surface peuvent

s'exprimer en termes des quantitös de volume des materiaux et
de trois paramötres ph6nomdnologiques additionnels, ä savoir
deuxrtvj-scosit6s" (qui disparaissent pour Ies surfaces de tran-
sition de phase non-visqueuses) et une 6paisseur de couche 1i-
mite, Cette formulation est donc particulierement adapte ä une

v6rif icatlon exp6rimentale,

Des conditions de stabilit6 pour la couche de transition de

phase d6terminant 1a döpendance en temp6rature de la tension
de surface et de I'6paisseur de la couche limite' et fournis-
sant une explication puissante du ph6nomöne de surfusion ou de

son oppos6 ainsi qu'une compr6hension profonde du processus de

solidification ä partir de surfaces libres, comme observ6, par

exemple, sur des lacs calmes. De m€me, 1e ph6nomöne de regel
et 1e patinage peuvent 6tre expliqu6s sans mentionner Ie con-

cept douteux et peu convaincant de fusion par pression, due ä

1'existance drune couche timite quasi-liquide.

I1 est de plus prouv6 que Ia th6orie classique de tension
de surface est inaddquate lorsqu'elle est appliqu6e aux limites
de phase, ainsi que 1e sont ses cons6quences sur le processus

de nuc16ation.
La consistance des €quations de champs et des conditions

aux l-imites est test6e en r€solvant Ie probläme aux valeurs
initj-a1es 1in6aris6 d'une bulle d'eau ä sym6trie sph6rique
chauff6e en son centre et incluse dans de la glace homogöne

uniformement ä 1a temp6rature de fusion. L'6quation diff6ren-
tielle pour le rayon de la sphöre liquide est d6duite et les
distributions radiales de temperature (et pression) sont re-
1i6es par une fonction ä f intensit6 de la source de chaleur,
au rayon de 1a bulle et aux propri6t6s connues de I'eau et de

la g1ace. La solubilit6 de ce problöme est une indication de

la consistance de la formulation. L'article se termine par un

16sum6 des 16sultats principaux.
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1. lntroduction

No glaciologist would nowadays deny the role that water

plays in temperate glaciers. rndeed, an abundance of evidence

exists, which demonstrates that water affects the behavior of
a glacier in its geophysical environment in more than a simple

and peripheral fashion. we mention sliding with and without ca-

vity formation (Weertman, 1979t Lliboutry, 1979; Fowler' 1981,

1984; Hallet, 1981., to name a few), surges {Meier & Post, 1969;

Robin & weertman, 1973) , intraglaci-al channel flow (Mathews,

L969i Shreve, 1972; Roethlisberget, 1972; Nye & Frank, 1973i

Nye, 19?6; Spring & Hutter' L982), and outbursts of ice dammed

lakes and jökulhlaups (Björnsson, L974, 1915; Spring & Hutter'

tg8l). A theoretical basis whi-ch would embrace all or some of

lhese phenomena j-s still missing.

Water movement in temperate glacier ice operates essentially
on two different scales (Figure I). Over tens of meters or more

a material part D of the glacier may consist of a substantial

a) A schenatic viehr of
glacier:
I moulins
2 crevasses
3 intraglaciaL
4 subglacial

channels

tenperate

trwet ice"
global length
sca].e

5

L6

b) Magnification of portion A of
"wet ice". This is a mixture of
polycrystalline ice with water
containing inclusions and veins
along grain boundaries.

LL is a local Iength scale.
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amount of rtwet icerr and a number of relatively large cracks,
crevasses and channels. The latter may be part of the hetero-
geneous intraglacial channel system and connect the surface
and the bottom, or end within the ice. On much smaller length
scales, in the range from 1 to l0-5m, say (detail in Figure lb)
glacier ice appears as a polycrystal-1ine assemblage of ice cry-
stals and water, which primarily melts in tripple and quadruple
connections and perculates through the vein system of connect-
ing grain boundaries. The water flow through the larqe scale
channel system is fed by surface water and, to a lesser extent,
by the melt water in the veins of the sheared ice. Water con-
tent in the large scale system is chiefly responsible for basal
sliding with cavity formation (Iken, 1981; Iken et al., 1983) ;
it sets the water table to which this sliding is connected.
However, the shearing motion of a glacier und.er its weight
(called gliding) equally depends on the moisture content along
the grain boundaries, because the local stress tensor for the
wet ice depends on this moisture content (Lliboutry, L976) .

These considerations should give sufficient indication that
a continuum description of processes, which are typical of the
Iarge length scal-e variations, is obtained from averaqing phy-
sical properties over both length scales. A first step will de-
scrj-be rrwet icerr as an average over many graj-ns of polycrystal-
line ice and water alonq grain boundaries. A theoreti-cal model
for the continuum description of wholly temperate glaciers will
then, in a second step, involve an averaqing process of this
wet ice with the intraglacial channels.

We emphasize that the idea of a double averaging is typical
of wholly temperate glaciers . For poltltlteluna.L g:.acj.ers with li-
mited geothermal heat flow a simpler model with only one aver-
aging process may be satisfactory. Such simpler mixture rnodels
have been given by Hutter (1982) and Fowler (1984). But these
authors ignore the surface effects of phase boundaries (along
the grains). It is felt that the amount of curved internal sur-
faces may be considerable and, that energiy and mass attributed
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to these surfaces may not be negligible. Support for this fol-
lows from the fact that freezing and melting at the phase bound-

aries are non-equilibrium processes, which continuously redis-
tribute mass and energy between the bulk phases and change the
geoinetries and the amount of the interfaces within the ice-water
mj-xture. To derive a sound thermodynamical mixture theory of
water bearing ice it j-s therefore necessary to study the dy-
namics and thermodynamics of phase-boundaries between ice and

water. TILU .U the, ain 06 the ptLuent papzn. The averaging proces-

ses over the different length scales for continuum descriptions
of t'wet j-ce" and temperate glaciers will follow in subsequent

articles.

Undoubtedly, impurities (salts) will affect the thermodyna-

mic behaviour of phase boundaries, in particular for small wa-

ter inclusions where brine concentrations become large. Inclu-
sion of salts requlres the applicatj-on of mixture concepts and

complicates the foundations substantially. Being aware of the
quantitative significance of the salts and their migration
through the phase boundary, but not yet understanding the ice
\^zater phase transition in their absence, we decided to study

"wet icefi as a pure substance leaving impuritj-es to a further
step. The complexity of the deductions i-n this article seem to
prove us right in our apProach.

To begin wj-th and by way of motivation, v/e review the lit-
erature on phase boundaries. A phase boundary is not a surface
of sudden change of mass, energy and entropy; it rather con-

stitutes a thin layer across which mass, energy etc. change

smoothly but rapidly between the densities of the adjaeent bulk
material-s. The reason for this is the necessity of molecular
adjustment between different molecular arrays of the adjacent
bulk phases. Granted that such a boundary l-ayer is stable it
possesses a thickness of a few molecular distances and therefore
carries mass, energy and entropy which in a physically reason-
abl-e description should not be neglected. Moreover, due to its
different molecular orderinq, the boundary layer has constitu-
tive properties which differ from those of the adjacent bulk
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materials. One manifestation of this is the appearance of sur-
face tension. Another one is the exj_stence of the boundary
layer thickness whj-ch should be detectably by NMR-techniques
or neutron scattering experiments.

More than 100 years ago Faraday (1850) and Tyndall (1g5g)
proposed that the surface of ice in air, that is not too far
below the melting point, is covered by a thin liquid-like lay-
er. With this hypothesis many of the peculiar mechanical ice
properties such as regelation and the abnormally smalI coeffi-
cient of friction could be gualitatively understood. Since
that. time, other explanations followed: pressure melting (thom-
son, 1861), 1oca1 frictional heating (Bowden & Tabor, 1954),
polycrystalli-ne creep (Glen, 1955; Steinemann, 1958). Weil (1951)

stood out very strongly against the idea that pressure meltj_ng
can explain regelation phenomena and sma11 friction. He claimed
instead that due to the asymnetry and the polarizability of the
oxygen O2--ion and because of the non-polarizabi-lity of the
H+-proton an electrical double layer must develop on a water
surface, the negative part of which forms the outer layer. fce
is also covered by a liquid-like thin film which i_tse1f again
is shielded by the electrical double layer. Its thickness de-
pends on the temperature and the material with which the ice
is in contaet. With these ideas the peculi_arities of regelation,
friction on solid supports (other than ice), penetration, but
also other phenomena like separation of smal1 water droplets
in fogs and clouds, ballo-electricity in waterfali_s and high
chemi-cal reactivlty of nascent water and j-ce surfaces, as ap-
pear in cavitation and crack propagation, find natural expla-
nations (see Weyl, 1951, and the literature gi.ven there). Flet-
cher (1962,1968) proved the stabilj-ty of smooth transitional
surface layers bet$/een ice and vrater as opposed to sudden dis-
continuous changes. He shor.red that the free energy of the po-
larized and smoothed surface layer is smaller than the free
energy of a layer of the same thickness but undistorted bulk
structures up to the dividing surface. Hence there can be no
objection against the existence of smooth boundary layers be-
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tween dj-fferent bulk phases. Indirect experimental proofs for
the existence of liquid-like films below OoC are given by Na-

kaya and Matsumoto (1954), and Gub1er (1982). Direct measure-

ments of film thickness on flat ice by proton channeling ex-
periments are due to Golecki and Jaccard (1977) .

The smooth boundary layers between the bulk phases, ice and

water, have a thickness of only a few molecular distances. Com-

pared to the dimensions of the adjacent bulk materials, they

are almost infinitely thin and can therefore be described as

two-dimensional continua, representing mathematically singular
surfaces $/ith own thermomechanical properties.

These surfaces carry mass' momentum' energy and entropy. A

thermodynami-c theory of phase boundaries can thus be founded

on the postulation of conservation laws for surface mass, mo-

mentum and energy and a balance law for surface entropy toge-
ther \^rith constitutive assumptions for surfaee fields and jump-

relations of the butk fields on and at the phase boundary. We

witt apply Mül1er's (1973) formulation of thermodynamj-cs and

extend it to two-dimensional continua. This has the advantage

that a consj-stent description j-s obtained, which is valid both
at and distant from thermostatic equilibrium. The theory fur-
nishes generalized boundary conditions at phase boundaries be-

tween ice and water and field equations for the motion of the
phase boundary and its density and temperature.

The description of boundary layers by mass-carrying-singu-
lar surfaces is not nehr. Scriven (1960) applied the dynamics

of singular surfaces to fluid interfaces. Gurtin & Murdoch

(f975) developed a two-dimensional mechanical continuum theory
for elastic material surfaces whereas Moeckel (1974) presented

a thermodynamical theory of inviscid fluid interfaces. Li-ndsay

& Straughan (1979) extended thj-s work to viscous interfaces
and crauel (1980) developed a thermodynami-c theory on a fluid
membrane as a model for the interface between fluid mixtures.
This paper follows Moeckel and Lindsay & Straughan but extends

their approach to the dynamics and statics of phase transi-
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tions. Our results are correspondingly farther reaching.

Another group of authors, mostly from physical chernj_stry,
followed and extended the work of cibbs (LgZg,194g). They cor-
relate the fields on singular surfaces wi_th mean values of ex-
cess fields defined over the three-dimensional boundary layer.
This approach has the advantage of allowing a physical inter-
pretation of the surface fields. It further provides the pos-
sibility of calculating these fields by means of statistical
physics. Prominent exponents in this branch of research are
Buff (1956) , Buff & Saltsburg (]957 a,b) , Slattery (1967) and
Deemer & Slattery (1978) .

Our effort consists of an extension and correction of both
theories, the theory of singular surfaces and the boundary-
layer theory, to a consistent description of the dynamics and
thermodynamics of phase transitions at curved interfaces. Com-
parison of both theories yields via a dynarnical consistency
condition nerna,,LhabLe nat) ne.6u,t-t6 for

(i) freezing and melting at curved interfaces,
(ii) boundary conditions across phase boundaries,
(iii) curvature dependence of surface tension,
(iv) stability and instability of the boundary layer, and
(v) existence or non-existence of nucleation phenomenae,

all in accord with observations. Moreover, within a first ap-
proximation to phase equitibrium a1I results are explicit in
their curvature- and temperature dependence and contain at most
one single phenomenologi_cal constant, the boundary layer thick-
ness at some reference temperature. The emerging results, d.e-
duced from a complex dynamical theory, are therefore surpris-
ingly simple and easily controllable either by experiments or
statistical calculations; they provi_de better insj_ght into the
physics of phase transitions at the ice-water interface and
the process of nucleation than do previous formulations.

Moreover, because the orders of magnitude for all surface
fields can be calculated, and since the amount of internal
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phase boundaries in the rrwet ice" regime of glaciers is rather
large, nameJ-y of the order B1 - 195 grn2/cm3, it is in temperate
glacj-ers j-n general not allowed to ignore the surface contri-
butj-ons of mass, internal energy, etc. when evaluating the to-
ta1 mass, internal energy, ... of the ice-water mixture. This
demonstrates the necessity of a careful study of the phase in-
terfaces between ice and water if a sound understanding of the
gliding properties of temperate glacier ice is to be deduced.

.2, 
Geometry and motion of curved surfaces

In this section differential geometric properties of curved

surfaces will briefly be reviewed. The reader not familiar with
these may consult Aris (1960), Bo$/en & Wang (1978) or Naghdi

(L972). consider Figure 2. The phase boundary between ice and

water will be represented by a non-material singular surface 
^.It is in general a curved. surface dividing the three-dlmension-

al regions R+ and R- that are occupj-ed by ice and water, re-
spectively, and which are bounded by the material surfaces S{

and S-. The motion of the surface Ä can be described by the
parameter representation 

xk = .,k I rcr + r t
,x* (q*,t), (2.1)

in which xk 1r=r,2,:1 are co-ordinates of
surface points in a Cartesian co-ordinate
system that is fixed to some inertia] frame

in Euklidean space- The {o (o=1,2) denote

surface co-ordinates in the local tangent
planes of the actual surface at time t.
Let the tangent vectors

k ä,xk(Ed,t)r,;, = __l!o _

and the unit normal vector

eks* tl t!

(2.2)

Q.3)")Figure 2

Geometry and motion of
a non-material singular
surface dividing pure
buJ-k phases of ice and
water . *) Footnote see next page

l/^r -s -t ^ -i)IL.st tr r2 Lrpq Ll
q't;
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form a right-handed system. Here, the cross or exterior vector
product has been introduced which gives rise to the introduc-
tion of the complete antisymmetric unit tensor uf[*= ef[*.
Henceforth also the sunmation convention will be applied
throughout, according to which surunation is understood over
diagonally doubly repeaLed indices. Cartesian components of the
unit tensor will be denoted by 6tl = 6k[. clearly

ef.q,* err" = 69r öms - 6!." 6*, . (2.41

Also, i-n Cartesian co-ordinates, sk = 6km e*, T'f = 6rl, tfi, so

ept$ = ektog=0, epek =1. (2. s)

The geometry of a surface is specified by its metric and
its curvature. Its metric tensor is given by

9oß = rI -Br. = 6r.t .5 .ä = sßo

r^rith inverse gaß defined by

s"ß su1, = 01.

(2 .6)

(2.71

goß is used to raise surface indices, i.e. 'rok = sdß tä; thus
co-variant components of surface vectors or tensors are trans-
formed into contravariant components (see also Ericksents ap-
pendix in Truesdell e Toupin,1960). Using (2.2), (2.3) and. (2.5)-
(2.71 one may deduce

a'5

'F
= 

"rle 
tl +. bou ek - o3 .ä, (2.8)

where utf;g is Christoffel's surface symbol

*) In ptincipTe, the orientation of the notnal vectot to an open surface
is arbitrarg. Our choice (2.3) nakes this orientation unique. The butk
region R+ is on that side of the sutface into which its unit noma! vec-
tor ek points. This choice guarantees nathematicalLg a unique sign con-
vention. Independent of this mathemtical convention is the phgsicat
situation- Both bulk phases, either ice or water, can be situated jn R+.
The identitication of R+=RI (ice) ot R+=RW (water) must be made se-
patatelg.

3ek
t ----i =
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ru . - ^uy - at5 
- ^uy a äuX[ ä2 uXk - ru

"räß, 
= s 'ryk 

aEE 
= 9.,orn. ,rr- a* aEB 

= 
",ßo

and bog is the curvature tensor tlfi = SoY Urg):

. ärä a2 
"xk äekbcrßt = t* 

aEe 
= tk 

ago ägß 
= bßo = -ror. TF'

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2. 11)

(2.l-2)

(2.L3)

Covariant derivatives (denoted by a semicolon) of the co-, or
contravariant components Vs, Vd of a surface vector and of the
co-, contravariant or mixed components Tog, Toß, Tog of a sur-
face tensor are defined by

V^-p : =

Ilence (2.8) can be written as

^L

.ä,ß = .ä - "täu 
tfi = bou ek,

äek.le =;F =-oä.5.

rhis aPPlieu '" '''llu::., 
so?^, = o.

äVo _ .!^-, .r" = äf , rc! ,ru -

36ß-ulaßvu' 
u;ßt = 

aqß 
*u'ßuu i

äTcrß Fu - "u36v - "räv 
ruß - ulöv rou'

atoß .o -uß ,ß -a"r
aqt'u'vu' 'a']u'

tm0^"'.8 * f0 Tu^ _ rl ro
aEY a YU 'lr a bY 'U

'oß;y'

T0B -. ,

m0
.p;Y

To describe the motion of the surface it must be known how

the actual surface co-ordinates {a develop from corresponding
surface co-ordinates 3I (f=1,2) in some reference configuration
R at time tB (S t) . This motion may be given by the transforma-
ti.on
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6" = E: (3r, t) with El | = öff :r
I t=tR

In view of (2.1) we have

** =.X*(E"rut,t),r) = oxkrEr,tl.

*r _ äRxk(!f,t) _ a.xk(Eo,t) aqt(:f,t) * auxk(6o,t)

The velocity of the non-material surface is then the time de-
rivative at constant reference surface co-ordinates

auxk (60,t)

(2.L4')

(2.ls)

(2. r6)

(2.t71

OL

Its tangential- and normal

^ ägX (:r't)*--*

Using (2.2) and (2.5) - (2.7) t (2.L6l' can be written as

wk = w0 'r[ + w. ek (2. t8)

viith ^ -0' ,-r
w0 = s0ß r6s wk = tr*.Il,

,_ a^xk (ta, t) 
(2'L9')

wn= €kwo at .

^:ctö\ dt

components are

ät

wr, €k
OL

Having defined the tangential and the normal_ velocity compo-
nents the time derivatives of the surface vectors can now be
calculated. At fixed actual surface co-ordinates Eo they fol-
low from (2.2), (2.5), (2.8)z and (2.L7)2,

ar[ tEß, tl
= wn,' 

"k - *k oä .ä,ät
(2.20)

aek (Eß, t) ^o

- 

=-goFt,ßr5,

where q,o : = äwn/ä6o is the partj-al derivative with respect
to the actual surface co-ordinate. For later use the time de-
rivatives of the surface metric and curvature are also given.
They fo1low fron (2.6) and (2.10) by useof (2.20), (2.5\, (2.8,),
(2.1r)r:
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ä9cr.ß 
= 

äq0ß

ät -2qbog, * = 2qb0B;
(2.2L)

+ = w.;oß - wn uj urg.

The time rate of change of surface vectors following the
non-material surface is obtained by insertion of lo =ql(!f,t)
and differentiation at constant Ef. Thus with the aid of (2.17)r

d.ä a.ä a'ä 
R

dt = ät + 
a# 

w"'

q* = a:,0 * ä"1 *ß .
or 

dt ät äEß

-ko-o : r .ß, ,,,/- ," u$l t[ + (wn,o. + bou wß) ek,dt 'a'o

H = (v'/n,o + boY tY) g"ß 'b'
Similarly,

d9sß
-aä = (uräv suß *.rl^,, suo) wY- 2qbo6,

dcroß

ä = - (urfrr s'ß * ur,?, sucx) wY + 2 wn boß , (2.24)

dboß ab' ^

-ä 
= wn;oß - w. b[ b"g * 

"# 
tt'

u9

Vte shal1 also need relationships involving the curvature. Let
K1 and K2 be the eigenvalues of bfi; iJne meen utLvetuLe K,n and

tbe Gautian eunvafutnz Kg are defined by

K11: = -l b& = ä(K1+K2), Kc: = der llbfill = Kr.Kz . e.25\

Furthermore, the Hamilton-Cayley-theorem yields

tl'?lfi = 2:xu bä - Kc 6ä ,

and this gives another useful expression for K6

*o = * [tt' ul'- .' _!'] = 2K2r4- l r, yt,

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.26)

(2 .27 |



where tr b
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= b& denotes the trace.

Several results of the following thermodynamic theory of
phase boundaries will be checked for spherical or ellipsoidal
geometry. For easy reference we collect in Appendix A relevant
formulae for general ellipsoidal surfaces, which develop from
a sphere in some reference configuration R. These are a1l ap-
plications of preceding formulae.

3, Balance laws on phase boundaries

If the phase boundary between ice and rrater is represented
by a moving non-material si-ngular orientable surface the gen-

eral form of a balance 1aw on that surface is

=- f of i,oa" -l
C(s)

- i [ök + ü, (vk-#)I] ex da

Ä (t)

- I (no+oo)da. 
I

6 (r) ___l

In this equation ho is a unit vector in the tangent plane of the
surface a(t), perpendicular to the bounding curve C(s) and ori-
entated such, that it points out of the singular surface 6, see
Figure 3. s denotes the arc lenglh along C(s); its orientation

wk

Hl ü6(€o,t) da
Ä (t)

(3.1)

ek

-C(st

AZ ho risure 3

FIux contributions
at a non-material

hk* t|l"(vk-9711]- sinsular surrace.
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is counterclockwj-se around the surface normal ek. This curve
is chosen to be material in the sense that it possesses the
same tangential velocity wo as do material particles sitting
instantaneously on the surface. The singular surface as a whole,
however, is non-material, because matter may cross it when it
represents a phase boundary. Ivloreover, da is the area element
on .5 (t), and d/dt denotes total time derivatj-ve following the
advectj-ve velocity wk. The field quantities have the meaning:

üo (tß,t) = surface density of an additive quantity V per unit
area on 4 (t) .

o|tfß,tl ='i.rflo* of Y along the tangent planes of 6(t) per unit
time and unit length through the bounding curve C(s)
moving with velocity w0.

'n'r 06 = surface production and supply densities of Y per unit
time and unit area of 4 (t), respectively.

Ok{I,t) = bulk influx of Y per unit time and unit area through
a material surface in the bulk moving with material
velocity vk.

tlr(5,t) = bulk density of
rial.

[0k+t!, (vk-$rk)I ei =

, = Itl *v* t,,I-'k)].0 - fol

V per unit volume of the bulk mate-

*u; r',,I-'k)] er. =

= normal jump contribution of the bulk flux of V per
unit tirne and unit area through 6 (t). It represents
the influx to ,5 (t) from the adjacent bulk materials.
OI, ,p+, vf are the limiting values of the bulk fields
as the singular surface Ä (t) is approached from R,
and R_, respectively.

The junp contribution in (3.1) is derivable from the general
balance equation for the bulk material. Our aim is the deduc*
tj.on of a local version of (3.1) when sufficient differentiabi-
lity assumptions are satisfj-ed. To this end., we first inter-
change in (3,1) the time derivative and the integration. This
is easily done if the time dependent surface is transformed to
lts time independent image in the reference configuration. For
the area el-ements 'we have
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-L-2da = /€ dt di, e: = det llso6ll ,

dap = u6dird:2 , c: = der ll"rall ,

with
cra = .l! raxl = u*uY"lt -t*t (3.3)

I t=tn I t=tn öt' 
I t=tn öi' 

I t=rn

Chain rule implies

d{r dq2 = 
-I-,{j} 

dll d!2 = Ja d!1dr2 , (3.4)

(3.21

(3. s)

(3.8)

where aEg
Ja = det ll-+ ll

a3r

is the Jacobian of the transformation. Hence

' 
/ära" = \l* J^ da*. (3.6)
tu

Thus, the total time derivative (at constant 3f) becomes

d,rG--, _ t/?- r as,rE dJ.s_
dtt!6 "lr - VG "ä2s dt-[|c dr -

- lG- - [t --crß 
dgoß . alr a,aEü,l= Vä trLzq" dr * aE" a.t;T,j,

which by use of (2.24)1, (2.f9)1, (2.LL)z and (2.25)r can be brought
into the form

#,\E "., = \/E.ro twlo- 2 KM wn). (3.7)

Ieft hand side of (3.I) nay therefore be written as

* I üo da = dr-q J ,r,,o \p 
"o 

u.*
6 (t) Äp

= J *(voffi Jo) da*
.5R

=./., [* + üa(w?a-z x" wn)] aa

= | [* . ('l'Ä wd),*-2'fa Ku',,] a',
d (r)



where also

has been used. Equation (3.8) constitutes the surface version
of the transport theorem. Second, by Gauss' theorem the line
integral in (3.]) can be transformed into a surface integral-

_27_

dVa ärla ärla ^. äVa
--:;- ==-+-s/,= Tt *ü,5,otoE dt a€0

{ o}i'oa" = f ol,oa".
C (s) t (t)

(3. e)

(3.10)

The transformations (3.8) anil (3.10) exist, if the surface
fields are smooth (C1) and possess at most finite jumps in the

first derivatives on isolated lines or points. Hence they are
vafid i-f the singular surface is not i-ntersected by singular
1ines, which we assume. Substituting (3.8) and (3.10) into (3.1)

yields
I lavoJ I lf - 2 üa Ku sr, + (O?+90 wo).o +

Ä(t) L o"

+ [ Qk+ür(vk-*k ) n "x - (ra+ oo I 
.l 

aa = o,

and this relation must hold for every non-material singular
surface. Consequently,

t-;. --l
I öVL
-* - 2ta Ku w, + (03+üa w0).ct =

(3 ' 11)

t = - [ O*+V, (vm-wn)n em+ nÄ + o^ . 
IL_l

This is the local form of a balance equation for any additive
quantity rl.r defined on a moving non-material singular surface.

with the identj-fications of Tab1e 1 the special balance

eguations for mass, momentum, energy and entropy are obtained.
The mass quanti-ti-es in the first column are surfaee mQ.an d.er,-

sity pÄ, surface momentum density 0owk, surface energy density
06(u6+V2wkwg) and surface entropy density p4slr all per unit
area. uj and s6 are the surface internal energy and surface
entropy per unit mass, respectively. The second column contains
the non-convective surface fluxes per unit time and unj-t length
relative to particles moving with velocity wo along moving rna-
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I

I

quantity 
I

mass

momentum

energy

entropy

95 I

I

Pä*k I

I

0

- tlo

0

- tkm

g* - ur tkt

*mv

r pgk

loo**o*
r+ Qd rt

6l o8

r3t4l5l6
tttt
trtloattrl0t

t12
I

Qarot

oo!o*| 12) | q? - "* 
tl"

I

easr 
i

lpl
tt
I pvk I

t_l
tp(u+|vz1 t

l-l
I pt I

tt

r0
I

t0
I

t0
I

t-
t-0?

Table I ldentification of fields for surface-balance equations.

terial lines. tko ir the surface stress, e!-wg tlo the energy
flux, where ef; is tfru surface heat flux, and g! is the surface
entropy flux. The corresponding mass flux vanishes, because
C(s) is referred to moving material lines. The third column
lists the production densities on the surface; those of mass,
momentum and energy vanish since these quantities are conser-
ved. The entropy production density satisfies the inequality
rT4 : 0, hence entropy is produced within the phase boundary
whenever phase-transition processes are irreversi.ble. fn the
fourth column the supply densities due to external fields such
as gravity and el_ectromagnetism are collected. gk is the gra-
vitaLional force per unit mass acting on the surface particles,
rÄ is the heat supply due to radiative absorption per unit mass
and unit time and oo is the entropy supply density, which will
be specified later. The bulk densities in the fifth column are
mass densj-ty p, momentum density pvk where vk is the material
velocity, energy density p (u+V2 vk vg) and entropy density ps
in the adjacent bulk materials. u and s denote the specific
internal energy and the specific entropy, respectively. Final1y,
the non-convective bulk fluxes in the last column have the fol-
Iowing meaning: tkn is Cauchy,s stress tensor, qm the heat flux
vector and Sk the entropy flux vectox.

Insertion of the first and second row of Table 1 into (3.11)
yields the balance equations for mass and momentum



r^I dpÄ
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2 pa I!-{% * (päro),o = -l[p(ym-rpm) ] en 
,

- 2 pä w KMwn + (oo wk wo- t|0) ro =

= - n-gkml pyklvm-wn) ll e, + pa gk.

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.ls)

ar

The second of these can be split into components which are
tangential and normal to the phase boundary. To this end we

introduce the decompositlon

tI" = t[ sß" + ek s0. (3.14)

sßo are ihe contravariant components of the tensor of surface
tension, traction being positive; ß indicates the direction of
force and o, the co-ordinate line to rrhose unit length the force
is referred; So is a surface shear stress in the di-rection nor-
mal to the surface and cr refers to the unit length of the co-
ordinate 1ines, Figure 4a. Substituting (2.18) and (3.14) into
(3.13) and using (2.20), (2.L2) and (2.5) thus yields

F*# - 2 oo wnwo KM- p6 wn (bfi wß + n-u'".uil
a (ol wo 

",ß 
- goß1,g - bä (p4 wn r,ß - sß) =

- o 
',rk 

(rr*-**) ll em + po .? s* , 
I

oo*fi x* + p5 \nI tn,o * 
--

at

+ (pä wn rar - so.);o + bgo (oa ro wß - goß1 =

| = "n IItk* -pvk(vm-wm)n em+otr"r9k. 
I

I

These cornponent forms will be the basis for further simplifi-
cation.

The balance law for moment of momentum can be deduced if
the vectorial product is formed with (3.13) and xk = 

"1k(gs,t).This yields the identity
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s22

s12

s2l Kr''Y ^ltcrt

c22

cl2

Figure 4a

Illustrating components S0ß
of surface tension and So
of surface shear stress.

Figure 4b

Illustrating tangential com-
ponents Cß ana normal com-
ponents C0 of surface couple
stress.

ä.{
,a t.l:**l pa*k) - z (elir xj pa wk) KM wn +

* l,r:r* 1j p, wk)w* - .]j* *j .11,. =
(3.16)

= - [.]:rxj (-srm+pvklvn-wrn;)n ", * .ljr *j pagk

- stßal .ii* tl t[ - scr eiis.rj ek ,

whj-ch has the form (3.1f) of a surface balance. The different
terms have the following meaning:

eiroxioowk = surface density of moment of momentum,

-eiigxjtks = non-convective surface flux of moment of momentum
= negative torque of surface force density,

.ir**jPa9k = surface density of supply of moment of momentum
= torque per unit area of gravitational force,

-5tßol .ti*.i.ä-saeiipri ek = surface producrl-on density of
moment of momentum.

5[c81r = V2 (goß-gßo) denotes the antis!üunetric part of the sur-
face tension.

In the next section we shall prove that for the phase bound-
ary layers one has in general gtoß.J ; 0 and sc, I O. consequent-
ly, moment of mornentum is not conserved. Tnternal angular mo-
mentum (spin) must be adjoined to the singular surface, if it
is considered a physically reasonable image of the real phase
boundary. So, let
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surface spin density,

non-convective flux of surface spj-n,

supply density of surface spin.

Total angular momentum is the sum of moment of momenturn and

spin. Hence üi,= riin xJoowk*ooaj is the density of total an-

gular momentum, Sio , = - eijr;j lko-i4rio its non-convective flux,
oj , = eiir xj po gk * p6 ml its suppry density. rts production den-

sity nj = 0 vanishes, since total angular momentum is conser-
ved. The adjacent bulk materials. i-ce and water, are non-polar
materials. Hence, their spins vanish and theircontribution to
total angular momentum is simply moment of momentum. Conse-

quently, we have ü*, = .l:r.*iptk, qin, = -tijr*jlkm 11rig6 t'km=

tmk), o* =.ii*xjpgk and n+ = 0. substituting these quantiti-es
into (3.1I) yields then the surface balance of total angular
momentum. Subtracting the balance law (3.16) yields the balance
1aw

I i i--d ",id'ft loo ajl - zp.s ai KM vh + (e4 ao w -!r^ ) io. -
(3.17)

oa *i * stß"1 rljr tl r[ * so .iio .f ek

for internal angular momentum (spin) of the singular surface.
The last tvro terms are the production density of surface spin.
The jump contribution drops out due to conservation of moment

of momentum in the adjacent bulk materials.

According to weyl (1951) and Fletcher (1961, 1966) the ice-
water j-nterface is electrically polarized. Consequently, the
interface is a polar material which in general possesses inter-
nal angular momentum and, if it is modelled by a singular sur-
face, also surface spin. In equilibrium and close to equilibrium,
however, the direction of polarization is fixed or nearly fixed
to the normal direction of the interface. In this case the mac-

iroscopic spin aor vanishes. Spin supply rnj aue to heat radiation
requj-res coupling between angular momentum of the electrornag-
netic field of heat radiation and molecular spin of molecules
via the gyromagnetic ratio and leads only to a macroscopic
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effect for macroscopically polarized radialion and optically
active molecules (helix-structure of molecules). Heat radia-
tion is macroscopically unpolarized and water molecules are
optical inactive molecules. Hence, mi =0 ana (3.17) reduces to

so eir* to ek. (3.r8)

lte shall use conservation of angular momentun in this simpli-
fied version. (3.18) states that spin production inside the
i-nterface j-s instantaneously balanced by a couple stress laia.
Such a statement is appropriate for freezing and melting pro-
cesses at thg interface. Whether it j-s also sufficient to de-
scribe the peculiarities of the sliding properties of ice on

any support (other than ice) is presently not known. It nj-ght
well be, that the extremely small friction can be explained by

a development of rolling structures rdithin the boundary layer.
In that case spin is likely to be significant. The interface
would then be a full micro-polar fluid*/.

With the decompositions

r;t" = .ä gßo 1 
"i 

gc (3.19)

and the aid of (2.31 , (2.5'1 , (2.6), Q.]-2) equation (3.18) can be

split into tangential and normal components, see Figure 4b

- ti?. = 
"tßol 

.lj* .l .[ *

where .äß = "oy sYB,

eog: = ,/il eog ,

l;a, - bä cß = sß ;rl
1;.: 

+ coßbßd= -r"u3jj

I I for s,ß = 1,2
eoßt =1-r for s.,g=2.I

|' 0 otherwise

are co-variant and mixed components of the antis]4nmetric unit
tensor in two dimensions.

Scalar multiplication of (3.13) with wp and use of the mass

*) Ariman, Turk and SgTvester (1975) showed in a continuum theorg of micto-
polar fluids, Xhat xolling suspended patticles substantiallg reduce täe
6veta7! viscositg of Iminar pipe tLow.

(3.20)

(3 .21)
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balance (3.12) yields the surface balance equation for kinetic
ener9y

*,r, ä wxvrk) - 2 o6 j wLwk K11 wn + (06 ] w* rk r,,o-w* tlo) 
,o =

= - vrk n-1km +ovklvm_sm;1 
"** |w*rk [p(vm-wn) n e* ß.22r

- alo r*,o + oa wk gk.

If we subtract (3 .22) from the balance equations of total energy
(which is obtained by insertion of the Lhird ror^/ of Table I in-
to (3.1I)), the surface balance law for j-nternal energy j-s ob-
tained

latpo"ol . oI ät -zeautKl4w.+(p5uow0+qt),*= |

= -[q'-(v,.-w6)tk* + olu**ty-yf'] (vn-wm)le* (3.23)

| * soB {wo.*-w, bo6) + So (wn,o* bo.ß rU, .oo:_l

Final1y, the balance equation for surface entropy follows
by substituting the last row of Table 1 j-nto (3.11):

f tP -2prsaKMw, *(oosowü-o3)l
(3.24',)

Lf 
[Q* + ps(vn-wm)]l em+ rö * oa. 

I

The union of (3.I2'), (3.15), (3.2o), (3.23) and (3.24) are the
basis for a thermodynamic theory of phase boundaries.

Introducing the total time derivative (3.9) these balance
laws can be brought into a somewhat more convenient form:

* = -05(wf^-2Kswn)-Rr

oo# = -po 
"rL wß wY + oown(9oßw.,ß * 2ufi wBt +

* t"9e -ufi sß+ parfl sk-qd, 
(:.2s)

o^* = - 96 tar0(w.,61 + bsg wß) +

+ S\+ a*ß bßo + gl ek gk - €, r cont. +
;cl



where the
across the

dol
Pa -äE

n (60,r) :

c0 (qo,t) :

c. (Eu,t) :

U (6o,t) :

5 (Eo,r) : =
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= - ql,o + sdß(w1o.g1 - w,., bog)

+ sq (wn,s + bogwß) + po ro - ll ,

dsa
Pa -äF = - QI,o + t6+o6-5 ,

following abbreviations for the junp contributions
interface have been introduced:

Io(vm-wn) n e.,

.f; [ - tkt + p 1vk-wk ) (vm-wn) ]l e. ,

ek l[-tkn + p(vk-1rk) (vm-wn)]l e*,
(3.261

Iiqn - (vr-wr) tkm + p l(u-uol +

* | ty-yl'z] (vn-r.rn) I en ,

[0m + p (s-so ) (vm-wn) ]l e*.

4, Physical interpretatlon of surface fields

So far the phase boundary was considered as a mathematical
singular surface which is equipped with own constitutive pro-
perties. In physical reality, however, the phase boundary is
a thin Iayer, across which bulk fields change smoothly, though
they may experience considerable changes within a distance of
only a few Sngström, see Figure 5. AIso, because of the polar-
izability of ice and water, foreign molecules may be adsorbed
to the phase boundary. The mass density across the layer, may

thus have a distribution as shown by the dotted line of Fi-
gure 6.

So far, the concept of surface fields was employed. Here,
we express these quantities in terms of mean values of bulk
fields over a boundary layer, which, a posteriori, justifies
the mathematical approach of the previous chapter.
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Figure 5

Possi.ble density distribu-
tions across the phase
boundary between ice and
liater I

...-.... with adsorption
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case. Here we follow Buff
their procedure, which j-s

curved.
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R-\R-L wk s*\M*
9r,

wd+hcr

RL= Rf u R!
M=M*uM-
R*=(R,\nltunl
R-= tR-\n!t, n!

oxk(go,t) s_\M_

The reduction of a boundary layer
to a surface model is not new. For
a phase interface j-n equilibrium
and at rest, cibbs (f928) proposed
a two-dimensional dividing surface
that essential-1y coincides with the
phase boundary and separates two ho-
mogeneous phases. He suggested that
the cumulative effects of the inter-
face on the adjoining bulk phases

can be accounted. for by introducing
a dividing surface equipped rvith
excess mass or excess energy. Buff
(1955) incorporated a dependence of
the surface tension on curvature.
Deemer & Slattery (1978), finally.
extended these ideas to the dynamic

and Deemer & Slattery, but amend

partly defective when interfaces are

C(s,)t)
M+

C (s)
M.

Pk( E1r,t )

Figure 5

Two-dimensional picture of a thin boundary Iayer between
butk phases (for notation see also Figure 2).

We start with the general form of a local balance equation
for a three-dimensional bulk material
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ätr
f * t,1," ,rr + qk),r = 1tv + ov , (4. f )

where rJr,r, vk, Ok have the same meaning as before, and fiv and ov

are the production and supply densities per unit time and unit
volume. Vte noi^r integrate (4.1) over the non-material boundary
layer region RL = n*Lua! with surfaces äRL = Mu6*u.6_ r which
move with the velocity wk of the dividing singular surface 6

that intersects RL (see Figure 5). This yields

d
dt J v,a"* f [v,,t.,*-r*t *ok]n*da = /(ri,r+o,)dv, \4.2)

sL änL pL

where np is the outer unit normal to the surface ARL. The re-
duction of (a.21 to an expression involving integrals over the
dividing surface d is largely technical and requires argunents
of differential geometry, details which are worked out in Ap-
pendix B. Physically we must recognise that the surface fields
are formed as the excess fields over the boundary layeir of the
true fields and the extensions of the field values at the
boundary layer edge. Denoting these extended fields by sub-
scripts i (depending upon on vrhich side they apply) the balan-
ces

* / v;u". f [r;,"5-'.t *of]"ru" = I (r]+of,) av,
nf ä*l n! (4.3)

"$ 
i t;av+ f l,i,;t"1-'5, *oI]"* u" = I('T;+o;) dv,

can be formed and subtracted from the respectj-ve portions of
(4.2). What then remains is the division of the volume integra-
tion into successive integrations perpendicular to the singular
surface 6 (coordinatetr, see Figure5) and a second integration
within the surface. For the difference of (4.2) and (4.3) this
process lrields

l+ tr+

# I u" J'rv;,r,) ViA "^ = - + as no f tf;rrr[ru".,k-v=.,f r

r (t) l- C(s) r- (4.4)
cont- +

gLAR;n!
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- wk (vv-üi) + (ok-ol)] f@u^
- I [ü, (vk-wky + gk ] ep da

4 (r)

+ / a. i. 1,,"-"i,*ro"-of r.,l \F u^,
ö (r) I_

in r.rhi-ch

,.=Jvl, ror l>0,
'v Lv;, ror l<0, etc. (4. s)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

rEoi -Vs -
tf;(r) =

(1 - 2l,KM + tr2 K6) ,

1-21K"+hre loff 
-rtzr' og-uf; r ] 

.P,

The factor /n6 /S- accounts for the change in surface area
parallel to a and expresses it in terms of I and the mean and
Gaussian curvature of l. tfl(f) =goß111 tg*(tr) is the dual of the
tangent vector tog(tr) of a parallel surface at the distance ),

from the divj-ding surface ä. Fi-na11y, ho is the outer unit nor-
ma1 vector to the bounding curve C(s) in the local plane of
the surface 4, where s is the arc lenqth alöng C(s) (seeFigure
3, 5 and Appendix B).

Equations (4.4) have the form of the general balance law (3.1)
on non-material singular surfaces, and the identifiations

l+
, = 

^i- 
(v"-!,i)\F u^,

l*-, = 

^i 
Iv".,n-vi.,,.l-'kr,l;u]l-tok-o!l] .f;trl\Sa1,

' = 

^i. 
tn,-nj)\F u^,

l+
l+

= | (d -o-)M'

ho = f[-,ä3 oj - $ ojr.

dl'

üö (80,t)

o! t€",t)

rä (Eo,t)

(4.9)

oo{Eq,t): 9(^)
g
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establish the one-to-one correspondence. Accordingly, the sur-
face fields are weighted mean values of bulk excess fields
over the boundary layer of thickness l*-l_. For flat surfaces
with gog(),) =9sg and r?(l)=tfl the curvature depending r^reight-
ing disappears.

We now identify the surface fields of Table I with the cor-
responding bulk fields in (4.9). Thereby the surface fields
can be physically interpreted, separately for mass, momentum,

energy and entropy.
For mass balance, see Table 1, inserting rprr=p, 0=0, fiv=0,

ov = 0 into (4.9) yields

l+ ----l
oa = | to-oll (1-2l KM +trz x")dl

trlr
surface (4-ro)
nass denslty

and 1

^+
at = I (p,,k-pt"fr.f 

lofi-r(2 
KM off-uffr] ar,

l- surface
^ l+ T mass frux

- *n-P 
-f 

-to-otrloff-tr 
(2 KM sff-rfirl ar, iltdss rrux

Ä_

Recall no\r that we chose the surface co-ordinates as material
lines of surface particles. This choice requires that Q! = 6.

Consequently,

T6=0, oa=0. Surface mass produc-
tion and supply

(4.1r)Qlr-, r [og-i(2KM 
6g - og)l

l*

L-r1

_-l
dl=

(p vo- pi 
"?r lo3-r rzxu ofl -u$r] ai.,

The tangential velocity wo = rk .t, of the surface is determined
by the rnass density and the tangential components vf - vk to of
the material velocity field within the bound.ary layer.

For the special case of adherence, where all particles
within the layer move r^rith the same l-independent tangential ve-
locity v0 = vl = v0, th" immediate consequence of (4.1I) is wo =
t*o = r{. The singular surface moves tangentialLy with the same
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velocj-ty as do the particles.
For a flat boundary layer without adherence we have 9sg(l)=

9c6, bfi=0, Ku=Kc=0, and thus p6r*=l{*(pvo-ptvt)al, the
tangential momentum density of the singular surface is the
mean value of the excess momentum across the boundary layer.

A spherical boundary layer without adherence and with 4 ra-
dius r of the singular surface has Klr= -Vr, K"=!r2 and lfi=
- Vr sfi; therefore wo^/l+ (p-pt) (t* r/r) d), = 

^.rI* 
{o.ro-01 .r$) (r* r/r).

. dl, but p4 = )./n* (p-pl) (t+ 
^/t)z 

d^. The curvature $reighted mean

value of the ex-cess bulk momentum density within the layer
does, at.a first sight, not seem to egual the equivalent sur-
face momentum density pa #. ,Such a conclusion is physically
senseless. The problem can be resolved in connection with 1i-
near momentum.

Next we consider conservation of momentum. vtj-th qrl = p{,
Olk = -t[k, n] = 6 and n] = e7L, where g[ is the Earthsrs acce-
leration, the j.dentifications of Table I yield

p6# =

-+ko -

l+

/ torrk-01 "|l tr- 2). K, + tr2 K") dl ,
),_

tr*-
| | to"*'/-pt"5 vlt -tp.rk-p1 vf) *r -

.' L

surface
nomentum
density

surface (4.L21
s cr ess

surface nonen-
tun production
and suppLy

(4.13)

- (tkr-tl!')] 'f [0fi-rrzx, 
ofi-rfi r] ar,

nI=0, ol=pogk.

Projection onto the normal and tangential directions of the
dividing surface , yields

Q6% =

r+ -_l
J ru.rn-otrrfrl tr-2r KM + 12 x") dr, I

l+

f to""-otvll tr- 2.1 K" + 
^'*",_:^,_l

| 9lw =

lr
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(4.L4)

where (2.18), (3.14) and (4.11) were used and the following de-
compositions of the stress fields gkllx,t) = tkl(l,Eo,t) within
the layer ana t\.[(x,t) =ttt(Eo,t) of the adjacent bulk materials
into normal,.shear and Langential components were ernployed:

tk[' = q(l) 
"k"9 

* tno(r).krfi + t]n(r) t$.[ * taß(r) r5rä,

.y = q 
"k "l * q,t 

"u.3 
+ tlfr t[.4 * t]B .5.ä .

( 4. ts)

(4.13)r defines the normal velocity of the singular surface in
terms of the excess mass-fl-ux perpendicular to ö within the
boundary layer. ff this mass flux is not balanced, then wrl0.

(4.13)2 defines the tangential velocity wa of the singular
surface in terms of the excess bulk-momentum density rrithin the
layer. However, wo is also defined by (4.11). In case of adher-
ence to the phase boundary layer and for the flat layer, both
definj-tions give the same result for wo. In the general case,
we thus require, that (4.1I) and (4.L3)2 give the same results
for the tangential velocities wo(Eo,t) at every point {d on lhe
singular surface and at al-l times t. Eliminatj-on of wo yields
then the constraints

lfi 10 - Kc 68 IIcr + K6 (2Ks ofi - u$l III0 = 0 (ß=r,2) , (4.16)

where Io, IIo and IIIo are abbreviations for

rct

II0: =

Rldr)-(

R12dD-(

v0 ), dl) (

v0r2 .il) (

R dl),

R dl),
(4. 17)

cont. +

),+
(

)
),_

l+

I
),_

),+

I
I-
l+

J
t_

Ä+ l+
rl r"d^)(l
l_ r_

l+ tr+

t I *odr)( 
J),_ r_
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tr+ tr+ l+ l+

rrro: = t f vord).)( I nr,2dr)-t /v"rzdr)( I Rrdl),
r,- r- rl r-

wl-th
Yo (tr): = p(l) vo(r) - ptr'? , R(l), = p(tr) - pt .

For flat phase boundaries relation (4.16) is trivially satis-
fied. For curved phase boundaries, however, they form t\^Io con-

ditions on tr+ and tr- and fix the positions of Ä+ and 6- rela-
tive to the singular surface Ä(t) at tr = 0. Equivalent parame-

ters are the thickness do: = l+-l- of the boundary layer and

är: = l,+l-, a measure of "excentricityrt' Given the posi-tion
of the singular surface 6 (at l=0), its curvature, the distri-
butions p(tr) and vo(l) of density and tangential velocity
within the layer and thei-r values pl anct v! in the adjacent
bulk phases, the thickness d6 and the excentricity a6 emerge

as functions of the curvature of a and functionals of the dis-
tributions p(Ä) and vo(11. Because the actual distributions p(I)

and vo (tr) across the phase boundary layer are not known, they
can be chosen such as to make d6 independent of curvature and

ao depending on the curvature only" This guarantees that the

bounding surfaces ä+ and 
^- 

are paralle1 to the singular sur-
face , and that the tangential velocity wo of the singular
surface satisfies (4.11) and (4.L3)2. under these conditions
only does the singular surface represent a valid contj-nuum

physical image of the layer of phase transition.

It j-s enlightening to discuss expression (4.14) more close-
1y. In general the surface tension goß possesses antisymmetric
contributions, s[tlßJ ; 9, and the surface shear so I 0 does not
vanish. Mathematically, the convective contributions p (vo-qo;
(vY-wY) - pt (v1-\,so) {v}-wY) and p (vn-wn) (vY-wY)- pt(v*-wn) (v}-wY)

are responsible for this but physically it should also be ex-
pected. For the fluid-like boundary l-ayer between ice and wa-

ter carries electrical polarization and so a polar fluid evol-
ves !n which the Cauchy stress tkl may possess antisymmetric
contributions. By contrast, the adjacent bulk materials, ice
and water, are non-polar and then possesses slmmetric Cauchy

stresses tfl.
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as an in^thltcLlve exomple consider the special case of a trans-
versely isotropic boundary layer that is neither exposeal to
shear stresses nor to tangential velocities but is subject to
hydrostatic pressure fron the bulk materials. In this case the

Cauchy stress within the layer may be slmetric of the forn 'tk[
= tr.r(l) "k.[ + tT(tr) (ök-0 - "k "l) anal the aaljacent bu]k stresses

are tfl = -pt.6k[. ttre surface tension soß = sßc is then s].m-

metric and 5o = 0 vanishes. This is proven by substituting 6kl =

"k "9 + s"ß .ä .ä, into the foregoing formurae and conparing the

result with (4.r5). It yields Ln=tx(l), tno = t9n= O, Loß =

t1(l)soß a1a tfi = -pt, qt =.:i=0, .?ß = -pl soß, änd upon

insertion into (4.I4)

(4.18)

Sd =0.

Since goß and bc18 are symnetric soß = sfo, q.e.d. The formula

gives also rise to the introduction of the co-ordinate inväriant
surface tension

It is the same as the equilibriurn surface tension introduced

Buff,1956.

Iulore generally, the co-ordinate invariant surface tensj_on
non-equj-librium is given by

tr+

o,= jt$ = I (rr(tr)+p1)(r-lKM)dl.
l_

I-
- pt (vg-\,rdl t"I-rYl)] "

(4. re)

(4.20)

the surface density 94u6 of
flux q! with the correspond-

select üv = 9(u+ V2 Y2), 0k=
insert them into (4.9) and

tr+

r.ß = 
1 

-r.rrr) 
* ptl 

[noß- 
rrz x* soß-udßl]ar,

Ll= ,,.,

by

IN

= +i- [t.o'-.g'1- (o (v0-w0) ("Y;;l

L__ * (vro-r (2 KM syd-byd)) dr.

The next step j.s to idenlifl'
internal energy and surface heat
ing bulk fields. To this end we

ek-vntln, trv = 0, ov= pvkgk+pr,
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identify the surface fields with the corresponding fields of
Table 1:

r'+ - .,1 ,=
o6(uo+ j v'l = l(ot.r*]v2t-p'(o'* jr?l)\S u^,

-I

l*., r .

e]-w* tlo = i-(0,".]v') t.,*-'*)-pt(u1**v3l t"f-'*1
r_ ,'i (ek-e!l-(vrtrk-vi t!*l)]'ttu\Fu^ , 

(4'2Ll

TL

go t1 9k* go to

If use is made

decomposilions

0,

]*(,0 r,*-ot.,l)sk * (p.- or 

"t\F 
dr.

)._

of (4.10), (4.t1) , (4-L2), (4.13), and if the
(2.18), (4.15) and

(4.22)

(4.23)

qk = q.(),) ek + qo{r) t[,

el = ei "k* q] t[
are used, lengthly manipulations with (4.2L) shor,r that

1.. I i -l, e6 r^ = J (pr-p r')(f-2trK"+1,2 x") dl , I

l_

= j. frG-+(Y-Y)2) 
- o' (','* ä,r'-o,')]',

^- x(r-2lKr*),2Kc)dtr, 
I

, * (r(".'+tv-y)t)1vY-r^/)-o!(or*l,rt-ol') <"1 
"l)] 

. 
,

| " (og-i tz Ku dV - ulr) ar ___l

(4.24)

These relations show that the surface density of internal
energy pÄ uÄr is the curvature weighted mean value across the

phase boundary of the excess-internal- energy plus the diffusive
kinetic energy density within the layer. Further, the surface

ol ul
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heat flux is a (differently weighted) mean value of the excess-
bulk heat flux, relative stress power and relative convective
energy flux inside the layer. The mathematical constructions
of these expressions have a formal simj-Iarity to corresponding
quantities in thermodynamic mixture theory, MüIler (1973).

Finally, the fields in the balance equation for surface
entropy must be identified. For this we insert üy = Os for en-
tropy density, 0k for entropy flux, no, for entropy production
density and o, for entropy supply density into (4.9) and obtain
with the identificati-ons of Table 1

l---t* 
-I 

oo 
"o = | to"-o' st) (t- 2r K" + 12 Kc) dr, 

I

)._

).+

nt = I 1nr-n,r1) (1- 2tr KM + 12Ko) dl ,
t_

l+
ot = J (o,r-o.j) (t- 2t K!4 + t2 K") dt,

I-
l+_

| .3 = 1 Lrou-o?1.(osrvß-*ßy - pt s1 r"!-'ßr) 
] " ,

L_ 
" 

" (oä-^ (2KM 6ä-bä)) 1|

(4.25\

(4.26)
in which Ok = on(r) ek + Oo(t) to,

ol=oiek+6$t[
were used. The fields (4.25t for the entropy balance on singu-
lar surfaces, are again mean values over excess fields across
the phase boundary layer.

Relations (4.10), (4.11), (4.L2J3,4, (4.13), (4.L4\, (4.23), (4.241

and (4.25) are completely general definitions not restricted by
constituti"ve assumptions, which would delimit their applicabi-
lity to special materl-als. However, the expressions depend on
the assurnption, that the phase boundary can be devided into
parallel surfaces with a thickness da = l+- L_ which is constant
for all space points. This does not forbid, for instance, a
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change of thickness !,rith temperature, as is observed for the
ice-air interface by Golecki and Jaccard (197'7). But variable
temperature along the surface violates the assumption of paral-
Iel surfaces. Because the surface layer is only a few Sngström

thick, we feel justified in neglecting additional complica-

tions, such as non-parallel surfaces.

The aim of this chapter was twofold. It does not only serve

to identify surface fields in a ratj-onal way consistent with
the concept of balance laws, but due to their physical inter*
pretations in terms of bulk fields it also serves to derive
constitutive equations for the surface fields" This will be

demonstrated in the following chapter.

5, Constitutive assumptions for surface fluids
and their relation to the boundarv-laver-

theory of Phase interfaces

The basic objective of thermodynamics on non-material sin-
gular surfaces, that represent phase change surfaces, is the
determination of the fi.elds

o6 (Eo,t), .Xk(6cx,t) , T6(60,t), tDI (Eo,t) I (5.1)

for surface density, motion, temperature and (eventually) di-
rector, respectively*). For this v/e rel-y on the balance equa-

tions (3.25)1_a for mass, monentum, internal energy and (even-

tual1y) on (3.20)f,2 for couple stress. To make them a set of
solvable field equations for given supplies gk(I,t) and r4(x,t),
however, the surface fields

*) Surface spin af,lla,t) witl be neglected in the seque|, c.p. chapter 3,
tlre djscussion following (3.17). In case that the pol-ar phase boundarg
has to be treaüed as a Cosserat-continum, it is necessarg to intro-
duce an axial field $feo,tl, the surface director, jn order xhat the
balance equations (3.2A) tor the cauple stresses cil be satistied. we
shalT ptove latex on, tJ:at täjs ditector field can also be onitted in
the so called membrane approximation of phase intetfaces.
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sl teY.tl, uo (EY,t) ;

,tloßl 1Ey,t), ss 1Ey,ty, coß (Ey,t), c0

and the jumps

ß (qY,t) , oo 16Yrt) , (n (Ey,tl, ll (EY

(s-2)
1qY,t) J

,r) (5.3)

must be related in a imaterially dependent mannertr to the ba-
sic fields (5.f). Such relations are called rtconstitutive equa-
tj-onsl for phase boundaries. They must reflect the peculiari-
ties of the ice-vrater interface, which snbrace dynamics and

thermodynamics of freezinq and melting, effects of surface ten-
sion, fricti"on etc. Since the fields (5.2) represent mean va-
Iues of excess quantities within the non-material boundary
layer, it is by no means evident, how rrconstitutive equations'l
for phase interfaces have to be formulated. To obtain a first
understanding, we therefore start with the definitions of the
surface fields according to chapter 4 and calculate them under
simplifying assumptions.

5.1 Calculation of surface fields from
distributions of boundary-layer fields

The surface fields 06, wo, wn, Soß, So, u6, e! for mass, momen-

tum, internal energy and s6, 0f for entropy can be calculated,
whenever the butk fields within the layer p(l), vo().), vn(l),
toß (l) , t;o (l) , u(tr) , eo (tr) , s (tr) , Oo (l) are known functions
of the thickness co-ordinate, see Figure 5. This requires a

thermodynamically consistent constitutive theory for the Cauchy

stress tkg(I), internal energy u(l), heat flux qk(l), entropy
flux Ok(Ä) for the fluid-like (generally polar) material within
the boundary layer bet\^reen ice and water and a solution of the
balance equations within this layer.

Both problems are presently unsolved. The postulation of a

thermodynamic constitutive theory for a boundary layer with ex-
tremely large density gradients, velocity gradients and (pos-

sibly) temperature gradients in the normal direction would
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probably require a liquj-d-crystal model (within the context of
extendzd thermodynamics) . constitutj-ve relatj-ons would have to
match the crystal structure on the ice side and the isoLropy
structure on the water side with a continuous loss of aniso-
tropy over the thickness of the 1ayer. Such a formulation is
extremely difficult. A considerable simplification can be

achi-eved, when, less accurately, polycrystalline ice j-s consi-
dered as an isotropic material. In this case the boundary layer
constitutes a transversely isotropic material that does not
change its symnetry behaviour across the thickness dimension.
The number of transport coefficients in the constitutive equa-

tions fof the non-syrfinetric Cauchy stress and the heat flux is
then considerably climinished. But, even in the simplest theory
including viscosity, heat conductivity and a dependence on d.en-

sity gradients, at least 8 transport coefficients in the stress
and 2 transport coefficients i-n the heat flux are necessary.

Recently, Dixon (l-984) presented work on extended thermo-
dynarnics of non-simple isotropic fluids, in which he was able
to incorporate density gradients arnong the state variables that
characterize thermostatj-c equilibrium. However, this work must

likewise be generalized to anisotroplc fluids in order to
achieve a thermodynamicall-y consistent constitutive theory for
the boundary layer between ice and water.

A first impression about the relations between surface
fields and the fields within the layer is obtained wi-tin lÄAuned

distributi-ons of the bulk fields over the thlckness co-ordinate
l. The simplest possible profiles are cubic distributions f(l)
for all the bulk fields, Figure 7:

f (qcrü,Ä,t) = fo(60,t) + f1 (Eo,r).1+ f2(gc,r) .13, wirh r. = S l- , tt.n,_ d^ ll=0
where fg and f2 are determined by the boundary conditions
f(80,1+,t) =fr(E0,t):

ro = jtr++r-) - ,.JG;* I 
nrl tul.rai ) + r,2aor"'?o-a2ot] ,

(s.s)

2 aoßal+dlt
([f]l - frd{)L2
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and
do: =tr*-tr_, aÄ::tr++i_

are the thickness and excentricity of
the layer, These families of profiles
with the adjustable normal slopes fr=
P+I. contain sufficient freedom to
dA I Ä=0
satisfy the constraints (4.16) and to
allow a membrane approximation for the

L* ).=0 I- phase interface. [linear profiles for p(l)

Figure 7 and vo(l) lrould not satisfy (4'16). !'loreover,

Famity of cubic profi- linear profiles for toß(I) and t;o().) would
Ies for the blük fields
within the boundary tay:er. require the phase interface to be a porar con-

tinuuml.

Satisfaction of (4.15) is a necessary requirement in order
that the boundary-1ayer theory is consj-stent with the theory
of singular surfaces. Ihe nembnane appnor-ina.tion for the polar
boundary layer is a desired simplj-fication because the passive
non-material interface between ice and water of a thickness of
a few molecular distances should not be able to sustain couple
stresses and normal shears, viz.

g[crBl = 0, So = 0. (s.7)

Insertion of the cubic profiles into (4.10), (4.13), (4.14),
(4.23)-(4.24) and calculation of the surface fields is tedious
routine r^tork, details of which are qiven in Appendix C. Here
we merely discuss the main results obtained therein.

The constraints (4.16) can be satisfied, if the slopes p1

and vt of the density- and the tangential velocity profiles are
proportional to the corresponding jurnps

' 01=f;rol, .,,1=fru""1 (s. B)

with the same factor of proportionality. The j-dentities (4.16)
reduce then to two non-linear equations for the dimensionless
factor X and the dimensionless excentricity o: = a6/d6 which
require that

a=o(ku,kc), X=X(kla,kc) (5.9)

are functions of the dimensionless curvature kM: = KMd6 and

(s.6)
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k6: = K6 d!. Numerical solutions show,

caI1y permissible interval -1 S o S 1

o1 (ky,k6) s 0 and o.2 (k1a,K6) > 0, exist;
and Figure L

that within the physi-
exactly two families,
see Tables C.I and C.2

Fj {k), oj(k) li "1,21
15

-2
-10

k=k*do

Figure 8

solutions of equation (4.16) for spherical geometry' xfr = *". Plotted on
semi-logarithmic scale is ci1 < 0 ando2 > 0 as a funclionof k =KradÄ.
ror lkl > 0.1 one has lorl t l which is unphysical and therefore not
shown. Disptayed are also the values of the functions Fl and F2 arising
in (5.10) and (5.1I). Dependence on curvature is significant only for
It<l > ro-3"
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Using these results, the surface density
velocity fo1Iow from (4.10) and (4.13)2 and

and. tangential
are given by

-]
== 

rpn*rr(ks,k6)
ld.

oo vro = tlr,von -f Fr(kM,kc)
I

il.
-' Ipn.[van f F2 (krl' kc). 

| 
( 5. 11)

(s. 1c)

The dimensionless functions FI and F2 are, strictly, functions
of the curvatures and o(ks,k6) and are defined ir (C.29); nume-
rical values are given in Tables C.l and C.2 and plots can be
found in Figure 8. Let us interpret (5.10) first. Fr can be
positive or negative. Its sign must be chosen such that ga > 0.
Hence, two cases may be distinguished, which, for spherical
geometries, are explained in Figure 9. [Recalt that the + side of
the j.nterface is always that side into which the surface normal vector
points I .

Relative positions of
ice (r) and water {w)
and choice of sign of
dimensionless excent- CASE

ricity B

#- 3: =3;)[a] =sr-Qw.o

Y Qa'o 'u'tol ,r.o : a'2>o

* Ä- [: =äy][an = s* Q, ' o

\:/ {s-ror+ Qat0äFrtQ:cr<0

CAS E

^lFigure 9

For a water inclusion in ice (case A) the positive family
1) a2(kgrk6) > 0 of excentrj-cities must be chosen. Since for
this family (4.16) possesses solutions [ott a.tt curvatures, vra-
ter inclusions ln ice exist down to bubble sizes of nucleation
dimensions. The situation is dj_fferent, when ice j-nclusions in
water are considered (case B). In this case the negative fami-
1y -1 S o1(k1a,k6) < 0 must be selected. Since for this family
(4.16) possesses no physically meaningful (loll < 1) sotution
when lkul tO.1, we conclude that very sma1l ice inclusions in
water (of nucleation dimensions) cannot exist. Ice nucleation
in steam, however, is possible (case A is appJ_icablel). From
this we infer, that nucleation of ice from pure water must
start from the vrater surface. This, in fact, is observed in
nature. The non-existence of ice-nucleation in water may also
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explain the phenomenon of undercooling in clean water. Ice
formation in water, however, is possible, when nucleatj-on ker-
nels are present with dimensions that are larger than ten times

the boundary layer thickness, or lt*l S 0.I.

Let us shortly discuss the order of magnitude of p5. Assume

a thickness da = l0O I = 10-6 cm at the normal freezing point'

The densities of water and ice at Ooc and I bar are pw=0.9992

g/cm3, (Hutter & Trösch, 1975, p.58) ancl Pr = 0.9\64 g/cm3

(Hobbs, 1914, p.348). For a flat phase boundary we have thus

p6 = (g*-e1lf lnr(0,0) I = 2.lr'to-t * 
.

This is a very sma1l number, consequently' if there is only a

single phase boundary bet\n/een large masses of ice and water,
its mass contribution to total mass of ice and \^/ater is negli-
gible. Hov/ever, in an ice-water mixture as in ice mash' where

the area of internal phase boundaries per unit volume of the

inixtuie is considerabfe, the mass contribution of the phase

boundaries to the total mass of the mixture can no longer be

ignored.

From (5.10) no inferences can be dravtn about the curvature
dependence of Qt, unless the curvature dependence of the jump

Ip]l is known. For compressible bulk materials, ice and water,
there must be a curvature dependence of [pl, since the pres-

sure in the inclusion is curvature dependent and heavily in-
creasing for decreasing size of the inclusion. However, this
dependence is not known. Therefore, we consider two extreme

cases. i

1. Assume the bulk materials to be incornpressible; then [p1 =

llono = constant and equal to the value for the flat inter-

face and 06 is curvature dependent.

2. Assume pa= pl = constant and equal to the val-ue of the flat
interface; then l[pn is curvature dependent.

In Fiqure 10 both cases are drawn for spherical geometrv. Case

I is shown by curves @ ""a @, case 2 by the straight line

@. fne realiLy should 1ie in between''inside the shaded areas.
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-2
-10

k=k"do
-t oo

Possible domains for the curvature dependence of surface density 06. Cur-
u"" (i) ana 6i) disptay formuta (5.10), for which [p1] = [osl = cJ,stant,
.Line @ is th-e curve g6 = 040 = constant.
Case A: Spherical water inclusion in ice,
Case B: SphericaL ice inclusion in water.
Realistic curvature dependence of O6/d6 must. Iie in the shaded area.

The boundary layer model is also valid for the fluid-vapour
phase transition. In this case the critical point can be

reached, at which the phase boundary must disappear, since the
phases are no longer distinguishable. This property is included
in the foregoing results, for with [pn*0 also po + 6 for all
curvatures: the surface fields p^ vanishes when the phase

boundary layer disappears. All other surface fields must have
similar behaviour at the critical point.

A brief discussion of formula (5.11) for surface momentum

may be added. For adherence of the bulk material, viz v$=v9,
we deduce wa = v? = vl, the tangential velocity of the interface
equals the material velocities of the adjacent bulk materials.
I'or v$ I v9 the surface velocity wo differs from both.

Next, consider the normal- motion of the interface. Inserting



the cubic
mal slope

we obtain

r-
0^ wn

l-

and choosing the nor-

For a non-material phase j-nterface w'r must be different from

the material veloc.ity components vfi anil v; of the adjacent bulk

materials. This requires vfi lv.. The material interface tl =v;
and wn = v* = v; is included as a special case and so is the cri-

tical point for which [p]l = O.

More complex are the results for surface tension and trans-

verse shear. fnserting cubic profiles for the boundary layer

fields aaß1r) I t'ß4111 and täd(l) into (4.14) yields relations for

the tensor Sdß of surface tension with, in general, non-vanish-

inq antisymmetric contribution s[oß] and normal shear so- The

normal slopes 1{oßJ .n6 ti} of the stress distributions within
the layer can be chosen such that the requirements (5.7) for
the membrane approxj"rnatj-on are satisfied Isee (C.35) and fol]-ov/-

ing text in Appendix Cl. The resulting expression for the sym-

metric surface t"ttg16n g (cr'ß) contains only the symmetric slopes

tloß) as adjustable parameters. These must be determined such

that the mechanical equilibrium condition

roul" ouo = tlpnt - too ep)1" vk, (5.14)

following from (3.25)a, is identically satisfied. pä denote ttre

hydrostatic pressures in the bulk materials. !{ith the choice

t-(aß) = t(a8) I = tf soß *t! {roß-r" qaß) (5.15)
I 1 le L ' '

the non-equilibrium tensor of surface Lension can finally be

written as Isee (c.65) ]

d^dr.-l
= [pvnn; Fr(kM,kc) [011.[vrII ;: Fr (kM,kc) . (5.13)

__t

,53 -

profile for vr(l) into (4.13)r

vi = frv"I
from (C.33) and (c.18)r

|ltot- s(c,ß)lE= - [ rYa*pp ddn + -
_-l

'? 
,8]. 

IL- , 
[ero] 

o!
d6n-a c2 d{0 bB) . * ",

(s.12)

(s.16)
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fn the derivation of (5.16) convective contributions to (4.14)
have been neglected as they are regarded to be small of second
order. The functions Gi(ky,k6) (j=r,2,3) are defined in (C.43),
and details may be found in Appendix C, egus. (C.35)-(C.68).
Non-equilibrium surface tension is caused by departure of the
tangential stresses in the adjacent bulk materials from their
corresponding hydrostatic pressures. Fluid-like phase interfa-
ces cannot sustain surface shear stresses in equilibrium, con-
sequently stoß)lu= o" gaß. Neglecting the gravitational contri-
bution (gr =61 we thus deduce from (5.14)

on kr,r = Upnn#, (5.r7)

which is Lapiace's formula. This relation is akin to (5.10), it
relates the pressure junp [pnn to the surface tension og, but
no information about a curvature dependence of ou is obtained.
Common practice in the classical theory of surface tensj-on is
to assume oE to be independent of the curvatures, and this
seems to be corroborated by measurements. But all measurements
of surface tension known to us cover a regime where the dimen-
sionless curvatures ky, k6 are almost zero. So, the statement
that oE is independent of the curvatures is nothing else than
an assumption, whose validity is doubtful in the vicinity of
nucleation dimensions for which curvatures are large. In the
boundary layer formulation of Appendix C another formula,
(C.47ll was motivatedi it reads

: a2
oE = upEII ? r,.*.? Y rr-.i +(ke-kc)s4, (s.18)

and relates oB to tf and t!, two scalar coefficients defined
in (C.45) and the functions S1(ks,k6) (j=r,3,4) which are de-
fined in (C.48). Elinination of the pressure jump fpen between
(5.17) and (5.18) yields

oE= ^ l-l-.1 $r"*tP* ' 'r

,.-*' rrl Lti ä t' *t; i (kfi-kc) s4i ' (s'le)

This is a relation for the curvature dependence of oB, if the
curvature dependence of t! and t! are known. Presently this is
not the case, so (5.19) needs experimental investigation. There
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are t$ro alternatives that we may consider instead. First, o" =
o$, is independent of curvature. Second, tl = t? and t! = t8 are
assumed to be independent of curvatures and given by their flat
surface limit value" tg = (3/d:) (o3/s3) and L9= - (3/dä) (o8/sg).

. (s!/sg), see (c.61). The real curvature dependence of os should
1ie between these two extremes. For spherical geometry the si-
tuation is visualized in Figure l-1 and Table C.3. A stabil-ity
analysis of the boundary layer in equilibrium may determine
the proper curvature dependence of tf ancl t!. rfr:-s will be

rrorked out later.
The results for the surface internal energy, entropy, heat

flux and entropy flux are simply collected, since they are un-

constrained. Substituting cubic boundary-1ayer distributions
for u(tr), So(l) and Oor(l) into (4 .23)2, (4.24), 14.25)r,s, neglect-

9iol
1l

1010

11

-10

Figure ll

-2
-10

k=kuda

Possible domains for the curvature dependence of the surface tension oE.
curves @ ana @ display results obtained with formura(5..19) for which
rrn=clitf=t!.
Case A: Spherical vtater inclusion in ice'
Case B: spherical ice inclusion in water.

curve @ is for og = oB = constant. Realistic curvature dependences of
Og rnust lie in the shaded areas.
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ing all convecti-ve contributions and ciroosing

".,.= *rur, ",= fr"r, ei = fno.r, oi = fro"r
for the normal slopes at I = 0 the following .."rrra" are ob-
tained:

d^ d ------------l

0aua = floun] Fr(kM,kc)+[pn.liu]l f rr{k*k.), ' (5.2r)
I

ro"l$ Fr(kM,kG)+rIpr.Islr]"r,*",oo,,| $.22)

(s.20)

ü"^ =

(s.23)

(5.24)

The curvature dependent functions Ji (ks,k6) f=t,2\ are defined
in (C.77); (5.2I)-(5.24) emerge from (C.73)-(C.75) in Appendix
C, were further details may be found. The choices (5.20) are
akin to the slopes (5.8) of the density- and tangential velo-
city profiles, which are necessary consequences of the con-
straints (4.15), Hence, inherent to (5.20) is the assumption
that all boundary-layer fields possess the same relative nor-
mal slope at tr = 0 (similarity:). This makes (5.21)-(5.24) the
simplest possible connection betrreen the jumps of bulk fields
and the corresponding surface fields. The relations also gua-
rantee tbat the surface fields vani-sh, when the critical point
is approached (a necessary requirement for disappearance of
the phase boundary).

Equations (5.10), (5.11), (5.13), (5.16), (5.17) anil (5.21) - (5.24)

provide the simplest connections between bulk jurnps and surface
fields, that satisfy the constraints (4.15), the requirements
of the membrane approximation and the mechanical equilibrium
conditions. In their derivation convective contributions were
neglected because the boundary layer rnodel was designed for
the 'rwet icef regime 1n glaciers, for which rel-ative velocities
along grain boundaries are likely to be small. For applications
of the boundary-layer formulation to skating, skiing or regel-

F roßn$[",uä.+","ä]l

!a roar$[,r.uE.+","d
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ation with Large relative velocities on both sides of the 1ayer,
the convective contrj-butions should, however, not be ignored.
This would complicate the theory considerably.

Let us close this paragraph with a few remarks regarding
the admissibility of lhe continuum description of phase bound-

aries. Admittedly, the boundary layer thickness is very sma11,

of the order d^ = 100 Ar säyr (Golecki & Jaccard., L977). We may

thus ask !,rhether a conti-nuum thermodynamic description is fea-
sible to characterize pieces of matter of s.uch small dimen-
sions. This question can be decided by means of basic concepts
of statistical mechanics. There, it is proven that every pj-ece

of matter of which the statistical probability function is a

canonical distribution allows a continuum thermodynami-c de-
scription. A cloud of 100 molecules of a gas in contact with
a mole of the same molecules satisfies a canonical distribution
function within an accuracy of I 7.- This is easily proven in
the context of Gibbts statistical mechanics. From this we may

infer that a collection of 100 water molecules in the fluid-
like boundary 1ayer, which fill approximately a volume of 25x

25x25 83, ."r, be treated by thermodynamic methods. In our si-
tuation we are well in this range. Hence, the applicability of
the chosen continuum description to phase boundaries is justi-
fied.

5.2 Constitutive equations for surface fields

According to the preceding paragraph constitutive equations
for the surface fields (the local in-plane fields) and the jump

contributions must be distinguj.shed. In this paragraph only the
surface fields will be treated.

We shal1 reqard the fluid-llke phase boundary between ice
and water as a membrane, for which

g [oßJ1EY,t1 
= 0, ss(EY,t) = 0, coß(EY,t) = 0, co(qY,t) = 0 (5.25)

vanj.sh identically and the director fi-eld of(go,t) ir (5.1) can
be omitted from the independent fields. Constitutive equations
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must then be formulated for the surface fields

c1 (EY,t) :

(EY,r), qt (EY,r) ,
(5.261

, o| {6Y,t) ,

in the balance laws (3,25)r_n and (3.25)5.

The interface between ice and water will be modelled as a

d.inple heaL conduc.ting, viÄcouÄ (two-dimensional) [L*i-d., wl.lch is ma-

thematically defined by the constitutive assumptions
-- ---l

' cä(6Y,t) = t5,bo,To, wo, wn, T6,c, wlß,wn.ß, t[, ek, tärO, "fg), | 
(5.27)

in which conmas ( ),o and semi colons ( ).o denote partial deri-
vatives or covariant differentiations with respect to Eo. Tä is
the surface temperature which may be different from the tempe-
ratures T* and T_ in the adjacent bulk materials. The surface
gradients Ta,o, *?ß, \^rn,ß account for heat conduction along and
internal viscous friction within the phase boundary, respecti-
vely. The tangent vectors and the normal vector and their de-
rivatives allow that constitutive quantities also depend on
the geometry of the surface.

The constitutive eguations (5.2'11 are restricted by the rule
of material frame indifference, the principle of material sym=

metry and the entropy-principle. Reductions due to these re-
quirements are worked out later. For the time being we assume

that relations of the form (5.27) be given for aII quantities
listed in (5.26).

5.3 Constitutive equations for jump fields

For vanj-shing surface fields the junp contributions (3.25)
R, td, [r.,, ll and 5 in the balance laws (3.25) vanish; and
(3,26) degenerate Lo the classical boundary conditions at i.m-
material moving surfaces. Mass. momentum etc. bearing real
phase boundaries, however, require constitutive assumptions
for these jump quantities. Inspection shows that they are ex-
plicitly functions of the limiting values

I s t"nl

1

u6(€Y,t) ;

sÄ (EY,t)
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w$: = vf-wa = (v}-wk) rf;, .3*' = rfl t.f'". ,

wf: = vf,-wn = (v|-wk1 er, tf,: = en t5. "*,
0*: = T*-T6, efi: = qI ek

of relative tangential velocity W! and shear stress tff*, rela-
tive normal velocity Wf, and normal stress tfi and temperature
difference 0* and heat flux qf,. [Recall that the bulk fields u
and s are functions of the bulk ternperature Tl. In view of the
equilibriurn condition (5.14) it is suitable to separate a hyd-
rostatic pressure from the bulk stress, vLz.

and to *nr"." .g* ""ut*i;;; 
"" 

6km * ikm

i*+' = rft tl* e* = tfia ,

€* , = e* €fro e, = t* +pE.

The jump contributions (3.26) contain then explicitly Ip]!,fiun,
Ipnn,[s]l and the follo\,ring jump quantities

(s.28)

(5.2e)

(s.30)

(s.31)

(5.32)

I 
Dcr, = rft [vkn ,

K4 (gd,t) r .l on ' = €k [.rkn ,
IIx,=rfl ,

and can be rewritten:

60: = tfl [€krne,n,

€.: = e1 [tknnqn,

Q:=eg[qk1

fion wfi + (P+- [pn)Pn,

- 60+ [pn w] wfi +(p+ -[pnt [u"w] 
+ od wj - r" ,nJ,

-Gn+ [pen+ [plt (w*)2 + (p+-uoll 
[zu" wj -nfr ],

o* lro(u-uo 
+ +. + ty-y)21 - o"] twl-o"l +

f,nt
+ 

[o* 
(,-.*-,.,o * # * ] rv.-wr')- ei]rwj-r"r -

- co twl-uo) - po tfi* ,

8=

-ctL=

En=

u=

5 = Ksl -(+- I() Q+[p(s-so)n (wi-Dn) + 0,., 0+ (s+-so) .



= KA(p6, To, w0, wn, To,o, wl6,

tä, .k, rä,e, .le i r*, o+ i

w?,wi, i3., t*. o*,si) .

The same hotds for the jump contributi_ons in
they are combinations of (5.28), (5.30) and

-60-

In the transition from (3.26)5 to (5.32)5 the relation Ok =
VT gk between entropy and heat flux in the bulk rnaterials has
been used; T is ttle (absolute) temperature.

The fields (5.28) may be independently prescribed on one
side of the phase boundary. The outcome on the other side, how-
everr depends on this input and the constitutive properties of
the phase interface. Hence, the jurnp contributions (5.31) may
depend on the variables listed in (5.2?) and (5.28):

*n,ß ; 
I

(s.33)

I

(5.32), since
(s.31) .

Inserting the constitutive equations for the surface fields
and the jump contributions into (3 .251.-a yields a set of field
equations for the determination of p6(tort), axk(Ed,t) and T6(€o,t).
Every solution for given supplies gk(Eo,t) and r1(60,t) and
given bulk fields p*(Eß,t), r+(qg,r), vf{€ß,t), v[teß,t), rfi+(6ß,r).
t*(€ß,t) ana qf,1Eß,t) on one side of the phase boundary is cal-
red, a thelunodqnanLc prLocu^ upon phase interfaces betv{een ice and
water.

5.4 Connexion to the boundary-layer theory

As a supplement to the consti-tuive assumpti_on for the jump
quantities we compare the results of the boundary-Iayer theory
with (5.33). Equations (5.I0), (5.11), (5.13), (5.14), (5.2I)
and (5.22) can easily be rewritten in the following forms:

[p]t =X+, [s]l =(s+-sr)

[pn]l = s(cxß) lu ouo * too .6) l" sk, fivon = ud = w?

[un = tn*-oa) i, llvnll = lrn=W*

where the coefficient F = F(p+,06,; kM,kq) is defined as

1
7t
I
7, (s.34)

I
Ir

K6 (E0,t)
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F:=r-+ä-fr+". (5.3s)

The relations (5.34)r,f-6 are special cases of the constitutive
assumptions (5.33) for the jump contributions. The equili"brium
condition (5.34)2 has been the reason for separating the hydro-
statj.c pressure from the argument functions €fi* and €fi in
(5.33) and for choosing 60 and Gfi :-n (5.3f) as constitutive
quantities.

We may emphasize, that relations (5.34)r,g-s, obtained from
the boundary-layer mode1, are based on the special assumptions
made in section 5,1, namely: cubic boundary-Iayer profiles,
particular normal slope expressions for these profiles and

neglect of all convective contributions to the surface fields
Hence, they form the simplest possible constitutive equations
for the jump fields, consistent vrith the general equations
(5.33).

Not inclucled in (5.31) are the purely tangential relations
(5.16), (5.23) and (5.24) ot the boundary-1ayer theoxy. For
later use we give their inversions

ll toß* p" so3 ll = n ioß 1 =

(5.36)

lqo n

[Öcx]l

= - &f (r,"0, - s(vd) 
l") [0. o? oB -

- or* o{0 r[r . o' * o? o8] ,

= e,4'nf ir"r- ] r.* ,r2r dt - .r, # "ä] ,

= - &fr'o! fr"r.] kMr2) 6ä - ", 
gnn oä] ,

where
A,r: = t? .+ky J'J2 * St",rl, (5.37)

and Ai ö=L,2,3\ and Ä are given in (c.68) and iI1 and J2 in
(c.77), which all are dimensionless functions of the curvatu-
res k14 and k6. Relations (5.36) also have the structure (5.33)

for the general constitutive equations of junp quantities.
(5.36)2,3 will be used later to relate the adjacent bulk tem-
peratures T+, T- to the surface temperature Tt .
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6, Röstrictions on the constitutive equations

The constitutive eguations are restricted by three general
requirements: The rule of material frame indifference, the
principle of material symmetry and the entropy principle. The
evaluation of these requirements is the content of the thermo-
dynamic constitutive theory of phase boundaries.

6, I Rule of material frame indifference

This principle requires invariance of the constitutive equa-
tions under.Eukll,dean-transformations

***i = alr. (t) (xk -"k ttl) (6. r)

of observer frames. Oiuttl are time dependent rotations of
frame X* against frame X. For Cartesian co-ordinate systems in

-*both frames, 0:k(t) is an orthogonal matrix satisfying

and ck(t) is a time dependent
shift of the origin I* rela-
tive to the origin of X. X is
assumed to be fixed in an
j-nertial frame, see Figure 12.

The motion of a surface
element on Ä (t) relative to
I* and X is given by

***
*k = uxk1E0,t) = *xk(lf,t),

(6.3)
xk = uxk(E0,t) = Rxk(=f,t).

The velocity of a surface
element relative to I* and I
then follows as

(6.21

C (s)

Figure 12

Relative positions of the singula.r
surface 6(t) in different observer
frames X and I*, respectively.

obi oir = 6l , oF; o{o = 6i ,
k

der ll okk ll =
det llo:I ll

= +1,

xk="xk(E1t)
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^ .t._" .,- änX''(!t,t) *. * *
wk= -a"j*'"/ = fiträ**."k,

,- apxk 1if,t),*= -^";a' =I|rt.ä*qek,
where * auxt(#,t) . "t = g4{, (6.s)"k ='d ä80 lir"tzl '

are the components of the tangent vectors and the normal vec-
tor relative to I* and r$, ek are given in (2.2) and (2.3)' res-
pectively.

Quantities S, Vk, Tk[ which, under Euklidean transformations
are relaied by the formulae

ö = s,

vä = e$o v*, (6.6)
** * *

rkr = olr o1n tuu

are called Euklidean scalars, vectors and tensors, respective-
ly. Inserting (6,3) into (6.I) and differentiating the result-
ing expression wj-th respect to {d yields

,$=oin.5, "t=oi*"0,
consequently, and in view of (2.6) and (2.10)

örrg = ocye, ßoß = buß.

The surface vectors are thus Euklidean vectors and the surface
metric and curvature are Euklidean scalars. Next, insert (6.3)
into (6.1) and differentiate the emerging expression vrith re-
spect to time at 3f = constant. What obtains are the transfor-
mation rul-es of the surface velocity and its projections onto

(6,. 4)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.e)
6 (LJ , vLz. z

and

Hence, the
proj ections

rk = ei'r. (wk-ök) , ölr (*k-.k) ,

ü'0 = w0 -.? ön * rf; olp öfl("r-"r),
* ^ " (6.10)

#n = tn - "r ik * e* olfi Öfs t**-.') -

surface vel-ocity Ls not a Euklidean vector and its
are nol. Euklidean scalars. Covariant differentia-
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tion of (6.10) \,rith respect to €ß yields

ö?s = ,?s * ufi r{,n-wn) * .f; olp öiu,B ,

*.,o = w.,o-boß ffrß-wßl + e* o![ öiu .* ,

in which (2.8)- (2.13) have been used. The orthogonal matrix
obeys Qko = Oi I ; upper or lower posi-tion for spatial co-ordi-
nate indices is unimportant, since the co-ordinate systems in
the franes X* and I are Cartesian. Time differentiation of
(6.2)L thus yields gtr.li g[tl =g. consequentfy, the quantity

frro,U,- üoß #n = w(cr;ß)- bog lvn : = Dog (6.12)

is a Eukli-dean scararp it wir-r be called de(onnaLLon na,te od the
6ulL{ace or surface stretching. From (6..11)2 no Euklidean inva_
rj-ant form for the normal velocity gradient wn,c, can be con_
structed.

We turn now to the transformation properties
fields. The bulk velocity vk transforms as the
ty in (6.9). rhe ze,[,a.tive velocity,

***
rk-wk = e5s (vk-wk) (6.13)

(6.14)

the bulk

(6.r5)

however is a Euklidean vector. This implies that

üd-tl/' = v0-w0, vn -wn = vn- wn

are Eukl-idean scalars the the fields
* * * *, ** * *

qk = eh qk, 0k = elr 0k, .rl = ol* alt" *L (6.16)

are Euklidean vectors or tensors. Hence their normal and tan_
gential projections

dr=9., do =qo, ön =or, $o =00;
f =* f.a-n ,n, .n = t;o. €?n = t1n, {oß = 1oß 

(6'17)

are Euklidean scalars. Thus, by (4.I0), (4.13), (4.L4), (4.24) and
(4.25) , the surface fields

öa = pa, üo = %, 3i = %, ä1 =n!, öl = r?, $oß = soe (6.rs)

(6.11)

of the bulk
surfaee veloci-

are both Euklidean scalars. Moreover, by postulation
fiel-ds****

0=0r U=u, s=S, T=T
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are all Euklidean scalars. Assuming

Ta=Ta
to be a Euklj.dean scaLar, as well, it
(5.28) and (5.30) and the constitutj-ve
surface quantities and (5.31) for the
Euklidean scalars as well.

Ca ( O6 ' T1 , T6 ,s, Dsg; }a.B ,

K5(06, Ta, Ta,cr, Dogr 9oß,

r*, p+; wi,wl,ifi-, nil,

(6.20)

(6.2r)

the surface temperature
(6'le)

follows that the fields
fields (5.26) for the

jump contributions are

T}:e )LuX-e od ma.te,tLa.L dnnr'e indiddeste,rce states that constitutive
equations must be form-invariant under Euklidean transforma-
tions. For the scalar constitutive equations (5.2'7) anil (5.33)
this means, that they can onJ.y depend on scalar combinatj-ons
of the argument fields. Therefore, they reduce to

bog) ,

bgß; i

e+, q*) .l

[o til,rl =t_
l notEv,tl =

I

6.2 Principl-e of material symmetry

The fluid-1ike boundary layer between ice and water should
provide a transition from ice crystal of hexagonal symmetry on

one si-de of the layer to isotropic vrater on the other side. The

loca1 symmetry group of the singular surface representing this
layer, is thus a compror.nise of the symmetry groups of the ice
grains and the water at 1oca]1y opposj-te sides of the layer.
Compact glacier ice consists of an entity of randomly oriented
crystals which form grains. In cold glacier ice most of the
crystal boundaries are solid. They are not phase interfaces,
but act as slip surfaces and are primarily responsible for the
macroscopically viscous behaviour. In temperate glacier ice,
however, melting occurs at some of these crystall-ine bounda-
ries, Nye & Frank (1973) . Grains are formed of which the inter-
faces to the water phase are covered by the fluid-like bound-
ary layer, Weyl (1951). These act as slip surfaces, and connect
differently oriented ice grains vrith water, see Figure 13, but
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slip is only marginal-ly increased be-
cause of the different orientations of
the grains and their interconnections.
Passing along I (t) over distances which
are large compared to the sizes of the
adjacent ice crystallites, the local-
synmetry group of the phase j.nterface
is likely to change, however more con-
spicuously within the surface than or-
thogonally to it. Over such distances
the mean symmetry group cannot be far
from transverse isotropy. We shalf
therefore (and less accurately) assume

transverse isotropy with respect to the
Loca.L normal vector ek, Thi:s means that

the constitutive properties of the phase boundary are unchanged
under arbitrary time independent l-ocal rotations and (in plane)
inflections. More specifically, they are isotropic functions
under orthogonal changes of the actual surface co-ordinates.
üIith go ={o'(Ed), these transformations are given by

Figure 13

Schematic viäw of poly-
crystalline glacier ice,
phase-boundary-Iayer and
water inclusion or vein.

^ äEo -
= H*-, "t = Hd".0' ' ä Eo 

".c! '

Ho^ = ö*, Hd^. ltß= = dfi', (6.221.ß ß' 'd .o'

det ll Hd--ll = ----l- = 1 l," .r' '' der ll Hr'll

in which €F and {d are two sets of actual surface co-ordinates
and Ho- € O(2) belongs to the fu11 orthogonal group O(2) in two.u
dimensions.

Surface scalars S, vectors Vo and tensors Tsß obey the fo1-
Iowing transformation rules

s = 5,

v0 = Hld vd, vo = Hlo

t0ß = nla HßE r''E , r:ß H0^- , etc.

r rCto1:
aq0

H0.d

Vd,

nE^ rd-.p ..p

(6 .23)
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The parameter representation of the surface under change
qo t Ed of the actual surface co-ordinates is

xk = äxk(6o,t) = uXk(e"tEdl,t) = 
"lkiEd,t) 

(6.241

and the new tangent and the normal vectors are

=k- - 
ä"In

i_a - :,cx aEc

Hence, from (6.24), (6.22) and
that

-k -"d =krö; = fi,o ra ,

. 
eoß = nlo nle saß ,

-v (1 x tz)^

lrr" rzl

(2.2) , (2.3) , (2.6) ,

-k-:k€-Er

bos = Hlo HPe baB ,

(6.25\

(2.10) it follows

(6.26)

(6.27)

The tangent vectors are thus surface vectors, the normal vec-
tor is a surface scalar and the metric and curvature are sur-
face tensors. From the decomposition

wk = ro -ä * rn "k = ru -tä + ün ök (6.28)

of the surface velocity we deduce

wo = H?dwd, wn = fr.. (6.29)

Tangential and normal components of the velocity vector trans-
form as a surface vector and surface scalar, respectively. Co-

vari-ant differentiation with respect to surface co-ordinates
yields that wo,g is a surface tensor and wn,o a surface vector.
consequentl-y, by (6.I2), (6.29)2 and (6.27)2, the deformation
rate or surface stretching

D'ß. = nfo nf, o*, (6.30)

j-s a surface tensor. Fina1ly, the surface fields

Q6 = ö5, uo = ü0, so = 3o, ro= 16i

- (6'31)
e| = Hlo e!, o| = n*u o|, 5oß = sou 

"?B 
ttu

transform either as surface scalars, vectors or tensors. This
can be shown by using the balance laws (3.25) or via the bound-

ary-layer definitions in section 4. The only exeeption is the
surface temperature T4 rvhich ls o-t'sumed to be a surface scalar,
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lts gradj-ent Ta,o is then a surface vector.

We must also know the transformation properties of the jump

contributions in (5.28)-(5.33). Since these are scalars or pro-
jections of vectors or tensors onto the phase interface .6 (t) ,

they transform either as surface scalars or vectors. The trans-
formation rules are:

w? = Hoe w?, tfi* = Hd6 €fi* ,

wfi = wI, i* = t*, (6.32)

0* = 6*, s; = elt

Po = Hld Dd, €d = H?a c0

o, = 0., G. = Er, (6.33)

x =x, q = 6.

With the above transformation properties for the fields
appearing in the constitutive equations, we are now in a posi-
tion to formulate the restrictions due to the pnincip.Le od ma.te-

n"La.{- dqmme,tnq. Form-invariance under symmetry transformations
requires:

(i) The constj.tutive equations of surface energy, heat fl-ux
and surface tension must satisfy the identities

uo (06, Tt, It,y,Dy6, 9yO, by6) 
=

t=;-= u4 (e4, n, t1 ,r, o"[, 9-yg, b16-) ,

qt (pl, r1, r6,y, \0, svo, byo) 
=

= Hod sl (p^, it,it,y,o"[, s1[, by6) ,

taß (oa, T,s, Ta,.r,Dy6, 9"i,6, b1ö) 
=

= n1e sß6 saB G^, i^, i6,1, o1o, sV6, bV6) ;

(6.34)

corresponding reiations must also hold for the surface
entropy s^ and its flux Q!.
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The constitutive eguations of jump fields q, ,Jn, Gn, K

and G0, l)0 obey the identities

Q (o' ro, Ta,y, Dy6. 9y5, b.16 ; T*, 0+;

wI, nfi, tI*, t*, e*, qfi ) =

Q (ö6, i' ia,v, \0, vyo, uyo; t*, ö+;

"1, 
*il, il., 1*, o+ s* ) ,

€c (01, ra, rd,^,(,Dy6, 9y6, by5 ; T+, o+ ;

wI, w*, iI., €i, o*, afi ) =

n*o cdtöa , ia, ü,-t, o1o, v1o, by6; t*. o*;
t -. -;wI, w*, el*, t*, 6*, qfi I .

(6.3s)

Crucial- in these identities is that the overbarred cornponents

e!, sAE and 6d are the.tame [uncLktnt of the overbarred arguments

as the unbarred components e!, soB and €o of their unbarred
arguments. With the foregoing transformation rules and with
Hod€o(2) the identiti-es (6.34) and (6.35) enjoy the properties
of the so-called i.totnopic dunotiora, For such functions exlicit
representation formulae exist, Smith (1965). These representa-
tions can further be reduced, because of the Hamilton-Cayley-
theorem for tensors in two-dimensi-ona1 sPace' and the Rivlin
identity for two matri-ces. The former can be used to express

the square of the curvature tensor and that of the surface de-

formätion rate,
(9')ä = 2KM bä-r" öä ,

(6.36)
(9t)ä = ro bä - IIID 6B ,

with
Io: = Dfi, IIID= detllDäll. (6 .37 )

The latter reads

+E * Eä = tr P'A + tr ö'9 - (t. 4't.9 - tr(48))'1 (6.38)

for arbitrary surface tensors 4 and E. Fina11y, tne .ilneducibTz

ueryQÄento'tiow are obtained. With the independent scalar inva-
riants
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[-- r ..,

| ** = * o&, *" = * (lt. p1'- t'bz);
l-1,Io = o&, IIo = rr (bD), rrrD = f(t.rp)2 - trp2);
Hr = Ta'Ta = g0ß Tr,a T4,g ,

Hz = Tl .!T.l = boß ro,o ro,e,

| "t 
= To.PIa = Doß rl,o r^,g,

b,-Ta'(!P-P!)Tr = (pP-Pp)oßrs,o r^,sr 
I

"linearized" versions of those of the .tundace .{ie,Ld,s read

L*urooß
and the corresponding ones

F;"^ v.o, ro, K14, K6;'ID, IID, IIID,Hn), ,r=r,r.r,.,--l
a\DÄ - -^\-/,

sf = - (* goß * rc2 (b0ß - nr soß)) to, g ,

OX = - (O s"ß * Q2 (b0ß-KM s&ß)) 14,ß ,

soB = o goß + o2 1boß - xno gqß) *

+ (ur ro + p2 IIp) goß + (u: Io + pn IIp) 1boß - xr goß) +

+ ue (bD-Db)(0ß), 
I

for the ju,np [ieXdt are

F=01 Ie + rJ2 IIe + u3wi * Da el + ps ql * rJ;l
ün = 6r Io + €, IIo + €rwfi + €n €l + 0uoj + €u e*,

Q = Qt Io + Qz ilo + Q.wI * Qq t* * QsSl + q6 e+,

K = KtIo + KrIIo + krwl + Kn tj + xucf, + K5 0*;

l0 = (Dr s0ß + Dz (b0ß-Ifu e"ßl) ro,g *

* (03 soß + Dn (b0ß -x" s"ß)) w[ *

* (0, qoß + Du (boß -x, saB)) fu* ;

g0 = (cr s0ß + cz (bclß -KM gaßt) t^,g +

| * (c, n"ß + ca (b0ß -x, soß)) wfi *

L * (€s goß + c6 (bdß -KM sdß)) tE* ,

(6.39)

(6.40)

(6.41)
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+ Q .n .ßwä, = 9sß wi, tä*' = 9oß tI*
where

(6 .42)

In these, the representations for the transport quantities qf;,

ö! ana Soß within the phase interface are .LLne-anLzed ln the de-
formation rate Dog and the temperature gradient T^,o. The trans-
port coeffi-cients K1 K2r Q, Qz, o1 o2r lrt..., ü6 may however

stil1 be functions of et,Ta,Ku,K6. The representations for the
jump quantities are al-so t-LnenttLzzd i\ the indicated variables
Ip, IIp, w*, e* efi, 0+ and T6,9, tä, tä*. Ilere the jump coeffi-
cients D1,..,, K6 and D1,..., t6 may be functions of Q^, T6, Ks,

K6 and 0+, T+, We regard these linearizations to be sufficiently
general €o characterize the transport behaviour of phase bound-

aries between ice and water. The non-lj-near i-rreducible repre-
sentations could easily be written down, however the formulae
are prohibitivel-y lengthy and seem to a1low only minor impro-
vements compared with the l-eading order terms in (6.40) and

(6.41). The representations (6.40) and (6.41) could also have

been written in a somewhat shorter form, using the tensors goß

and bqß instead of go,ß and boß-KMsoß. The chosen form, however,

has special advantages for spherical surfaces, for which

boß - Kr.,r q0ß = 0.

The lj-near representations (6.41) for ,non-spherical- geometry

contain 36 unknown transport coefficients, obviously too many

for a reasonable theory of the dynamics of phase transitions.
tr{e shall reduce their number later by physically motivated ad-
ditional requirements.

6.3 Entropy principle

The entropy principle is the most restrictive among the ge-

neral requirements on the constitutive functions. It guarantees

dissipation and is the expression of the second law of thermo-
dynamics. We use the following generalizatj-on of MüIler's (1973)

postulates:

(i) There exists an additive surface entropy. It satisfies the
balance law (3.25)u for every surface point and all times.
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(ii) The specific surface entropy s6, its non-convective flux
0! ana its input density 5 from the adjacent bulk mate-

rials are given by constitutive equations, which satisfy
the rules of material- frane indifference and material
symmetry. Eor the heat conducting, viscous interfaces
betrireen ice and water in the membrane approximätion they
are given by (6.20) and (6.2I) together with (5.31), (5.32)s

anil (5.28), and if the phase boundary is isotop' by

(6.40)2,4, (6.41) and (5.32)s.

(iii) The entropy-supply densj-ty oo is a linear combination of
the de?rsities of the supplies of momentum and internal

(iv) There exist ideal heat
UqQA 9,, which move with

r{.oo rfl sk + lä o4 es ek, (6.43)

independent of ro and gk.

conducting singular quasi-material
velocity w0 and di-vide different

surface materials (Figure 14).
Let h0 be the unit normal vec*
tor to the singular line in-
side the local tangential pla-
nes of the phase interface.
Assume that the surface tem-
perature TÄ is continuous
across this line (definition
of a dia-thermal line). A dia-
thermal line is eaLled idea.L,

if the normal jump of the en-
the Iine whenever the normal

is continuous. Thus

energy:

where ld,

= f.eoto*
and tr{ are

s6

rä

Singular tine l, divi.ding two
materials on the singular
surface 4 (t) , which repre-
sents the phase boundary.

tropy f1ux. vanishes across
component of the heat flux

The entropy production density 116

every thermodynamic process:

ll 2 0, ll thermodynamic

0 is ideare[Ta] = 0, usx hül = 0 +[oohü]l = o. (6.44)

(v) is non-negative for

processes. (6. 45)

MATERIAL 1 MATERIAL 2

| 
-=.{_

LSINGIJLAR LINE

Figure 14
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The entropy inequality (6.45) is the key for the evaluation
of further restrictions on the constitutive equations. It is
especially the requirement that (6.45) holds for thermodynamic

processes, which connects the constitutive quantities of the
entropy balance with those in the balance faws for mass, momen-

tum and energy. For it means, that the inequality must be va-
lid for all physically admissible processes which are solutions
of the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy. The ba-
Iance faws (3-25)1-4 are therefore con^tl1ß.LntÄ of the possible
therrnodynamic processes and restrict them. One can free the for-
mulation from these constraints by introducing Lagrange-para-

meters .rld tfr"r, obtains an equivalent inequality, Liu (Ig'72),

dsa .crr^= pa dt nea;o-pa(rfitfl9k+ÄNe19k+lÄ rl+8-

^rfdPl ^ 1

- n;LE. + pa Dä * nl -

- ^äh,# 
* pa 

^rEv 'ß *Y - oo w'(soß *n,B *2bä'ßl -

- cqß^ 
-l

- ;ß - p6 rft gK * o"_l - (6.46)

-na[o.*b ^ ß)'n[Ä dt + P4 \nI (vln,s + boß w

-rououo-gaers**a']-

^o l^ dta _o -oß ^ ^ 
'1

- A?Lpo af * sä,o - s*" Dgo - ot r,s + u.l > 0 ,

which now holds {oa drLbi.thilLq AulLdacr. $ie'Ld,s ou(Ec,t) , .xk (Eo,t) ,

16 (Eo,t) and {on unnuLvLcaed buxh dLe'Ld-t wg (Eß,t) , wI (Eß,t) ,

€fi*teß,t), €*1qß,t), e+(qß,t) and e*(qß,t) on one side of phase

boundary.

Inequality (6.46) has been obtained by use of the balance

laws (3.25) in the membrane approximation (5.25), the abbrevi-

ation (6.12) and the decornposition (6.43).

Because exploring (5.46) is routine now, the follolding de-

ductionswillbedescriptive.Insertingtheconstitutiveequa-
tj-ons (6.20) for the surface fields into (6.46), performing
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the differentiations and using 9clß;y = 0 yields an inequality
which is explieit in the derivatives

dp6 dTa dT6,s dDdß d9oß dboß dwo dw'
dt' dt' alt , dt' dt, dt'. dt' dt' (6.47)

Q6 ,a, w.,cr,, T4 ;gg , Doß ;y' LUß ;y

and the temperature gradient T6,61. Assuming the Lagrangre para-
meter Af to be independent of dr5/dLt Af indepenilent of dpa/d.t,

Af inaependent of dwo/dt and Afl to be independent of dwn/dt,
it is easily shown that the Lagrange parameters are independent
of the derivatives (6.47). The inequality is thus linear in
these derivatives, and since it is valid for unrestricted fields
it coutd be violated, unless the factors at (6.47) vanish. This
yields the following relations:

. äu.
^A- 1lc -Ä;- = V.

" o f Ä

= 0,

äsa ^^ äoa

d9oß ' o9oß

ä"a ^^ ära

Abrß - "t aUoß = u'

äsa ^^ äoa

tT^r - ". 
-rto,* 

= ''

äsa ^^ ät5
-äD.B - "e aDoß = ut

,tf = o,

äoI 
^6

a pÄ ..e

(6 .49)
a0; 

^6
dDo,ß

^.(1dQ^ 
^^ar6i - ue

aoI 
^^

ä5o6- - ".

r^Y
lo6 = o,
dp^

-?nl = o,
dDoß

aqjY 
= n

\m
" rÄ,o.)

aol

ffi=o'

,tf = o, (6.48)

(6.s0)

^A äua
-lI^ 

-

c dpÄ

äs.4
a

äs,l

ap4

These are grouped such that (6.49) contain the surface energy

u4 and the surface entropy sd !,thile (6.50) contain the entropy

flux S! and heat flux q!, respectively'

Relative to the gravitational force gk the phase boundary

can be orientated arbitrarily. Herrc", .rft 9k and ep gk can be

varied, especially such that they change sign' The specific

supply ro of internal energiy can be varied by ttte outer sources
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of heat radiation. Since Äf = 0 and lf = O and 16,

independent of the supplies, the inequality again
violated, unless

tÄ-^e =0, lf =0, :,N=0.

ra = ( ff - ^: S, to," * 1{ soß -^ä'oo soß) Dso

* (s- 
^e 

u-nf n) > o,

E= n3o^I

tr= ^3 al

rf, rf a'e
could be

(5. sr)

(6.s2t

which holds for arbitrary surface fields and arbitrary choices
of the bulk fields on one side of the phase interface.

Relations (6.49) to (6.52) impose considerable restricti-ons
on the constitutive equations. These will be derived in the
follwolng section.

/, Thermodynamics of phase interfaces

In this section we draw inferences from the general re-
strictions on the constitutive equations of the preceding para-
graph. This is the content of a thermodynamic constitutive
theory of phase boundaries.

(6.51) and (6.43) can be condensed to

(7. 1)

thz entttopr4 duppX.q dent.i.trf i4 pttopon-tiona.L to the dent.i..tq o( lrca't.tup1tLt4'

we try to fulfif the identities (6.50) by the ansatz

(7.2)

Insertj-on shows, that (6.50) can be satisfied for q] I 0 (which

we assume) provided that Af is independent of 01, T4,o r b*g and

Do6. Hence lf =l€(T4,Sog). Now, (6.49)l impli-es that Af is a

surface scalar. Because the only scalars which can be construc*
ted from the metric alone are trg = goß 9oß =2r trgt = Säsfi =

6ä 68 =2 and are just constants, we deduce that Af is only a
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function of the surface temperature
r,

4.. _ l,r rr \
| 
,te - ,te \.11 (7.3)

The above procedure demonstrates that (7.2) together with (7.3)
are sufficient to satisfy (6.50). For isotropic interfaces re-
lations (7.21, (7.3) can also be shown to be necessary. This
proof makes use of the representations (6.40)3,4 and is omitted.
Whether (7.2) and (7.3) are necessary for anisotropic phase

boundaries is not known, however. Nevertheless the formulae
(7.2) and (7.3) are physicatly reasonable because they state
that the surface entropy flux is proportional to the surface
heat flux with a temperature depending factor of proportiona-
llty. V'7e therefore take it as the only physically relevant so-
lution of (6.50).

The Lagrange parameter 
^€(T6) 

may depend on the special ma-
terial of the phase-boundary-1ayer, since via (6.49)1 it is ex-
pressible in terms of constj-tutive functions. By the state-
ment (iv) of the entropy principle it can be shown, however,
that A!(Tr) is independent of special phase-boundary-materials;
thus Af is a uwLve,zÄa.L [unc.tion of the surface temperature.

The proof is as follows: Consider four bulk materials S, M,

I, W, a solid S that does not mix wj_th ice I, its melt M which
does not mix with \"rater !V (for instance wax and its melt or oi_I
and its sol-id), Each bulk materj_al is connected to it_s neigh-
bour either by a phase-boundary-layer or a discontinuj_ty sur-
face. The singular line in statement (iv) connects then all
points of intersection of the four materials, c.p, Figure 15.

SURFACE OF
DISCONTIN UITY

The intersecting line is conside-
red an ideal heat conducting singu-
lar line with continuous T6 satis-
fying (6.44). Denoting the surface
fluxes at the (W,I)-interface by

Figure l5
Intersection of four bulk materials S,
M, I, W and singular line.

SINGULAR

eoiJNdanv

\ö\LINE

P,i-Äie\
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(6.44, can be written
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(M,S) -interface by

explicitly as

sX; Of;,relation*
(M,S) (M,S)

(7.6)

öl ho - Ql h0 = o ror sX ho - q? b^ = o.
(w,r) (M,s) (w,r) (M,s) Q '4)

Relations (7.2) and (7,3) hold for all heat cond-ucting, viscous
phase interfaces, hence

0: = rr! trol u! ,(w,1) (w, r) (w, r )

ol = r! rror el
(M, S) (M, S ) (M, S)

(7.s)

Combining. (7.4) and (7.5) yields

rä f ral = rr3 tra) ' = .13 (q) .

(w, r) (M, s)

Thus, Af is independent of the special phase-boundary-layer ma-

terial, a universal function of the surface temperature, g.e.d.
Knowing that AN(T6) is universal, \.re can identify it with the
inverse of the (absolute) surface temperature, vi-z.

| ,nf tror = +. l. o.t)L_ '{-J
This identification defines the surface temperature akin to
the corresponding choice for bulk materiaLs. [More precisely
(7.7) should be written as 

^ä(Ts) 
= I/Oi(T6), where T5 is the

enp.i.,'t Lcol surface temperature and 06 Lhe abdolute surface temper-
atule. The identification 0a = T  requires that 04 (Tr) is mono-
tone and that appropriate scales for temperature can be chosen,
see Carath6odory (1909, 1955) l.

We next will draw inferences from (6.49). To this end assume

that the entropy is smooth (twice continuously differentiable).
The mixed second derivatives are then interchangeable yieldi-ng
the followj-ng integrability conditions for entropy:

äo.t

T%

äoa

ä9oß

r? a^l
-%aTo'

äu._ v , '.r.%ß

ä16

äTo,o

= 0r
äu^

- 

: rI .
äD-.^qo

(7.8)

cont. +



lrl
äTo,o = 0r l$_

ä9cß
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r nä

= 0' .]"P = o,
dooß

a^{

ffi=0.
parameter Af are

same holds also for
Thus, the internal energy and the Lagrange
only functions of 94 and Ta. By (5.49) the
the entropy. Summarizing,

'jf uo(To,Q6), s6 = s4(T6,p^), Ai = itf tr^,po).i 0.91

The remaining equations (6.49) can be condensed to the diffe-
rentialform 1/ Tr ^. \ ..ds4=t(a"o*d^äaPaJ. (7.10)

This is t}re Gibba dL({enznti.al for the surface entropy. we empha-

size, that all- these relations ho.Ld in non-eguilibrium and for
phase interface with no specifi-ed sl.rnrnetry group.

To identify AN we must rely on the representation (6.40)5

for the tensor of surface tension which holds only for isotro-
pic phase interfaces (to which the following conslusions are

restricted). We split (6.40)5 into an inviscid and a viscous
contribution,

SftFt = o 9oß * 02 (b0ß - KM ncß) ,

nas[-: = (u1 Ip+u2 IIp) goß + (u: Io+ 1-ra IID) (boß- KM gdß) (7.1r)

+ p5D0ß + uo(Ep-pblt"et'

lThe o in this formul-a should not be confused with oj in(7.1)1.
Using (7.2\, (7.7) and T6 > 0 inequality (6.52) can be rewritten
as:

Tt rt = tsfiß-ra itf oo v0ß) oog

+ s$ß D*B - ä": rÄ,d+ B : o,

where g: =ra 5-(ll+T^^äß). (?.13)

The coefficients o and o2 ir (7.11)1 are, in general, functions
of et, T6, Ks, K6. AN, however, is only a function of p4 and
Tö. Conseguently, the first term in (7.L2) is linear in Dog, and

('1 ,l-2)
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since the inequality (7.L2) is valid for arbitrary Dsß it could
be violated, unless

s$B-to .tf oo soB = (o-16 Af oa) soß* or{roß-i<s goß) = o . ('7.r4)

The surface tensors goß and boß - xr.,r goß are independent in non-
equilibrium, thus

t-'o = olto,oo) = ru lf, 06, oz= o. I tZ.rsl
l4Y

^ä(pÄ,p6) 
is determined by the scalar surface tensj-on o, den-

sity pa and temperature Tä. The Gibbs' differential for the
surface entropy thus becomes

(7.15)

Renanb

In classical theories of surface tension (7.16) is not used

in thj-s form. For the special case that the temperature T6

and the density p7 = n5/A5 are uniform over a phase boundary

with mass m6 and area A6, the total surface entropy S, = m6 s4 r

internal energy U1 = mtr utr and surface tension are connected

by the relati-on

E= dtu''o. üu,I

clsä = {tuuo- odA6) - fr co fr a*0,

Go: = U6-To s,-oA^ = m6(uä-T^ * - ü,: = m4 94

(7.t7)

(7.18)

is the total free enthalpy. The differential (7.17) is an im-
mediate consequence of (7.16). For surfaces with constant mass

(dmo = 0) it implies the well known result for the surface en-

entropy. However, growing phase boundaries do not preserve

their rnass, and since G^ I 0 (as we shall prove later) the appli-
cation of (7.17) without the last term to problems of nuclea-
tion growth (as is done) is guestlonable; see Renoltlz 2 in Chap-

Ler 8.

Final1y, 1et us deduce the integrrated forms for the consti-
tutive equations of surface internal energy and surface entro-
py. From (7.8)t and (7.15)1 and the definition of the specific
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heat capacity cf: = äuO/äT6 at constant surface density v/e con-
clude that

*= 4rc-'o#ir' tr' :"3'l Q're\

relations which imply the i-ntegrability condition

S=3& (7.2o)äp4 ol ari
The entropy derivatives foll-ow then from (7.16) or (6.49), (7.7),
(7.15)r and (7.19) :

.. äsa _ I äo ära 
"Ap,* = e t-r' Tr. = t^ (7 '2L)

Integrating (7.20) between a reference state (p:,ff) and an

arbitrary state (p6rTa) yields

" P6 
o(r^, pi )

"i (q,06) = c61r'o!) * ra ;5 J # uo; . e.2z)
o,^ 

;: P6

Using this result, (7.19) and (7.21) can be integrated and
yield the constitutive equatj-ons:

rA

'l* J.ä,tj,cllari-tl

-o , lo "dtro', oll _.,J r: *'Ä
r!o

(7.23',)

o

at^

p6

t
o!

o (ro, pi)

^,2

Except for the constants of integration, "3 = ratO!,f!t and

"8 = "3lo!,r!1, 
surface entropy and internal energy are known,

whenever the specific heat capacity cf(O!,fa) is known as a

function of temperature at one density and the surface tension
o(p4rT6) is known as a function of temperature and density.

These are all thermodynamic results in non-eguilibrium. Fur-
ther conclusions can be obtained from inequality (7.12); these,
however, refer to equilibrium.

uo(To,0o)

s6(.T4, Oa)
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8, Thermostatic eclul I ibrlunr

with the help of (7.72) to (7.15) the
sity II1 can be vrritten as

ra na = s$ß oe,, - ü dr.,.
vrith

P = ra'-(u+flnt. (8.2)

In view of (7.II)zt (6.40)3, (5.41) and (5.32)1,4,s it is a non-linear
(at least quadratic) function of the variables

xo = (nos, 16,o; wl, w;, €:-, €j, ei, e*) (8.3)

with the property that II4 vanishes, whenever Xe= 0. A process
with XA = 0 is called thexmostatic equilibrium and will be de-
noted by an index l-. From (8.1) then follows that II{ assumes' tE
its ml-nimum value zero in equilibrium. Of necessity then

tirn = -rlx+ o(llxoll21

entropy production den-

+P 2 0, (8.1)

(B.s)

(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.8)

(8.4)

Evaluation of (8.4) furnishes the equiJ-ibrium conditions for
phase interfaces.

In performing the indicated differentiations it is suitable
to rev/rite the jump contrj-bution P. with the specific free en-

*1"=.,
ä2na ! li

m;Tfr Ir il 
= Positive-semi derinit'

thalpies
f; r*-*pi ;-l
jj = u-- 1'r s- + 

ot , 9^t - uÄ ti 
"6 -_L

and the relations (5.32)L,4,5 one may deduce that

e = rtn qI - +Q 
(0+ + x! xl*6o (w? -uo) + oo tff*

* {*n- [ps(r-rÄ)-[ - [o(o-s6)l) lwfi - o.l

* un(t; - p+ s+ 0* - g*(s*-so)) + 0(ll xA|l3)

in which
[ps(r-ra)] = [pdnl". (u* +rl xl

- (p+ s+) lr. ri * + o(llxA ll2),

and
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must be substituted. To explore (8.4)' the omitted order terms

are insignificant. The first derivatives of the entropy produc-

tion density, (8.4)r in equilibrium lead to the identities

äTi. rT. __^si = C^l _ 0,o aw$ in *le

äII^ r Irr----l =0^l =0,' a€3* Ir urE

äI1r I Irä ffi1" = *.1"-ro(o-o6)niu=0,

an. rr^ ---:?1 = tr. I = o,- ätn ln "lE
(8.9)

r,94 l =-f rtl -(p*(s*-s^)l .*l =0,ao* le T6 'lE \- "a't|E ,U*lu

- äilal --to#i"=to*lu=o'
,, -1no I = -lqil = o,'o äTa,o l" Ta -^ le

'^ # l" = ,$ul"-'o Ql". ,ffi1"-(o*rs*-sa)1".n*&iu = o,

where differentiätiön with respect to 0+ = T+-TÄ is understood
as differentiation with respect to T+ at fixed T^. In addition
use of the representations (6.41) and (7.11)2 yields

€-l = 0, ql_ = 0, sgßl = 0,"lr -le -u 
i"

au.l .. DD' I 
(8'ro)

i6l = o6, #l = or soß + o, b0ß.
'lE qp 

lE

Assuming that at least one of the transport coefficients D1,

02, D5 does not identically vanish, refations (8.9) yield
r -,
Jl" = n'1, = nolü (8'11)

Thus the specific free enthalpies of the adjacent bulk materi-
als and the specific free enthalpy of the phase boundary have
the same values in equilibrium.
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Remanb 1

In view of the boundary-layer-theory the above assumptj-on

on 01, lJ2,116 needs further specification. Comparison of (5.34)6

with (6.41)1 yields D1=O2=0,D2=Vf, D4= üs=Do=0, and

this would not allow deduction of (8.11) from (8.9). Hovrever,

the results (5.34) are the simplest expressions which can be

obtained by the boundary-layer-approach. They depend on the
assumptions of cubic boundary-layer-profiles and, especially,
on the si-milarity argument for the normaf slopes vl=x/d6 l[vrll'
etc., as discussed in paragraph 5.1. Abolishing the similari-ty
argument for the normal slopes and invoking constitutive as-
sumption-s for v,{, etc., reveals relations for the normal jumps

which are more general than (5.34) and yield, among other con-

clusions, D1f0rD2l0, but p6=0. Details may be found in Ap-
pendix D, equs. (D.10), (D.11). I

Renanb 2

The first part of (8.f1), 9*1"=S-1", is a well known result
of therrmostatics of phase equilibria and has been derived in
various ways, see i.e. Baehr (1973) , p.167. Investigating the
behaviour of jump quantitites at flat immaterial phase bound-

aries leads to the same result (Müller, 1973, p.98). However,

the second part of (8.11), Sllu=s*lu=S-lu, is new and has

considerabl-e consequences for the description and understand-
ing of nucleation phenomena. ft contradicts the basic assump-

tion, rnade in classical nucleation theories, that surface ten-
sion equals the free energy of the surface Per unit area, see

i.e. Becker, 196I, p.59. In our notation this assumption woul-d

read os =pf(uf -ro sf) or s! = o. we conc]ude that the crassi-
cal nucleation theory is thermodynamically inconstant. Note

that this conclusion is independent of the fact whether p4 = 6

or p6 I 0. I

RenoJLlz 3

To draw inferences from (8.11) explicit expressions for the

Gibbs-relations of the bulk materials ice and water are needed.

To this end it will be assumed that polycrystalline ice is a
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compressible, vj-sco-elastic solid, \"rhereas water is a compres-
sible Newtonian fluid*/. For these materials the Gibbs rela-
tions can be written in a common form; they are in non-equi-
Iibrium, see Atts (L97O, l-979'),

u" = äG" - # uo - * e[l,a clora-'r1*),

where ps is the hydrostatic pressure, Ctl, = a[1" * nu
trace-free Cauchy-stress in equilibrium and

^k n5* -k axkclx, = 
**--' 

F.'xt = d"^, det G = I

is a generafized shear and is constructed with the deformation
gradient Fk* and detf = p*/p (pR= reference density in an un-
distorted state). Specific entropy s, internal_ energy u, pres-
sure pE and Cauchy-stress €ktlu in the solid are thus functions
of T, p and Gf6, whereas in the fluid they only depend on T and
p because €k{'l- = 0. Legendre-transformations of (g.12) for the{E
bulk materials and of (7.16) for the surface yield

ds = - sar + f ap" * *€flu acl*(g-l)Tk,

-1uEo = s6 dTÄ - oo Uo.

(8.12)

o[ is ttre

(8.13)

(8.14)

demonstrating that the free enthatpy 9 = 9(T, ps, GK*) for ice
depends on temperature, pressure and shear in non-equilibrium,
that g= g(T, pg) for water is a function of temperature and
pressure and that gt = gt (T6, o) of the interface depends on
temperature and surface tension.

In equilibrium, the bulk temperatures T+ of the adjacent ma-
terials are both equal to the surface temperature T6. This fol-
Iows from (8.3) and (8.9)5: T+ =T_ =TÄ. Moreover, because the
fluid-like boundary layer.between ice and vrater cannot trans-
nit equilibrium shear stresses, the adjacent solid bulk mate-
rial rnust equally be free of shear stresses, explicitly tlllu=0

*) Ornitting the elastic
which is a classical

cantributions makes the solid also a viscous fluid
assumption.



or tkll-= 0, depending on at- lE
Consequently, in equilibriurn

[--* +ldgE = -s-
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which side the ice is situated.
relations (8.f4) reduce to

ldg: = -srE drj - 4uo".lL-:äapl-l
These relations !,ril-l frequently be used in tbe sequel.

I

Apart from (8.11) the mechanical equilibrium conditions
must be s€tisfied. These follow from the momentum equations
(3.25)2,3 by invoking tful" = -pu1 6r'{' and by using (5.7), (6.40)s

crro + I ."t;l
pE

(p+-p-) lu = to'2 K1.4 + po "* sk) 1",

o,ol" = - (oo to* n*)1".

(8.15)

(8.16)

and (7.15):

Differentiating (8.16), with respect to 60, using (8.16), and

writing plole = (p+ rok n*) lu, p,olu = (p- ro1gk) lE as obtained from

the barometric formulae yields

(o.2K*,o)1" = 
l(non 

63 * oo (r$ + z rr 6fi) +

äo. 
(8'17)

. oo # (e*em)u3),snn-]1",

in which the gravity vector gk is constant. It follows that
the curvature possesses a gradient tangential to the phase

boundary. Under the action of gravitationaf forces equilibrium
geometry is therefore non-spherical. However, a discussion of
orders of magnitude, as given in Appendix C, eguations (C.56)

-(C.59), renders the right hand side of (8.17) negligibly
smaI1, whenever the dimensionless curvatures lt*l >:-o-10. ror
application to the mixture of ice and water in temperate gla-
cier ice this inequality is well satisfied: gravitational con-

tributions to (8.16) are thus unimportant and wil-1 henceforth
be neglected.

A second set of conclusions can be inferred from (8.11) and
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(8.16)1 , which no\,r read

9+ (rÄ, pi)

s- (ra 
' Pi)

+-Pr-Pn

9a (T6, os)

s6 (Td, oE)

oE.2KM.

(8.18)

(8.19)

Because in
Ky is fJ-xed

tion of the
prescribed
lows that

equllibrium the phase boundary is fixed in space,
and (8.18) are three equations for the determina-
four fields p*, pE, os and T^. Assuming To to be

and supposing that (8.18) can be inverted, it fol-

^+YE

PE

oE

= p+ (T4, Ky),

= p- (T4r Kn),

= o (T6, K16) .

For KM I 0 the equilibrium pressures of ice and water differ
from each other. !'Iith (8.19) the equilibrium densities, entro-
pies and internal energies of the bulk materials and the phase

boundary become functions of the temperature (and curvature)
alone. viz.' 9E (T^, KM) = p- (To, pE (T6,KM)),

(8.20)
pf (16, KM) = po (ra, o" (ra, Ku)) , erc.

Phase equilibrium between a solid and its liquid is possible
at al1 temperatures T4 : Trr above the triple point, it is pos-
sible between the solid and its vapour for temperatures TÄ S

Ta, below the triple point and it exists between the liquid
and its vapour in a temperature interval Ttr 5 T4 1 T", between

the triple point and the critical point. We are primarily in-
terested in the ice-water phase transition, but the theory is
equally valid for other phase equilibria of substances with
transversely isotropic phase boundaries. Moreover, phase equi-
libria at curved phase boundaries are possible at any curva-
ture.

Change of curvature at constant temperature shifts the phase

equilibriun as does change of temperature aL constant curvature.
The inferences, however, differ from.each otLler and will be dis-
cussed in due course.
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r . 9@rsg -s{ -!be -c*v*ug -st -{+re4 -{vpM*e
Differentiating the equilibrium conditions (8.18) with re-

spect to Ks and using (8.19) and (8.15) yields

^+dPE
5K;

pt aoe äpi pi äon=-q5Kr' äK"=-q5*r'

ap$

aKt
äpl äoo- 54 = zxu ani +2os.

Eliminating the pressure derivatives yields

(8.21)

(8.22\raoE=
oE AKM

I- --- 16T'
KM + 

"^ez PA

a differential equation for the determination of the curvature

dependence of the surface tension. Neglectj-ng gravity (8.17)

implies that the mean curvature is constant along the equilib-
rium phase boundary. The only geometrical surfaces \tith con-

stant mean curvature are spheres (rc = rfr) and circular cylin-
ders (Kc = 0) . rn other words, in the absence of gravity' the

equilibrium shapes of all isotropic phase boundaries that se-

parate isotropic bulk materials are either spheres or circular
cylinders.

Insert now the result (5.f0) of the boundary-1ayer theory
into the right hand si-de of (8.22) ' pass to dimensionless cur-
vature kr'.r=Knda and integrate the resulting expression' what

obtains reads

(8.23)

where o$ = os (T,jrkM = O) is the surface tensi-on for the flat
phase boundary and where F1(krq) equals either Fl(kM,kc =t<fr) tor

the sphere or F1(ksrkc=0) for the circular cylinder'

Equation (8.23) exhibits a distinct and very interesting

curvature dependence of the surface tension. For spherical geo-

metry the result of numerical integration with the values for

F1(kg) from Table 2 is drawn in Figure 16. Due to the different

k11'+ = ..ol-- [++buo],:
log 

'LJt**^ 
|
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Case A Case B

kM I(ku) expl(ky) kp1 I ( krq) exp I ( k6)

-0 .000500

-0 .005500

-0.0r 0500

-0.0t 5500

-0 .020500

-0.030500

-0. 040500

-0.050500

-0.060500

-0 .070500

-0.080500

-0.090500

-0. I 00500

-0.200500

-0.300500

-0.400s00

-0.500500

-0. 600500

-0. 700500

-0.800500

-0.900s00

-0.999500

0.006651

0.038834

0 .069374

0, 098445

0. 1 26,I 94

0. I 7821 9

0.226274

0.270991

0. 31 2860

0. 352268

0. 389528

0.424894

0.458576

0. 731 092

0.933069

1.095322

1.231592

I .349414

I .453465

r . 546950

1.632421

I .698579

I .006673

l 039598

r .07r 837

r . I 03454

1 . r 34502

L I 95087

I .25391 9

1 .31 I 263

I . 367330

1.422290

1.476284

1.529428

I . 581 820

2.077348

2.542300

2. 990',I45

3. 426680

3.8551 66

4.277912

4.697122

5. I I 6246

5 .46617 4

-0.000500

-0. 005500

-0.01 0500

-0 .01 55 00

-0 .020500

-0.030500

-0.040500

-0.050500

-0.060500

-0 .070500

-0 .080500

-0.0067?7

-0.041 561

-0.078597

-0.l l815l

-0.160610

-0.256287

-0.371 280

-0.515519

-0.70909s

-t .003832

-1.639219

-2. t66t I 5

-2.553296

-3.7r 5964

-4.0.l I 337

-4.244111

-4 .63257 4

-5.805458

-5.867276

-5 .936465

-6 . I 05891

-7.194277

-8. 384409

-31 .888806

0.993296

0. 959291

0.924412

0.888562

0.851 624

0.773920

0. 689851

0.5971 9l

0.492089

0.366472

0. I 941 32

0.\146?2

0.077825

0 . 024332

0.01 81 09

0.01 4348

0. 009730

0.00301 I

0.002831

0.002641

0.002230

0.000751

0. 000228

0.000000

-0.082500

-0.084500

-0 .085500

-0 .085650

-0.085750

-0. 085850

-0.085950

-0 .085955

-0.085960

-0.085970

-0.085995

-0 .085999

-0.086000

ky

rable 2 values for rhe inresrals r(kM): = - j#fr" .- in
(8.23) for spherical geonetry. 0

Case A: water inclusion in ice.
case B: Ice inclusion in '/rater.

signs of Fl (kl4) the surface tension for a water inclusion in
ice j-ncreases with increasing curvature ltyl (case A); for an

ice inclusion in water (case B), it decreases with j"ncreasing

curvature and vanishes when lLul =0.09. Vanishing surface ten-
sion, however, corresponds physically to disappearance of the
phase boundary. We conclude, that ice inclusions in water of
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-a-10'
k = kuda

Normalized surface tension on/o?, u. function of curvature according to
(8.23) for spherical geonetry.
Case A: Spherical water incLusion in ice.
Case B: Spherical ice inc_lusion i.n water.
Whereas enbedding of the denser phase in the tess dense phase (water in
ice or water in vapour) is possible down lo nucleation dimensions, in-
c-lusion of the less dense in the denser phase (ice in water or vapour
in waler) is not possible at very sma-tl inclusion size. This nay ex-
plain the phenomenae of undercooling and overheating observed in water.

nucleation dimensions lkMl :0.09 do not exist. This confirms
our earlier deductions in parapraph 5,I about the unlikelyhood
of ice nucleation in pure water.

As far as we know, no similar result on the curvature depen-
dence of the surface tension has so far been published*). So,
(8.23) is a new result with important consequences for the phy-
sical understanding and the mechanism of nucleation. It also
describes a rather general phenomenon of isotropic phase bound-
aries **j. We feel, therefore, iustified to repeat the assump-

*) Experiments on suttace tension are performed at too smal] dimensjonfess
curvatutes as to cover the regime where the surface tension spTits up
into the two btanches.

**) Anisottopic phase boundaxies possess in equiTibtium a tensox of sutface
tension and cotrespondTinglq more curvatute measuresj
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tions on which (8.23) is based upon. Besides isotropy, the
boundary-layer-theory required (i) that the thickness do of the
layer be independent of the curvature and (ii) that the dbnsity
profile is a cubic function of the boundary layer co-ordinate.
Because the layer is extremely thin (of the order of a few mo-

lecular distances) and the cubic profile guarantees a smooth

connection of the bulk phases, these are fairly realistic as-
sumptions. Minor changes are possible, they certainly will not
change the qualitative behaviour, as discussed in Figure 16

and will- result in only small quantitative changes. Especial-
ly, the splitting of the on(kr,a)-relation into two curves must

be preserved under any reasonable boundary-layer assumptions.
This is so because the dynamic compatibility condition (4.16)
requires two families of solutions for the excentricity para-
meter o, = at/da. And the compatibility condition, in turn, re-
sulted from the necessity to define material lines for the
motion within the surface, a concept without which a surface
tension could not have been introduced. So the chain of argu-
mentalions closes. Basic to (8.23) is thus dynamic consistency
of the boundary layer theory of singular surfaces. By purely
static reasoning a result like (8.23) for the curvature depen-
dence of the static surface tension can nLverL be achieved.

Let us now turn back to the equilibrium conditions (8.21).
Together with the boundary-1ayer-result (5.10) these form 4

equatlons for the determination of the 6 fiel-ds pä, on, pi, pl.
To integrate them the equations of state p+(T+,p+) and p-(T-,p-)
at T+ = T- = T^ serve as the complementing constitutive rela-
tions, However, the low pressures that arise in wet glacier
ice permit application of the incompressibility assurnptions
whence *)

pi = pä (rÄ), o! = o[ (r4). (8.24J

Wi-th (8.24) the boundary-1ayer-result (5.10) yields the equi-

*) Fot the water-vapour-phase transition at Low ptessure, water can be
consjdered approxinatelg as incompressibTe and stear as an ideaT gas
satisfging p=pR?, R = specific gas constant for H2O. we shalJt how
ever, not go into the details for this phase txansition.
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librium surface density in the form*)

fr -__l

lol = oo(rÄ, kM) = [po(rÄ)l$rr0.*1., (8.2s)
I

With (8.23)-(8.25) relations (8.2L)t,2 are easily integrated;
the ::esult is

pü (rÄ) . , i' oe (ra,k) n
ef;(r6,kr'r) = [ilrr), a; I ffi 

dk+ pä(r6),

(8.26)

- o6-(16) 2 lM oE (r4 ,k)p;(rÄ'kr,r)= 
";ffi ä; ,J ffidk+PB(r6)ilI{ -

pBttrl ," an" rnelting pressure for the flat phase boundary.

Inserting (8.26) into (8.18)3 yields
ky-
f" ""j1'l), dk = or(r,r,kM).kM (s.2i)

/ r*r Fr(k) - vts\4^i"

This is an identity equivalent to the differential equation
(e.22'). It permits to simplify (8.26):

I ofi tro) 2 ,-
'efi {ro,ort = rädll - 

f;or$o,k11)'k*+ nfleo),r
(8.28)

. p; (r^, or, = Jö*l . f o6 tro, kM) ' kra + n$ trol . 
,L: " ''' [Po(r^)n d5 " 
I

No further conclusi-ons can be deduced from (8.21).

For later use we collect here al-so expressions for the spe-
cific internal energy and the entropy of the incompressi-ble

bulk materials adjacent to the phase boundary. These can be

shown to be

of;rro,efrl = ,.,jrro,e$l * ro ;1; $,n;-nß,,
' t (8'29)

'f;rq nfrr = "f;rropgl 
. +- ff,o;-ng,," (gg)"'a

where uf; and sf; are the adjacent equilibrium values at a flat

*) In non-equiTibrim p^ would be a ftnction of both curvatuxes-
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given by

Ta , do*

"i.*rlc$ {r',p.,) dr'+ro ,r* ä (n$tul-nt)

(8.30)

"ä('o,pgr,or) = "i,. j:*+J" u,' * ;fo #,"*rra)-e..) .

Ttr

T*=273.16K and ptr= 0.006 bar are the triple point tempe-

rature and pressure for H2o, ana uf, , sf, denote the internal
energy and entropy of bulky*/ ice or vrater at the triple point.
Moreover, cf,{r,etr) is the specific heat capacity of bulky ice
or \"raLer at the same pressure. Details may be found in Alts
(1984). With the notations

,rfi1t'pf {t6,tcy)) = ufr(16,k11), ujlto,p$ttal) = "ättal
etc., using (8.28) the final form of (8.29) becomes

I r 1\
Ptr l--- - -;-l ,

\ po (Ta) otrl

l-4,ro,or, = d trot - t, 
=u,ä,t]^,'= 

.I outro,xrr.r.r,1

;f'o'' = "ätrar nl*ffi'froe(ra'kur'ru' I 
(8'31)

wtrere ßä(tt) is the thermal- volume expansion coefficient for
bulky ice or water

oitrol'=-^"*-
Fo\44,' drl

vf tro,tr) = sf; ttol . *fu .ü 
"" 

(rä,kM)'kM. (8.33)

apfr trr l (8.32)

Various other relations can be derived, but we only list the
specific free enthalpies o.f the bulk materials in equilibrium.
These are obtained from (8.5) by inserti-ng (8.31) and (8.28):

*) Bg this we mean ice specimens for which size and boundarg effects wilT
not affect the measured material properties.
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2 . 99rycg -s6 -!gyer**y -* _{::s! -:yy**v
Let us now turn to the consequences of the equilibrium con-

ditions (8.18), when the temperature is shifted at fixed cur-
vature. Differentiating (8.18) with respect to T6 and using
(8.15) yields:

, I apÄt n 1 aoEl-"i*F r*il^"- -sÄ-d n*ol**'

-=; -r- Hl = -=o' + #=l , (8.34)
v --alKM ,6 "ll(U

änir äpir aoEl' 
^'"1 - i;:l = zxu'#^lo'6Ixv "'Ä|*" "-äIxl,'

from which, on elininating the right hand sides of (8.34)1,2 we

deduce

[ä] Hl^, = rsel

[ui] ffl-,= rssn

ao. I

Ä_=l . 2K1l ,
" '^ l.*
äo. I

*"1 '2Kv.o'61*t

_1
p;

_1
p;

(8.3s)

In the limit as Ku . 0, ti * 
"ü, 

pi * pö, pä - p8, and the re-
Iations (8.35) reduce to the well known Clauliul-Clapeqnrtn-ecluaLLon

(8.36)

for the melting pressure at fl-at phase boundaries. For this
reason (8.35) wi]l be call-ed the genetto-LLzed Clauiu-t-CLayte-t1utn-

zquationt. i/tith water on the +side of the interface we may iden-

tify sfi = s$, s[ = "9 , 
pö = o$, os = o! and then obtain, since

r$ - "9 =[s$]> o, r/& - L/pl = [l/pg]' o, dp9/dra < 0' consequent-

1y, an increase of the pressure reduces the melting tempera-

ture, as expected for pressure melting of ice.

The situation is more complex for small inclusions. To see

this, insert (8.36) and (8.31)2 into (8.35) and assume incom-

pressibility of ice and water. Ine gene4alized CLau'tiu,s-CLapeqtton-

e.quaLLont (8.35) may then be rewritten as

ft1tr='"sI
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Hl= ffi(noorou

#l=-ffi(nuo,""

+ [pon

P0

ro"r Iar.l l'
'lKu'

äon I \
o''r 

l^" 
l_-.1Lqfl('ä1..-

+
aD:

rq

Ipo]
pö

(8.37)

(8.3e)

These relations describe the departures of the equj_librium
pressures in the adjacent bulk materials at curwed phase bound-
aries from the usual pressure melting curve. These departures
can be considerable when curvatures are large and cannot be
neglected for inclusions of nucleation dimensions.

The relations (8.37) also imply a series of consequences
which shal1 now be described. Firstly, inserting (8.28) into
(8.37) reveals an identity. This shows consistency of (8.28)
and (8.3I)t. Secondly, with (8.32), (8.37) can be brought into
the equivalent forms

un8 
-dTl

1
+

Kv Po

1--T
po

2Kulr t. ffil\*-
Inserting these relations and (8.25) into (8.34)t,z yields

1 E r ap$ 2kMoE/ r aoä r dlpon\sE-s6=dAq.do[%I\*. äq -[r.f dr6 /*

(8.38)
t dlosn\ a%l I

[prn dr, /ou* *oi**l'
-+opö

dt, -

2 aoql* 
aotpon aroi-,

(r*r, rr(rr))

Alternatively, using (S,11) in the forn gfi -S: = 0 and the de-
finitions (8.5), as well as (8.28) and (8.25) reveals

,i-'ä = 
"+(ng-'^ 

Hl u,*-r(ou-*o ff|"") 
(8.40)

. 
(r**rrrtr"l) * 2k" ou ,./ r dpü _ 1 dflpon \

F (kn) * 
d^fifon 'o\4 Eto - [tuI dr6 /'

F1 (kM)

Nov/, the meJ-ting pressure p$ trol and the surface tension o$ tto)
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for the flat phase boundary and the densities pj (T4) for the
bulky phases are known functions of the temperature. Moreover,
F1 (ky) = {F1 (kM, Lc = k3l for the sphere, F1 (ky, kc = 0) for the
pipel, as defined in (C.29)1, is a known function of the dimen-

sionless curvature ks. Hence, the entropy differences in (8.39)

and the di-fferences of internal energy in (8.40) are known

functions of temperature and curvaturer whenever the thickness
parameter d6 is chosen.

Next, inserting (8.31) into (8.39) and (8.40) yields the
surface entropy soE and the surface internal energy of; in t".*s
of (i) the,bulk fields, (ii) the surface tension at flat phase

boundaries and (iii) the curvature. From these relations and

from (7.19)2 the specific heat capacity cN of the surface can

be calculated as a functj-on of temperature and curvature. A1so,

eliminating F1 between (8.25) and (8.23) yielcls the surface
tension as a function of temperature and surface density. These

rather complicated relations, however, wilf not be given, be-
cause they are not used in the sequel.

We want to emphasize, that so far only one of the boundary-
layer-results, namely the "safe" relatj-on oa = [on @4/2) F has

been used. All results in this chapter are otherwise consequen-
ces of the equilibrium conditions and the assumption of incom-
pressibility of Lhe bulk materials ice and water, assumptions
which are reasonably well- satisfied for the 1ow pressures that
arise in temperate glacier ice. We are therefore in the posi-
tion to prove whether the similarity assumptions ur= R[u]l and

sr= Rllsll (in paragraph 5.f) for the normal slopes of internal
energy and entropy, respectively, are reasonable or not. To this
end the results of this chapter must be compared either with
(5.34)3,4 or with (D.1) 4,s (Appendix D) , where the sinilarity
assumptions have been dropped. In these formulae the jumps

[ue] and llsnl are needed, which follow from (8.40) and (8.39) by

using (8.32) :

[us] =

["nn =

Gß -q[',tl

[-t]

dp8 t

-t 

-d!^ / d1 [ Psn

2kyoB

# ffinuou

16 [ßon '
(8.41)
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Inserting these and (8.39), (8.40) and (8.23) into (5.34)3,4 yields
two equations, which cannot be simultaneousllz satisfied: The
similarity assumptions of the boundary-1ayer-theory are there-
fore inconsj-stent with the equilibrium results of this chapter.
Consequently, (5.34)3,4 must be dropped and replaced by the more
general expressions (D.1)q.s. These can, indeed, be satisfied.
and determine the normal slopes uf and sf of the boundary-
layer-profiles for internal energy and entropy in phase equi-
librium:

f2 6

[tnq

(ä# ä[ä]) =
_3

lllll
ll Po ll

_3
[ßon

Fl
EL

E2
r2

where Ei C=L,2')
and (C.34).

Fi i=t,2,,.,41 in (C.29)

hle conclude: All jurnps, surface fields and normal slopes
which govern the thermostatic equilibrium are traced back to
knovrn functions of the curvature and measurable quantities at
the flat phase interface. They are therefore knovrn functions

F;=.,*. [ä] (,s_,^ H).,,. *ff* .r^oE. 2*' -
.h*('"-'.ffiI_,),

ü 
--Fr [ui] H.".fl**oE 2KM-

f1 = fi (T1 , ks)
ature and the

Ft=

(i=t,2) are dimensionless functions of
curvature and are abbreviations for

ofi (r2 - x 1r. +F4)) - p; (rr+x (13-ra ))
=

fEt /^* I d[ßol 1 [ß6n I
L E2 \-o flpoll drr / rz J '

[.oqn (1+kr,! F1) f+kM FI

pä(F3+F4) + p; (F3 -r4)

are qiven in (D.2) and

(8.42)

the temper-

(8.43)

ao. I

-----=l
nto 

I ^t
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of the temperature T6 and the dimensionless curvature kg. Nu-

merical values can be determined as soon as the boundary-layer-
thickness d4 is chosen. This is fortunate as d6 is the only
phenomenological constant left in this theory.

s. QL4%4_o_{_rys_ry449

The above analyis expedietes knwoledge of data for bulky
ice-Ih and water at negative Celsius temperature. with Pressu-
res and temperatures in the intervals 1 < pg ! 300 bars and

0 2 T > -BOoC, intervals which are relevant for glaciers and

ice sheets, bulky ice-Ih is stable, but subject to phase chan-

ges between T = ooC and -22oC, see Figure 17 for an excerpt of

the Dhase diagram. The melting pressure pg (T) and its tempera-

ture gradient dp$,tdr are listed in Table 3 for O: T > -22 C.

According to Hobbs (19'74), p.35I) the modern value at OoC of

Melting pressure I Tempera- I Slope ***)

ap!/ar = -135.50r bar K-r
which is close to the
arithmetic mean of the
values Iisted in Table 3.

Densities of water at
negative temperatures
are listed in Table 4.

V'lith these, with Table 3

and (8.4I) for kr + 0 the
differences sfi - s! ana

"$ - "9 at negative tem-
peratures can be calcu-
Iated. Results are li-
sted in Tabl-e 5. The

val-ue of the entropy
jump at ooc differs by

3 ? from the va-Lue for
the tripl-e point given
by Hobbs (19"74, p.65).
His value is s$ - s! =

t.L98 kJ/ (ksK).

p3(T) ibarl

rturer^
I T t"Cl I nr" [bar K-rJ

- lo.oo6ill+o.oo99l - I -
| | 'l | -

1.01325 j t.otrzs I 0.0 | -142.792 | -128.096

330 I - I -2.5 l-120.3971 -

603 | sgt | -5.01-108.0 l-tto.zssr--lll
873 I - | -7.5 t-]06.0 I -

1I33 I ll04 | -'10.0 l-]0i.8 l-96.3
l3s2 I - I -12.5 t-s2.2 

I'lttl
1594 | 

,l560 
I -15.0 t-83.6 l-83.'l

'1800 r - | -17.5 l-8].8 l-66.9
2oo3 | tg:s | -zo.o t-76.gzs l-06.9

llll
2157 I | -22.1 t-69.742 1 '

I **) I - I *) I **)

From Eandbook of chemastrg and Phgsics
(J956/57) with cheges

**) Fron Mantis (ed.) (f95J) with changes
***) ?he s-lopes ate calculated bg quadratic

interpofation

Table 3 Variation of the freezing point
of bulky water with pressure.
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o! tks r-3t

91 6.4 )

9t 8.7

920.3

9 r9.3 )

922.8

925.2

927 .4

Table 5

Values of the entropy- and
energy jump at negatj-ve
Celsius temperature.

*) From Handhook of Chenistrq
and Pbgsics (1980/81), Kell
(1975). The densities are
obtained bg extrapolation,
no claim for accutacg is
rnade bg the authors.

#) From Hobbs (7974, p.348).
The densities are deduced
fron diffraction reasure-
ments of the unit-cell pa-
rameters.
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Figure 17

Low pressure excerpt of the phase
diagran of the solid phases of wa-
ter (schenatic).

measured stabLe lines
extrapolated or estimated
stable lines
extrapolated or estimated
stable l-ines

999.8425

999.765

999 .669

999. 553

998. I 20

983.857

999.9750

*)

(0
-10

-LU

(-30

-40

-60

-80

336.93

295.16

266.55

250.37

235.56

210.94

I 89. 54

I 75. 55

1 56. 37

139.74

Table 4 Densities for bulky water and ice
at r{egative temperalure.
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sl^j - sI

r kJ r
Lls r-l

,fl-,?
r kJ r
Lrsi

A
I

I

()

UJ
v.
f,
F
E
tlt
(L

IU
F

-20

-40

-60

0.0

- 2.5

- 5.0

- 7.5

-1 0.0

-12.5

-i 5.0

-1 7.5

-20. 0

-22.1

I .233

1 .080

0.974

0.914

O. B5B

0. 765

0.684

0.631

0. 557

0. 493

Next consider the surface tension o$ trl . Its vaLue at OoC

is o$(to = ooc)=(33 +3)xIO-3 Nm-r and at -40oC oE(TE=-40oC) =

(25 t3) x10-3 Nm-r. This Iast Figure is a mean value from dif-
ferent nucl-eation theories, see Hobbs (Ig74, pp. 440-441). As-

suming a -Linear temperature dependence thus yiel-ds
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og(r) = "o. #(r-ro), ro= 273.r5K,

with oo = (3: 13) ' 1s-3 *, # = 0.2'to'* 
(8'44)

With these \de are now in the position to discuss orders of
magnitude for the curvature dependent corrections. From (8.23),
(8.28), (8.41) and Figure 9 we obtain

f l" r', rtr lcasee
"*L- J Fär6 un.j.u""u ,

[ ]t ., tnl lcase e
expl- I - dkl'L r r*trr(r) jcasus

o,o- - z o9B(r):=ffi,

+0
Pn -Pe

eg

Pn -Pn

Ierrt I=-i l'x"
leruJ

fnrrl)
= -4 l'x'

l-errt J

with

T

locl

0

- ?..5

- 5.0

- 7.5

-10.0

-12.5

-15.0

-17 .5

-20.0

-22.1

pg

ß$'t o-n

lK-r l

- 0,9262

- I .3975

- 1.9597

- 2.0516

- 4.5987

- 7.1582

- 7.1711

- 7.1819

- 7.1 953

- 7.1982

I e! ,. to-a

| [K-I1

2.61 89

2,5082

2.4522

2.505.l

2.1226

I .7408

l 7401

I .7393
'I .7386

I .7351

t.^
1Cx1O-ru
| [m]

2,2732

2.8179

3. 4BI 3

3.7834

5 .861 7

B. 6846

9.70?B

l0.5188

1 1 .8674

I3.3231

( 8.4s)

( 8.46 )

I o * ,'-to
I [m]

2.27 42

2.8454

3. 5529

3.901 3

6. il 54

9.1872

1 0.4] 50

I 1 .4470

13.1602
'I 5. 0426

0^ 0
Oa.Z 6n

A(T):= #,(o$-o!) n$

where the upper line holds for a \n/ater inclusion in ice and

the lovrer line for an j-ce inclusion in water. Coefficients A(T)

and B(T) for OoC > T> -22.IoC are given in Table 6. Moreover,

Axto-a l r",o-t
lml I [m]

71 5.3607 1 780.4977

2.1997 | 2 3979

t.tees I r.:ooz
0.8316 1 0.9045

0.6409 I 0.090a

0.53r4 | o.szoo

0.466.l I 0.5042

0.41 98 I 0.45:t

0.3835 | o.+r:o

0.3605 I 0.3875

Table 6

Thermal volume expansion (8.32)
peratures and coefficients A(T),
(8.48)

for buiky water and ice at negative tem-
B(T), c(T), D(T) according to (8.46) and
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fiu.n - [u9n r- [,fi = +c(r)'Ku 
""nL

[s"n - [s$n

Is$l
= +D(r).KM "'nt-

zog r(ßg-ßff)
a/T\. =

tp$-p?l tu$-u!l'

Fr (k) I case A- dki
1+k F1(k) I Case e

F' (k) J case A- dktl+k Fr(k) I case B

D(r):=#ffi,

ks
(

)
0

ks
(

)
0

(8.47)

(8.48)

and the same understanding for cases A and B. Values for C(T)

and D(T) for negative temperatures are again li.sted in Table 6.

Equations.(8.45) imply that the pressure jump at OoC requires
curvature corrections for practically al1 curvatues. For nega-

tive temperatures, however, these corrections are of lesser
and lesser importance. It (8.47) the curvature corrections for
a water inclusion in ice are negligibLe except for nucleation
dimensions, whereas for the ice inclusion i-n water they can

always be omi-tted.

9, Thermostatic stability conditions
for phase-boundary-layers

The thermostatic stability criterion for phase boundaries
is based on the global entropy inequality

d - 
(9'r)

#/r.soda) f flhods-ln$.ps(vk-wk11ekda+ f ffu"1(t) c(s) Ä(t) ä(t)

and the constraints that arise from the energy and mass balance
equations:

d ( I ).-
äEJ PÄ(u* 7*)ou =

Ä(r)

I y') {.r'-r')n e, da

(9.2)
gkda,

et

11J o5oa
1(t)

- f tnX-'o tfd) no as

-.5(s)

- f [et-nx tkm) +p1u+

4 (t)
)-/* Joo rÄda+Jparr.

Ä(r) Ä(t)

- I t, (vk-wk) e1 da .
(t)
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These relations follow from the general form (3.1) of a surface
balance equation with the identifications of Table l- and the
results Qf; = e\tro, Ok = qklT and n, 2 0 for the entropy fluxes
and the entropy production density of chapter 7. The goal is
the derivation of an inequality of the type

#i to uu s o

4 (t)

where the integrand Io has to be determined from (9.1) and

(9.2) ancl further requirements.

Let us choose some fixed equilibrium state with

T+= T-=T := T0,

o = oe(TO,KM) := ogr

pt = pEt (T6, Ks) t = Po1 ,

where the scalar surface tension oo sati-sfies the mechanical
equilj-brium conditions

oo' 2 KM - flpon + el (ek 9s) = o,
(e.s)

oo, 
o * p^(rä91) = o

for every point [o on the motionlu's phase boundary in equilib-
rium. Such an equilibrium state is callecl thenmottaLLcal'LL.l 

^tub'te,
provided that the phase boundary under any virtual departure

from (9.4) and (9.5) is forced to return back to this equilib-
rium state.

To derive the stability condition from (9.1) and (9.2) con-

sider a piece of the phase-boundary layer that is bounded by

the mantle M and the surfaces Ä+(t) and 4-(t), as in Figure 5;
impose, moreover, the boundary condi-tions

= To , 9oß16o,11 = oo goß on c(s);

= ro, rfn(qct,r) = - pä 6n'

= ro , t!.(qo, t) = - pö 6km

(e.3)

(9.4)

(e.6)
on6(t),

banks of the sin-
the surfaces Ä+(t)

T, ( gcr, t)

T+ ( qc" t)

T (Eo,t)
I
l
rh
nd

valid on the bounding curve C(s) and on bo

guJ-ar surface ,s (t) , to which the mantle M a
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and ,-(t) degenerate, respectively, when the phase-boundary-
layer is represented by the singular surface (see Figure 3).
Neglecting the specific heat supply r^ by radiation, the entro-
py inequality (g.l) and the energy balance (9.2) can thus be

written as

*lo.rosÄda:
Ä (r)

$f oo,uo*]w,lau = -f 
"\ho<1s-/[e.laac (s) 6 (t)

€ +fo6w0ho ds-/wr[osnda
c (s) Ä (t)

- | ut,.,* & * *rr'lo(v;w.)n da
6 (t)./\

* J oo \ w0 tt[ sp) + w. (eo syl )da ,

6 (t)

where the decompositions (2.18), (3.14) , (4.22)2 into tangential
and normal components and the membrane approximation (5.7) have

been used. Applying the diverqence theorem (3.10) ancl the trans-
port theorem (3.8) to the third term on the rhs of (9.8) permits
deduction of the identity

/oo'"hods = $i ooaa*

-{ nohods-/lto,laa
c(s) 4(t) e.7)

- i fto sP(v.-wr)nda,
Ä (r)

(9.8)

.[ rooo,oda+ l\^hso2KMda. (9.9)
Ä (t) 6 (t)c (s) 6(t)

Hence, subtracting equation (9.8) from inequality (9.7) anct there-
by using (9.9) and (9.5) reveals

* I *(uo-ro so - ä .ä s'ru" :
! (r) (9.r0)

: - J[(u-to". +.i{ro(v;w.)nda.
^ 

(r)

Next \,re knovT that the adjacent bulk entropies st, the internal

energies u1 and densities p1 are functions of the temperature

and pressure. With the boundary values (9.6)3-6 rale therefore have
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s1 = st(To,pfrl, = si ,

p1 = p1(ro,pf;l, = o$ .

u' = u'(To,po): = uo ,

This implies that the specific free enthalpies are given by

91 = gt1to,nfi)r =gfr irrespective of whether To and Pf; are equ:--

fibrium values or not. Moreover, gt satisfy the continuity con-

ditions (8.11); they are therefore equal to the specific sur-
face enthalpy sd(T01og): =s! in equitibriurn. consequently,

using the definition (8.5)r' the mass balance equation (3.f2)

and the transport theorem (3.8) we obtain
\*(pn , t[(u-tss+t')P(r1-w.)ll da

Ä (t)

= | f-(9s o(vr-\"rn)n da
4 (r)

= I nä [o (v,-q)Jl da (e.11)
Ä (t)

_( ^ld?t, n \
= - j s!(ä + Pa(4o-2Kvw.)Jda

6 (t)

= # | ooslau'
Ä (t)

in which we have usea ag!/at = - =!.aro/at - r/p?'doo/dt= 0 (accord-

ing to (8.15)z) and have set dTp/dt=0 anal doo/dt =0 in view of

the requirements (9.4). With (8.5)z and (9.11) and on omitting
cubic velocity contributions on the right hand side of (9.10),

this inequality can be vrritten as

#/ u(,n^-s:)+s6(r4-r0l*frto-oe) .io')da S o' o'r2)
Ä (t)

which is the desired form (9.3). Thi-s inequality permits deter-
mination of the direction into which any virtual non-equilib-
rium state

rl = rr(€d,tr), s. = o({o,t1), w? = 0 on 6(tr) (9. r3)

with vanishing velocity at the initial time tt has to develop

such that at time t2 the fixed equilibrium state

Tj = to: = Tf;, oz= oo. = oE, w! = O on Ä(t2) (9.14)
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is reached in accordance with the second 1aw of thermodynamics
and the conservatj-on laws of mass and energy. Vtith

sZ = sa\|,o2) = s4(rs,ool = sf = sr(rf,ou) = sl

and 9ol = 96(11,o1), s61 = s6{T61,o1), p4r = p4{T6l,o1)

integration ot (9.L2) between the states (9.I3) and (9.14) yields

l ol tsl-uf;t. ";lrr;l-rfl 
* { ror-o") da 2 0 . (e.rs)

a(tr) ei

This inequalj-ty must hold for ever! area Ä(t1) of the phase
boundary. Hgnce it holds for every surface element da, provided
the final equilibrium state at time t2 is reached from the cho-
sen non-equilibrium state at tirne t1. T}'e Local the,wnoe,LalLLc tta-
bi,Li,tq cctnd,i*Lon drttt ythate boundaniet is thus

(9.16)

Ramanh

The method of derivation of the stabil-ity condition (9.16)
for phase borindaries from the bafance laws is akin to the
derivation of a corresponding stability condition for bulk
materials, see Al-ts (1984) for fluids and Gurtin (1975) for
sinple materials.

To draw inferences from (9.15), consider small variations

6Tä = T6l-T:, 6o = ot-or (9.17)

from the equilibrium state (ToE,oE). Expanding g], s;l and 1/pol

into Taylor series about thls equilibrium state and using (8.14)z
transforms (9.16) into

as,l " "l I x rl

ä1",0'r,' rffii"dr,do. -?l",oo)2 > o. (e.le)

This inequality holds for arbl-trary small variation of öTä and
6o. Hence, the matrix of coefficients of this quädratic form
must be positive-semi definit. Consequently,

E"t, 
* ";rtr|-rfr * {tor-our :.-o.l
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ttteio,, o, -(3=,J,, '--l
(#)""1'

ao, I

äTa lxu

(9.1e)

(9.20)

(9.2L)

T1
Lq

inequalities, which rnust be satisfied for thermostatically
stable phase-boundary layers. Now, the equilibrium results of
chapter 8 are expressed in the variables T4 and Kg1 but not T6

and os, as is required in (9.19). The derivatives of surface
entropy and surface density must therefore be transformed to
this new set. This is done by cal-cul-ating the total differen-
tials of ,s4 (T4,os) = sf; {ra,xs1 and p6 (T4,oe) = plE (ra,Kru) . what

emerges is
apll.Jl

/ äpo\ sKnlt,r

I aolto - aoEI '
&l'o

(*s)"" =
aoi I ao; r

ara I aKul
lKru lTl

a"l I tof;i2
- 5G1,.' Igr, -/) aKr lro

,o" 
I

a"ll a"fl ttol*,
os ,to 

i *, n^" i, äor Io *l'o
(R

aoa 
I

äKn l-t'Ä

"-El .^ El ^ I "^El "- Idsr"l r /api'l aoEl aPil öonl \= Tr^i*. *"ll*i,.,, 4l'o- o'i'o *ol*,i

if

äoE 
I

rEl_
,^M

'-aoul- ,

5K"1_
t'A

use is madeThe right hand sides. can differently be written
of the equifibrium results (8.23)' (8.25) and of

sl{ro,r*) = s[tqo) -

2

do [o6n

ap$ z roa os d [oen
aq' [rdr- d%

äoel l+k11 F1(ky)
5U-i*"' Fr o.M) '

I
-fjo
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which follows from (8.39) and (8.1f)2. Allowing for a tempera-
ture dependence if the boundary-layer-thickness dl =d (T6) we
thus obtain:

aoT I n!
r*l = p: d^ +,
"-4,, 

I T^

a"otl n[ t d[pnn d; r r Iql-"= o;i[rrl -t^ a; q(F +kYnilj ;

äor I

elr^= -orda

äoE I toä
4l*" = o" 

Loo

Fr
1+k11 F1 '

dl kuFr I

-! 

.

dÄ 1+k, F1 J '
(9.22)

t"fl _ 2or d [pon r 26n Toö Fl ai krq Fr I
&lro - [tunt -arä r.kMrr * [oon L% 4 

-4' r.r,ru, 1'

,"ll _a"ö d/tdpg\ 2kMoE d/ r d[onn\
4i* - EE - Ar^ \rö 

"t, I 
" do 

"r. \ur.nt dt;/ .

* uo" a[pon.1+2kr.rFr[oö _d; nrtt l*
do ltogn2 dra Fr L oo d6 1+k11 F1 J

. 2on I oö l+ksF1 d; . ldL\2. t+2krF1* 
dä[oon f % Ft * 

uo ""-\ur/ Ku 1*L"", *

| -t
. OO cl,

oo d6 ä,tr. 
t" ri * , r." tll] ,

where the dash denotes total differentiation, in Ft with re-
spect to ks and in d6r o6 with respect to T5. Inserting (9.22)
into (9.20) and the results into (9.19) yields:

_ /3!4\ _ of ri (r+ru rr) > n-\ ao/r6 - * 
"i ", (9.23)

/a=a\ d=ö d/1dp$\ o"Ir d2[pon /t a[pol\2]
\ql" = ä'. * (t ä'^ /. E LE;o ;f -'(r-',T uu-/ j*""

* !o' #iä (l+kMFr) - # o"'r] .
of foon dI'Ä L oo ' d6 '-m -r1 

cont. +
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(ät"e)., fä(tr)""]'=

[t; lH '*t+ Htt +
/ r.d2[pon ,t I d[oon\2

'\troel aro -\[pon drd I

2 dfioen oi ^ob al ai* It%n dr, o;*t % do-do

(T6T+#.*)'=0.

-'- *-,(*) .

ä [( # . tät''4 * z* *) *+k.aF1) +

(g ,t*l')o',,1 . o,

o, ",]

\).t+
l

2- [rrn
oO\
ool

F,
--i (1*k' tn, ) -Ez'l

Remarkable conseguences follow from these inequalities:

l. Stabil-ity requires ritr*tr11) ) 0. Accordinq to Figures 8 and 9

one has in Case a ritr+atr1) 2 o for all curvatures in the in-
terval o : lr.sl S 1; in Case B, on the other hand, nrl(l+k1an1) ) 0

when 0< ltul:0.086 (compare Table 2) but Fitr+xrr1) : 0 when

Itrl : o.oeo (according to Table C.l). Hence

.--l
I Co-te A: a spherical water inclusion in ice 

I

I is .ttab.{e for o : lr.rl S i ; and I

(e .24)Ca,tz ß: a spherical j-ce inclusion in water
I i" atab(e for 0 S ,kyl s 0.086 but 

I

L_ unttnbk f or I ks I >- 0. 086 
____l

This proves our earlier statements on existence and non-exi-
stence of water inclusions in ice and ice inclusions in water,
respectively.

2. For stable phase-boundary layers between ice and water inequa-
lj-ty (9.23)3 mustl as a mathematical expression, ho]d for alf
curvatures. Especially it must be valid for laral + 9. since
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Fi *0 itr this limit, we conclude from (9.23): that
di _ _ 1 dlpon
a;=-[pA dr. ' (e'25)

The temperature dependence of the phase-boundary-thickness is
therefore determined by the density jump. Integration yields

T'-' ltrPotrnlllr
al6 (rÄ) = da (Tn) . j-, (9.26)

,-" 
'-" I [Po (ra ) n l:

The thickness is inversely proportional to the absolute value
of the density jump across the plane phase-boundary of butky
ice and v/ater. TR (= Ooc) is some reference temperature. Despite
the fact that (9.26) was derived for ky+O it is valid for all
ky since do does not depend on ks. Measurements of Golecki e

Jaccard (L977) indicate, that d6(T6) is decreasing with de-
creasing temperature below the norrnal freezing point. This
means that | [potrnlnl /l fpottatnl S I whenever r4 S r* = sos. Assum-

ing (9.26) also to be valid for the water-steam phase transi-
tion, the critical point can be reached, and since l[09(16)]l+ 0

for T{ + Tcr, the boundary-layer-thickness tends to infinity
with T6 + Tcr. This is al-so in accordance with observations
about density fluctuations. However, when we calculate the den-
sity differences of ice and water with the data of Table 4, we

obtain the opposite behaviour, lfpo(rnlnl / lfporr*l]ll ) 1, when-

ever T6 S OoC. Consequently, the calculated water densities as

given in Table 4 are questionable.

3. InsertinS (9.25) into (9.23)3 yields an ineguality which is
proportional to FilF?(1+k14F1). This is positive in the tabulated.
curvature j-nterval, and by dividing through this factor we ob-
tain an inequality with only one curvature depending contribu-
tion - o[,/og h4 ag. since kM Fl > 0 for case A and kM Fr < 0 for
Case B and the inequality holds for both cases, we concl-ude

E,tr) = I (e.27)

for stable phase-boundary-layers. This conforms to the obser-
vation of Hobbs (L974), that surface tension of ice-water inter-
faces at smal] curvatures is a linear function cf the (absolute)
temperature.
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4. Inequality (9.23)3 finally yields

l-*osö d rIfI *^ ('ü

This is also 1n

dsn
ap8) 

= 
fleoarin _ tr"ol nu=o, . o.' (e.28)

dr6 / - foen [oon [frn _ _]

accordance $/ith inequality (9.23)2.
t

There are no other conclusions from the thermostatic stabl-
lity conditions. But all are in accord with observations. The

last statement in (9.24), namely, that very sma1l (lxrl : O.Oee)

ice inclugions in \,rater are unstabJ-e, but ritater inclusj-ons in
ice of the same small dimensions are stable, provides a new

understanding of nucleation phenomena.

10, Linear transport equations on and

across phase-b0undary-l ayers

Relation (8.4)2, expressing the oositive semi-definiteness
of the Hessian matrix of the entropy production density imposes

further restrictions on the transport coefficients ari-sing in
the linear constj-tutive equations (6.40)3,5 and (6.41). The eva-

luation of these restrictlons is the content of this paragraph.

Dismissing o = os(T4,Ks) and o2 = 0 as candj-dates' see (7.15),

equations (6.40)3,5, (6.41) contain 44 unknown transport coeffi-
cients, much too many for a reasonable theory of the dynamics

of phase transitions. We shal-l therefore reduce their number

by the results of the boundary-layer-theory and further simpli-
fying requirements.

I0.1 Reversible phase transitions

The thi-ckness of the phase-boundary-layer between ice and

water is in the order of a few atomic distances' say d6:1008.
This is much smaller than the dimensions of the smal]est avail--
able thermometer. By temperature measurements it is therefore
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impossible to distinguish between the temperatures T+ and T_ of
the adjacent bulk materials and the temperature Tä of the di-
viding surface of the bulk phases. This is especially so, sj_nce

on the surface of the thermometer ne!,r boundary layers must de-
vel-op, when it is inserted to the material whose temperature
is to be measured. We d^6tme therefore

(i) The temperature is continuous across the phase boundary
and equal to the surface temperature

T* = T_ = TÄ(gq,t), vEoe t(t), vt. (10.1)
I

Moreover, th" p.o""=r of freezing and melting j-n the "wet ice"
regl-rne of glaciers is sl-ow and near eguilibrium, where the en-
tropy production density r^1. vanishes. A further possible idea-
lization is therefore achieved by neglecting the entropy pro*
duction density. v{e a4^une. thus

(ii) The freezing-mel-ting process at the phase boundary is
nev8-n ibI-e, implying

Tä r 0, V thermodynamic processes. (10.2)
I

These two requirements are consj-stent with the entropy prin-
ciple for phase-boundary layers and allow a considerable sim-
plification of the transport equations (6.40)3,5 and (6.41)
without reducing them to triviali-ty. We discuss their conse-
quences first in the hope to obtain insight into allowabl_e sim-
plifications of the transport equations for neal phase bound-
aries.

Continuity of
the Statement

temperature for all surface points {o includes

m -k'1rk tq, - rÄ,q. (r0.3)

materials satisfy-Water and polycrystalline ice are isotropic
ing Fouri-er's law of heat condiction, hence

qt - - Kt 6*t T*,r, (r0.4)

where K+ and K_ are the coefficients of heat conductivity of
bulky ice and water, respectively. Combining (10.4), (10.3), the
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boundary-Iayer-result (5.23) and the constitutive equation
(6.40)3 for the surface heat flux yields the identifications

K = -r"lltrr* 4rrr,
a2 (10.5)

K2=-[<nff,rr.

In other word.s, the surface heat conductivities are determined
by the junp firn = K+-K- of the bulk conductivities, the bound-

ary-layer-thickness d6 and known functions Ji=Jj(kM,kc) i=r,2),
see (C.77). Can we infer anything fron (10.5) about the signs
of r and K2? The heat conductivity of ice at ooC is rt = 2.26

wm-r x-lr since Kr(T) = (488.19/T + 0.4682)wm-l r-l when 273.15 K>T >

t08 K, it increases lrith decreasing temperature, see Hobbs

(L974, pp.357-360). The heat conductivity of water at Ooc is
about four times smal-l€r, K6J=0.57wm-rK-I. Values for under-
cooled bul-k water are not known to us. Now, for sphericalwater
inclusions in ice (Case A) one has J1+ (ky,/4) J2 S 0 and J2 S 0 for
alf curvatures O < lkrql S 1, but for ice inclusions in wate.r :

(Case 3) we have Jr+(krq/4)J220 and J2 S 0 provided the curva-
tures l-ie in the j-nterval 0 S lkMl S 0.086 of stabilitlz. Hence

the surface heat conductivities rc and r2 are non-negative,
r 2 0, 12 ) 0 as intuitively expectecl for stable inclusions. How-

ever, since the dimensionless functions Jr+(krq,/4)J2 and J2are
of order unity O(1) and d4 of00R the surface heat conductivi-
ties are very small:

r = ()(I0-B)WK-l, Kz = 0 (IO-I7)WmK-l (10.6)

In view of the
versible phase

Applying the
equations (6.41)

interpretations of the following results for re-
transitions these numbers should be remembered.

continuity assumption (10,1) to the transport
requj-res, since 0+ = T+-Tl = 0 and 1( = n$l = O,

Kj = 0, () = L,2,.. . ,s) (10.7)

Moreover, we assume

lJo = 0o = Qo = (o = 0.

To motivate these it rnay be stated, that in a theory in which
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continuity of temperature is assumed inplicitly, these trans-
port coefficients would not appear, compare (6.41). At conti-
nuous temperature T+ = T_ = Ta the equilibrium pressures and sur-
face tension are pfi = p*(Td,K14) and o = ou(T6,Ks), respectively,
and the specific free enthalpies gl(Tr,p$), 95(T4,o) in non*

equilibrium are continuous, see (8.]1). Thus

st=sä=sl=s^. (r0.e)

Inserting (10.7)-(10.9) into the entropy production density
(8.1) anct using (8.6) and (8.7) yields for reversibility the
identity .rrr.a = s$ß""u- te?ra,o+ootwl-no)+ (10.10)

+ uo eff* + €.(wfi - o.) + o^ €f ! o,

valid for every thermodynamic process. Relation (IO.f0) imposes

further restrietions on the transport eguations (6'40)3,5 and

(6,41). Note that it does not contain the jurnp Q =[S"n of the
normal component of the heat flux. It follows that Q is not
restricted by the entropy principle when continuity of temper-
ature and reversibility of phase-transitj-on processes are as-
sumed. Instead, the bal-ance equation (3.25)a for suface inter-
na1 energy now serves as a constraint, from which Q = [qr]l can

be determined. This will be done later.

As a matter of sirnplification let us now use the "safe"
boundary layer result Po = f rr'$; ttris is simply another way of
writing (5.11) and (5.10); f being defined in (5.35). Compari-

son vrith (5.4f) yields
D1 =D2=g, or=*, Dq=Ds=Do=0. (10.1r)

rnserting (6.40)3, (6.41), (7.11)2, (10.7), (I0.8) and (10.1I)
into (10.1-0) yields a lengthly expression which is identically
zero for arbitrary thermodynamic processes, if and only if (we

omit details) !

r=rc2=0;
Ul = U3 Klr, 12 =

tt=Cz=€r=Ca
-1r3, U4 = U5 = 0' VA I

De
=0, cs=-r_ü, t5=

0;

0;
(10. r2)

cont. +
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lo, 0a=Pt=g-
. 

lJeGn=-1=pr-' Gs=o'

The following linear transport equations are
sary and sufficient in order that reversible
arise 

-
I n1=0, ol=0,

lJ, = D3wj,

u0 = o. w],

therefore neces-
phase transitions

__l
(10.13)

r'*=

I
-i,

?';,
* *1.

(10.14)

(10.17)

;saß = o" 9oß* u3 (ro boß- IIo goß) + uo(!p-pb)(oß)t
L -- 

|

D?
en = - l:E tn'

-0, D3 io(, = - f_pJ Ln+ .

Notice that the viscosities p3 and u6 are the only phenomeno-

logical quantj-ties arising in (10.13). Comparing, fina11y,
(10.14)r with the boundary layer result (5.34)5 we conclude that

(10.1s)

For this to be true it was tacitly assumed that the similarity
argument of the boundary-layer theory applies to the normal ve-
locity jump. With it and with (10.1I)3 we deduce that

r ^---lIun = IJ- un' I

(10.16)
," = #.!_l

A more slzmmetrical form of these relations can be derived by

inserting (5.35), (5.10) arrd the incompressibility assumptions
(8.24) for bulky ice and water:

(r1 ofi +ttrnoopwfi = 1r, po *+F2 [oqn)wn,

(Fr pö + J r, rooll ii = rr, ofi * |r, [oen) tn,

(r1 o[ + { r'2 [oen) wff = 1r, os * ]!'t fpoli w] ,

(F1 p[ +]r, fooll €fl* = 1rr ofi *]r, fiosn) €]-

where the curvature'dependent functions F3(ky,k6) ti = 1,2) are
defined in (C.29).
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Relations (10.16) or (10.17) for reversible transport across
the phase boundary are free of new transport coefficients.
Hence, given the relative velocities Wf =vfi-q, n{ = v}-wo,
the stress deviators 4 = er. tp e* + pu, €$* = "fl 

tfm e, on one

side of the phase boundary and qiven its curvatures and the
adjacent bulk densities pfi{161, the relative velocities and

stress deviators on the other side can be computed. (10.16) or
(10.f7) are therefore genQr.a.l-tzed \oundanq eondi,tionA (ott n-evetrtible

pha.se boundo.n Le,t.

Similar boundary conditions can be deduced for the devia-
tors of the adjacent membrane stresses. These are obtai-ned from
(C.67) by inserting (10.13)3 and using (2.26):

(10. r8)

(I0.19)

M2' =

tl{3 , =

Mqt =

M5: =

.41 kc A:.
'^ 32 A"

A1 ku Az kc A:
L 4 L 32 A'

F** * nu soßl = - 
ä [r,lt" 

M1 + d, IIo jt'{2) do boß +

Mj (kM,kc) (j =

L-
where

+ (Io M:+do IIo Mr)s"ß]+uo Msda(!?-p!,tou'],,
]_]

L,2,...,5) are defined as

A1 k"Az I o A3
i-ii.fr(Ak'vt-k") a=,
L .Lz ku A:.
z(^ - 4 L),
r"(xa - * *,,

and Ai (j= L,2,3) and 
^ 

are given in (C.68).

Reversibility of phase transitions does not require the sur-
face viscosities p3, U6 to vanish. (This distingui-shes phase
boundaries from bulk materials, in v/hich reversibility would
require the bulk viscosities to be zero). Once these are known,
the tensor of surface tension (f0.I3)3 and the jurnp (10.18) for
the deviators of the adjacent membrane stresses can be deter-
mined. Now, measurements of the surface viscosity of the inter-
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face between j-ce and water indicate that it is extremely slip-
pery justifying the assumptj.ons

U3=P6=6'
This reduces (10.13)3 and (10.18) to

F = os so' ' [t0ß+ P" *un =I

(10.20)

(10.21)

Hence, the tensor of surface tension of the inviscj.d phase in-
terface is given by the scalar surface tension in equilibrium,
and the stress deviator of the adjacent membrane stresses is
continuous across the phase boundary.

There remains a discussion of (10.13)1,2: Revers.ibility of
the phase transition requires the surface heat conductivities
K, K2 to vanish. In view of the boundary-layer j-dentifications
(10.5) this is not exacti however, the orders of magnitude
(10.6) sho!^/ them at teast to be about a factor lO-8 smaller
than the heat conductivities of the adjacent bulk materials.
The heat flux along the phase interface is therefore negligible
compared to the tangential components of the heat fluxes in the
adjacent bulk materials. Consequently, the assurnption of rever-
sibility of phase transitions is a well motivated approxima-

tion to real phase transitions.

We have already stated that the assumption of continuity of
temperature T+ = T- = Tl makes the balance equation (3.25)a for
internal energy a constraint for the determination of the nor-
na1 junp Q=[S"n of the heat flux. Thi-s requires further length-
1y manipulations. Firstly, inserting (7.19) and the mass balance

equation (3.25)r, using (10.21)r and (10.16)t for reversible
phase transitions, applying (6.L2) 

' 
(6.39)3 and (5.32)t,a yields

an explicit expression for Q. Secondly, upon neglecting heat
radiation p6 r4 and a term po .ä * containing the surface heat

capacity, this expression is linearized. What results is of the
type of the general linear transport equations (6.41). Thirdly,
comparison with (6.41)3 a1lows the following identifications of
the transport coefficients
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Change of independent variables

(L0.22)

(10.23)

(L0.24)

to T4. KM, yields
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Qr = rr,rär;r, Qz = Qa = Qs = Qe = o,

Q: = - oö [nü - nl - ro 
;? ,ü,ä,] .

. pö lq - hl - 'o ä,rä,;^ ]rr- | 
r,

.r r Pä ,E r oEh;:=u;+-f, ho":=uo"-i
Po PX

- 
[n; - ho'-'o{rfrtä.j'; gj1

, äo,n äo" l äor l(äq/06 = TEI*"- ä*"lr^

are the specifj-c enthalpies of the adjacent bulk materj-als and
the surface in phase equilibrium. Finally, inserting (L0.22)
into (6.41)i and using (10.16)1 yields two eguivalent förms for
the normal junp of the heat flux,

lq=qrlp+Q3wf=
__l

= r^ (ffi)il.'"- Ini - "f nürfrri.] '; ";

T}re c.Ua,sicd!- ttetu.tt would be obtained for an "inco:npressible,'
phasebound.tyrlth do5/d.L=0, Ip=0 and n=ofiwi-p0w; =0t
namely q = - flhslofiwfi, (r0.2s)

where [hBn j-s the latent heat of freezing or melting. However,
the assumption of incompressibility for phase boundaries be-
tween ice and water is inacceptable, as the boundary-layer
theory has already shown.

The transport coefficients in (1O.24, can be rewritten. Frorn
(8.11) we deduee

si -gI = rrf -hI -rotsfi-sfl = o,

"_E Iottd 
I

äro l*"
(10.26)

from

ap; 
I

61,,
LA, V^
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with (8.2s), (8.39); (9.22) and, (g.25)

,äo.e ob
(bE")pa = ou oo ,

r',ä-ni-'04,,ä,;^ = '^ lt

K = 0; 00 = DrwT,

Gq=c.wl+€rt3*,

0. = 01 Ie + u3 wl + UaLfi,

€. = €1 Io + G3 wl + €n[+,

dpg 2KNt 6E I L ap| ob rl
drl [pon \ pä dr.r ' oo ll'

1Dz = 7,
t:1 L-r '
11--r Ft

-1v4=r-F.

(L0 .27 )

(10.28)

The transport coefficients in the normal junp of the heät flux
are thus known functions of temperature and curvature.

We thus have the remarkable result t:hat d!.t ttnntpou coe({i-
c'Lentd for reversible phase transitions across inviscid phase

boundaries *tz lznown {unc-Llou o{ the geome.tnq and tanpo-n*taLe. r}:.e

boundary-1ayer-theory for the phase transition between ice and

water contains thus as a phenomenological parameter one ainglle

cotlAtant, namely the thickness da (Tp) at some reference tempe-

rature.

l-0,2 Irreversi-ble phase transitions

The equilibrium result (8.11) was based on the assumption
that at least one of the transport coefficients Oy, D2 or.116 is
unequal to zero. For reversible phase transitions al-I of them

had to vanish. To round up the chain of argumentation $/e con-
sider now irreversible phase transitions for which at least
DLt' I.

We assume again continuity of temperatu.re across the phase

boundary. A simplified set of constitutive equations for the
jump fields is then

(10.28)2 is again the boundary-1ayer result (5.34)5. The other
equations are generalizations of (10.16) for reversible phase
transitions and are obtained by leaving the coefficients of the
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main diagonal in the entropy production density unchanged but
adding some off*diagonal terms. As a mot.ivation we may remark
that the results for reversible phase transitions are the lead-
ing contributions. Adding irreversible contributions to the
main diagonal terms would then yield less important correc-
tions.

The situation is different for the constitutive transport
equations of the surface fields. In these the diagonal contri-
butions vanish for reversible phase transitions. frreversible
phase transitions require then also corrections of di-agonal
terms. We assume therefore

K*Q, K2=0,

U1:!3Ksr U2=-U3r U4=0, ]u5lO, UO=0.

Common to the simplified constitutive assumptions (I0.28) is
the neglect of all contributions in the general expressions
(6.41) which are proportj-onal to IIp and boß - KM goß.

Inserting (10.28) and (I0.29) into (8.1) and (8.2) reduces
the entropy productions j-nequality to

Tr ila = Ifr tu5 -e 1 0r) + IIIo(-2u5) + Io wf, CarY -€3 01) +

+ re €l (-sr ua - p, *)* rwl)2 (- c, Y) *
(r0.30)

+ wi €i (- G3 Da) * (€I)2 (-on *) .

+ wjw?(-cr#)+Hr{r: o.

(10.29)

The Hessian matrix of the second derivatives with respect to
Doß, Tl,o, tJ, *i, €j nust thus be positive-semi definit; this
condition yields, after some calculations, using (6.39)3-6,
and since the surface .rnetric AoB is positive definit

Gt=0, G3=0,
ü520, r )0, (10.31)

-nn#>0, -er#>0.
The transport coefficient D1 I 0 is not restricted. Using (5.35),
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(5.10) and (8.24) the factors containing I can be $rritten as

L:f
r

f
L-r

po rr - { fool r,
.--.-...-_.i+'

ofi r, ++ [pon F2

o$ 11 + ] rool r,
po rr - | fiool r,

(10.32)

(10.33)

( 10. 35)

According to Figures I and 9 and Table C.l a spherical water
inclusion in ice (Case A) requires Fl< O, t2>0, [Ogn = fr!-O$. O;

alternatively for a spherical ice inclusion in water (case B)

one has Fl > 0, F2> O, fosn= o$-p?, O. Consequently, in the
stable curvature intervals,

* ,, o, + . 0 water inclusion in ice, case A,

t 1-E
ijr'o'

,o = ä*?, €0 = c: "i. + tff., ,l

Hence (10.31)s,o implies

Da 2 0, €: ) 0 for water inclusions in ice. case A,
(10. 34 )

Da I 0, C3 ! 0 for ice inclusions in water, case B,

all valid in the curvature intervals of thermostatic stability.

The simplified constitutive equations for irreversible trans-
port across and within the phase boundary layer now reduce to

l1._= 
r, Io * *wfi + na €fi *" = * .*,1

and fe= -* e*ßro,o. oi = -tn'ur^,;l
(10.36 )

I soß = o_ qoß + u3 (Io boß _ IIo soß ) * u5 Dll
I

where the surface heat conductivity is given by (10.5)1 and t3r

lr4 are restricted by (10.34) and y5, < satisfy (10.3I)3,4.

For continuous temperature, T* = T- = Tl(Eo,t) across the
phase-boundary layer, the energy balance is a constraint for

the deternination of the normal jump Q of the heat fl-ux. Re-

peating the calcul-ations which led to (10.24) yields, upon
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dT.

neglecting the small contributions pa cä;i, * gq6 To.og and
upon linearization

!=ttIo*Q:wi*Q+
I

Here, Q1, Q3 and E4 are given by

q, = ,o(fr)äo -oo[t4-i'fr- fttffiri,]r'=
= ,,oo"* ,^ f# +2KM oE nft,äff . ä,.1r,,

Q: = -ofi"lr{-r'ir-frGrä.] -o;frn;-r.fr 1,6,:"1 +=
fap$ pö .r dpo oä.1 r= -% Ldt^ +2Kvou ffit*= *r-"')j t

.1 d[pon ol.
-r^ .2 KM o" (ffi -r^ * 6) ,

t*l
'il

(r0.37)

(10.38)

r_ _ o _ T^räotu l,r_ =Qa = -po L(hE-h;) - .(ü)ö6 j'r4 =

= -'. lH+2KMoEnm,;r; ff.*,] ,-,

the expressj-ons on the far right have been obtained by using
(I0.27). Except C3,01, l)4 and U3, p5 the coefficients of the
transport equations (10.35)-(10.37) for irreversible phase tran-
sitions are thus known.

IJet us discuss these equations for t}:e exalnpLe od tho,ting. For
this it is convenient to eliminate lfl bet!,reen (10.35)1,2 and to
pass to the original notations , viz.

r€gl . ]- tfi- = -cs (r-F) [von. (10. 3e)

In skating the fluid boundary layer developes between the steel
barrel of the skate and the ice. Orienting the surface normal
vector such that it points out of the ice, the -side of the in-
terface is bulky ice and the +side i-s bulky steel. Since p+ =
psteel > p-= pr, Case B rrith I-t S 0 and Cq ! 0 is applicable.
Now, the bulky ice is at rest and the skate is gliding over it.
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This means vl= 0, v. = 0, €fi-= O, €; = O ana (f0.39) reduces to

tfi* = lcal (1-t)vl = lcalw0 (10.40)

This shows, that the normal shear stress €fl* in the barrel and

the gliding velocity v$ are in the same direction and Propor-
tional to each other. Considerable gliding velocities v$ can be

achieved with smalf shear stresses €$*, if the coefficient C3

is srna1l. This may explain the slipperiness of the contact.
Pressure melting is not required for its explanation. But, there
are more consequences. Since €i=O:-., the ice we conclude frorn
(10.35)a €* =o in the adjacent steel. From (10.35)3 then follows
(in the original notation)

'i-', = *[-rrio**,i . (10.41)

Figure-skating, i-n fact, must be accompanied by normal veloci-
ti-es vfi of the barrel and normal velocities wn of the inter-
face, since a trace is observed behj-nd the skate. By (10.37)

this then requires transport of melting and refreezing heat.
Idealized skating, ho$tever, by which sliding of the steel- bar-
rel under constant load is meant, can take place without leav-
ing an observable track behind. In this case the normal veLo-

cities v* = 0 and wn =0 vanish. For 01 I 0 equation (10.41) re-
quires then Ip = 0 or rntlo = 0. The tangential vel-ocity of the in-
terface is thus divergence-free. fnserting this together with
€fi =o into (10.37) yields Q = [srn = 0. with vanishing normal

heat fl-ux S; = 0 in the ice the normal heat flux Afi = 0 in the
steel barrel- must also vanish. This shows that idealized skat.-
ing can take place without normal heat transport and thus with-
out rnelting processes beneath the steel barrel. This completes

the following statement: The slipperiness of ice at skating
can be exptained by a fluid-lj-ke boundary-layer between ice
and steel-. Pressure melting is not necessary.

This observation may provide a better understanding (}f this
regelatj-on phenomenon.
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11, 0n well-posedness of the boundary-
layer-theory for phase interfaces

There remains the question whether the boundary-1ayer theory
for phase boundaries is mathematically well-posed. To answer
this question \de must show that the motion of the phase inter-
face can be calculated for given inputs from the adjacent bulk
phases. To obtain the input quantities, this requires the find-
1ng of the solution of the field equations in the bul-k materials
in a moving domain whose motion, in turn, depends on these in-
puts. Thus far, such a mathematical problem has not been sol-
ved. For arbitr.ry geometry of the interface we are presently
also unable to solve such a problem. The situation, however,
is much simpler for geometries of the interface vrith high sym-

metry. So melting at p1ane, cylindrical or spherical interfaces
are analytically better tractable and del-iver unique solutions.
This, in turn, establishes the well-posedness of the boundary-
Iayer theory, at least for the cases of high symrnetry.

We sha11 demonstrate this statement for spherically symmet-

ric freezing or mel"ting processes and consider a spherical wa-

ter inclusion in infinitely extended isotropic ice. With no

gravity, 9k = 0, the ice will melt at growing spherical phase

boundarj"es, provided the water inclusion is heated in its cen-
tre by a spherical heater. The heat will flow to the interface
to melt the i-ce. To make the problem analytically tractable,
let us assume that this heat is completely used up by melting,
such that no remaining heat is flowing into the ice and such

that the temperature Tä = const. of the interface does not
change during the whole melting process. Continuity of tempera-
ture across the phase boundary then means that the ice is al-
ways at constant temperature Tr = Ta = const. and no heat flows
through it. Moreover, we apply our earlier assumptions: incom-
pressibility of ice and water, reversibili-ty of phase transi-
ti.ons across the phase boundary and inviscity of the phase in-
terface. These conditions yield the simpJ-est set of fj-eld equa-
tions and remove all freedom, which would arise from the possi-
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bility of adjusting ünknown transport coefficients. It is there-
fore the best basis for proving well-posedness of the mathema-

tical problern and is a good approximation to real phase tran-
sitions, as we already know from Chapter 10.

We now deduce the sirnplified field equations. For spherical
symmetry all fields depend on the radius r and on time t, the
origin of the spherical co-ordinate system being positioned in
the centre of the heater. Let the moving phase boundary be de-
noted. by r(t). According to Figure9 (Case A) the values of the
adjacent bulk fields are V- = **t.l-o rlw(r,t) and ü1 = liit.l*o
ür(r,t) when approaching the phase interface frorn the water and

the ice side, respectively. According to APpendix A mean and

Gaussian curvature are KM= -l/r(t), Kc= I/r2ftt. The tangential
velocities wo for the phase boundary and v$ for the adjacent
bulk materials vanish due to the spherical symmetry. The normal

velocity of the interface is wr = dr(t)/dt. Tlne didld zcluaLLons

lon ma'st and momenütm od the phaae boundaal are then

f"^ä(2+kM 
Fi) +, *P = ,o-q ,

tl- = o (o'=o,o),

,--.lu,# = (ii-.:!

!ct
-n+

t- q^

, [ogn -f
I

(r1.1)

(11.2)

(11. 3)

These equations ((11.1) for mass, (11.2) for tangential momen-

tum, (11.3) for normal momentum) fo11ow from (3.25)r-: and

(3.26)r-3 by neglecting convective contributions. Tn derivJ-ng
thern the membrane approximation (5.7), the boundary iayer're-
sults (5.10) and (5.35) , (5.32)r-3 for the jump contributions,
the equilibrium conditions (8.16) (with gk=0), the reversibl-e
transport equations (10.16) and (10.2I) and the stability re-
sult (9.26) were used. F1 and F2 are knoron functions of.KM =

- da/r(L\, which follow from (C.29) by setting k6 = kfr . and

ri = dFl,icl ky. For incompressible water and ice [pg]l = p?(TÄ) -
pfi(TÄ) is a constant' since Tr = constant. According to (11.2)

the adjacent shear stresses in the bulk materials vanish,
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again because of spherical symmetry. (II.1) is the field equa-

tion for the determinatj-on of the motion of the phase boundary.

It can be solved, once the input (vfr-vr) from the field equa-

tions of the bulk materials is known. Since these are assumed

to be incompressible, there remain extra stresses that are not
determined by constitutive equations, see for instance Alts &

Strehlow (1985); (f1.3) permits their evaluation. Due to the
continuity assumption T+ = T- = Tl the energy balance for the
phase boundary is not required.

!{e formulate novr the field equations for the bulk materials.
In spherical co-ordinates and for spherical slrynmetry the mass

balance equätions for the incompressible materials reduce to

[*u r ,ärr""n-!,,W:a0"^W
är'r'nät'

av*2t
I a. *Evä = u,
I

rssr!',;,-l
(r1.4)

( 11. 5)

r(t) ! r. -. 
I

ß3 = - (t/p$)/(dp8/dTlr) denotes the thermar volume expansion coef-
ficient of bulky water; it will be regarded as a constant hav-
ing the value ß$ = gfilral at the phase boundary. Moreover, the
total time derivative dTlr/dt = äTw/ät +v${atr,zar) has been re-
placed by the partial time derivative. The convective contribu-
tion is thus neglected as a srnall correction. Both simplifica-
tions are permissible for small normal vel-ocities and small
temperature gradients in the hrater domain; they linearize the
differential equation (l1.4)1. The right hand side of (11-4)2

vanishes because the ice temperature Tr is constant in r (t) <

r < @. Finally, r0 denotes'the radius of the heater at the
centre of the water sphere. The general solution of (11.4) is

v[(r,r) = I+il . # Fr'2'ar!'!I-"t) dr',

vfi(r,t) = +j,,, 
ro

in which the integration "constants" Kx1(t) and K1(t) follow from
the boundary conditions. The surface of the heater is a mate-
rial interface at rest, hence vH(rq,t) =0. Moreover, the material
velocity of the ice atthe phase boundary i" il?t.l v{(r,t)= v{(t).



Consequently, K14(t)

r_
I vfr tr,tt = ßfi

lvä(r,tl = vfi

-r25-

= 0, Kr(t) = rzlt) vfi and

T
L ( ., äTw(rr,t)-: I r'-rz lct At

12 (t)
-";- ,

dr', rgsr!r,;

r(t) sr<: ._l

so, if the temperature field T"(r,t) inside the water is known,

the velocity field vfr(r,t) of the water including its liniting
vatue ]Tr,.) v$(r,t) = v;(t) at the moving phäse boundary

r (r)

v; = ßfi ;-., Irz 3lf'o a'
r'\E) ).r0

is determined.
which, together

r:+-V.-v. =
o[ *]12rosllFr

I

(11.6)

(11.7)

result (I0.17)r,Finally we use the boundarY-laYer
with (11.7), can be written as

r'1 [oo] l-.. u3 '1"'-, ärw(r,r) dJ-l (rr.8)
['.-.r,.,,f '' ,. -.,---, \r!'v'

Inserting this into (11.1) yields a solvable equation for the
motion of the phase boundary, provided Tx1(r,t) is known.

To find Tw(r,t) let us consider the heat conduction equation
in water. It .is obtained from the balance equation of internal
energy. Omitting heat radiation, neglecting viscous heating and

using Fourier's 1aw of heat conduction yi-eJ-ds for spherical
slzmmetry and upon linearization

f-ut* [a'r" z arwl Kw -l

tE 
= ""L*ä -; arl' äw'= ;*;' 'o S r s r(t) 

| 
(rr'e)

<" and cw ate the coefficient of heat conductivity and the spe-
cific heat capacity of \,/ater, respectively. The thermal diffu-
sivity a14 will be taken as constant.

We want to solve the differential equation (11.9) in a va-
riable domain r0 3 r 3 r(t) subject to the boundary conditions

äT,^,(r ,t ) |rw(r,t)l =ru, sflrr,Ul =-K!{-+;j-l =Oottl (11.10)
I r=r (t) | r=rO i r=r.

for all times t Z 0. Melting starts at t = 0 at the surface
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r(0) = ro at the heater. This condition fixes the initial state.
To solve the initial value problem we may try the substitution

f^
T* (r, t) = ---: w (r, t) .

(11.9) then transforms to
aw a2w
o L är'

Secondly, we search
end a dimensionless
mensionless radius €

0 are introduced by

- äy b r(t)rJo:= *2 - ä,

by which (11.12) can

#,#-fr, =#,# ffir.
This rnust hold for arbitrary velocities i = wn

boundary, consequently
ao - äo ao - 420
aro - a6' 5% - ;J'

Elimination of äo,zäFs yields azO/a€2 - ao/äq = 0, of which the ge-

neral solution is g = B(Fg)eE + A(Fq) (e6-f ). With it, (11.1.5)1 de-
termines B(Fg)+A(Fo) = xero $/ith some constant K. The general
solution of both equations (11.15) is thus

o(Fo,E) = KeFo+€-A(F'o), (11.15)

The constant K and the function A(F6) are determined from the
boundary conditions (11.I0)

rsQs(t) -En(t) r(r)
2r*T6 - rO

for a kind of "retarded" solution. To ihis
modified Fourier-time F6 and a modified di-
as well as the dimensionless iemperature

the definitions

E ,= g*J, 
o (F0,6), = dwf ',9 , (r1.13)

. be transformed into

(rr.14)

of the phase

(r1. is)

(1r.17)

(rr.r1)

(11.12)

(11.18)

A(Fo ) =
r - f ^-€9(t)' 2-

where Eg(t) is an abbreviation for

€6 (t) = ":'; 'o .

The dimensionless temperature is therefore
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o (%zE) =
r--] eE-60 ttr

r- | e-Eo ttr

Transforming back with (11.13)3
ternperature field

F*',.,

16 Qs(t) 
"-€6(t) 

1"6-11 . ti-r. r9l'2**T6 . I^-{6(r)--2=

and (11.lI) finally yields the

r (r);:-'

= -^[* t-*.
r-ro

- -70 r r|oo;il
'T ZK-;T; '

_1L- T"
(1r.20)

r (t) -rg_ r - --l;-r-7."

in the variable water domain rg S r S r(t) for aII times t > 0.

For r = 16 the temperature at the surface of the heater i-s

L-
r (t) -rn 'r

l" r0 -11 IL .J IJ

_ r(t)-r0r0

rx1(re,r) = r. 
[# r (t) -rg

- t - ro_-
" 2"

_ r (t)-r0
r- a rO I-: 

- ltrr.zU
-/F\_e^ 

I '

- 1 r^t-t"

1-T 16 Qe (t)+-
2 KwT4

for al-l t > 0. For r(t) > rp and Qg(t) >0 the surface temperature

Tw(rg,t) > T4, as it must be for heating. Hence' radial heat flows
from the heater to the phase boundary between 1ce and hrater and

is there consumed by melting the ice. In the limit as t + 0+

and r(t) +ro one has Tw(ro,t) = T^. Hence, when melting starts
at t = 0 on the surface of the heater, the water temPerature

equals the melting temperature T4. But the melting temperature
is sti1l not fixed. The constant value depends on the melting
pressure; it is 273.5K at 1 bar and smaller for higher pres-
sures. So, forrnula (11.21) solves the spherical symmetry melt-
ing process with consta^t TA 6o,L aU p.ttu'sune.a.

Having found the temperature field, the integral in (11.8)

can be calcul-ated. This is best done via the heat conduc.tion

equation (11.9) by invoking Fourj-er's law of heat conduction;
it yields r(t)

1 " äTr(r,t) -I rz ---l- or =) dt
r0 ff ['a eo(r)- rzrtl e;tu] , 0r.22)
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where

q:(t) = qll - -"+.'-n i ,l_ I ^_66(t) r(t)tr=r(cl _ 2 "

[, ^-Eo tt].L'-" - '-|e0,", .-E6(t) . Hf ;€oto]. (rr.23)

We may remark that for a melting process Tw('r't) ) T4 in rg S

r s r(t) and

This is so, since part of the heat delivered at the heater is
used to raise the temperature j-n the srater above the melting
temperatureA4. For a melting process the integral (11.22) is
thus non-negative. lnserting (II.23) then yields

r- ;6q(il- | eot.l .-Ee(t)
_ I -EÄ(L) 'I-te -v- (1r.2s)

for all times we con-

tlt'" rr"(t,a) - aw

J '' at o' = G f'fr oottl- r<* ro r(t)]
r0

! 00,., > r2(r) q,(r), q;(t) > o ror '"t.r"! QL.24)

for meltins.' (II.26)
I

and since the last factor is non-negative
clude that

!oo,t, - Kw 16 r(t) > o, t > o

We novr insert (11.25) into (11.8) and the resulting expres-
sion into (11.1) to obatain, finally, the dj-fferential equation
for the motion of the phase boundary betlveen water and ice:

. l.F1 - r- -l' [t. J r,tz*r." "i) T# (ä rt. t nool).1'r(.) u'a!t) 
=

- oo ä,o l-2n,., r l-e-€o(tl-] eot'l;€6tt) 
(11'27)

tl üLrfr ooro -*w 16 r(t)i€, . . 
:

For water in ice, as considered here, Case A of Figure 9

applies, so [pon<0, Ft<0, F2t0, r'i > 0 and.ks= - d6lr(t) < 0.

For 16 >> d" the dimensionless curvature kM = -@A/rol'L/(E9(t)+1)

is rather small. For a heater of macroscopic dimensions the
second tenn in the square brackets of the first line of (1L.27)

is therefore negligible cornpared wi-th unity. As melting starts
at t=0, 6o(t=0) = 0' and the last factor on the rhs vanishes;
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hence melting starts with dr(t)/dt = wn = 0. A prggressing melt-
ing front with wn(t) >0 1s possible only,, if rfr Qgttl-KwT4r(t) >0

This means that, as the melting boundary progresses, more and

more heat must be supplied to the heater. This can better be

understood by assuming its opposite. Let rfr Ooftl -Kw Ta r(t) s O

for t l tl (say), then wn(t) < 0 for t ) t1 and the phase boundary
is retreating although Q6(t) and ql(t) may both be posj-tive for
t 2 t1. This is interpreted as follows: The contribution of
heat flux q;(t) > 0 to the melting velocity is smaller than the
retreat due to thermal contracti.on in the less heated water.
This seems to be a reasonable consequence.

The actual integration of (11.27) requires numerical methods.

Forward marchi-ng is probably the easiest procedure. By introduc-
inq 19(t) instead of r(t) and usi-ng the initial condition
66(t=01 =0 the integral equation

,o^ t
Es(t) = j+.!- 

IriK6 J"o

!'fr oo tt't - <* ra (Ee tt' ) + 1)ll '

.(r-e-€ott'' - ä qo,.', ;€e(t');' 6t'

[{a0,.', * r)2- + } (, (,0,.'
L - i(.) \

u6u,ä ofi. I roorl] tr-

r. rl - *'t) .

I -Eo(t')r
2" ,

(11.28)

may be deduced and solved as an alternative.

There remains the determination of the extra pressures pw =
Pw(r,L) and Pr=Pr(r,t) in the water and. the ice. These are deter-
mined by the momentum balance equatlons of the corresponding
bulk materials to within one integration "constant" in each do-
maln. These then have to be adjusted such that (1r.3) and (10.17)2

are satisfied at. the phase boundary. This is in fact possible,
as can easil-y be proven. However, we do not qive the formulae,
since these are long and not of primary interest.

Summarizing this paragraph we may state, that all bulk
fields and the motion of the phase boundary are uniquely deter-
minable for the problem under consj_deration. Consequently, the
boundary-layer theory for phase interfaces is mathematically
well-posed.
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12, Conclusions

Melting in temperate glaciers occurs because of i-nternal
friction and geothermal heat f1ow. Some of the water appears in
small inclusions and veins at intersecting qrain boundaries
betvreen differently oriented ice crystallites. An enormous area
of curved internal phase boundaries is thus formed in the "wet
ice" regime of glacier ice at meltlng. ft is felt, that this
internally distributed water and especially the amount of i-n-
ternal phase boundaries are tle .inytonlnr,,.t. (thermodynamically in-
ternal-) panalnLte,u that govern the constitutive behaviour of the
ice-water mixture of which "wet ice" consists. The derivation
of evolution equations for these parameters requires the study
of the dynamics and thermodynamj-cs of the melting processes at
curved phase interfaces beth/een ice and water. Impurities will
undoubtedly quantitatively affect the behaviour of these sur-
faces, but they complicate the theoretical basis and are better
treated in a second stage. Thermodynamics of curved phase bound-
aries of pure ice and pure water is thus the content of this
first paper,

Two mathematical models for the phase boundary are conside*
red and compared with each other; they yield striking new re-
sults for phase interfaces:

1. The phase boundary is considered as a singular surface, d.i-
viding the ice and the v/ater phases. It is modelled as a two-
dimensional continuum carrying or^rn mass, momentum, energy
and entropy dj-stributions and satisfying own balance equa-
tions for surface mass, surface momentum, etc. For fluid-like
phase interfaces in the membrane approximation constitutive
equations for surface fields and jump contributions are gi-
ven and a self-consistent thermodynamic theory is developed.
It yields rather complicated expressions for generalized
boundary condltions, a generalized Gibbs relation for sur-
face entropy and two generalized Clausius-Clapeyron equations
for the ternperature and curvature dependence of the adjacent
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bulk pressures. Furthermore, the relation between surface
entropy flux and surface heat flux is derived and the ten-
sor of surface tension is given in its irreducible form.
However, no explicit formulae lor the curvature dependence

of transport coefficients and surface tension can be dedu-
ced.

2. To remove this last defect, the phase boundary is modelled
as a boundary layer with a finite but very smal1 thickness
across which smooth but rapid changes of al1 bulk fields may

arise. Comparison of the corresponding balance laws with
those of the singular surface allows a physical interpreta-
tion of all surface fiel-ds in terms of curvature weighted
mean values of excess bulk fields wihin the boundary layer.
But it requires also two new sets of consistency conditions:

a) Two kinernatic conditions for the tangential momentum den-
sities of the singular surface which require the intro-
duction of a curvature dependent "excentricity parameter"
as measure of departure of the centre of inertia of the
boundary layer from the position of the singular surface.

b) Three dynamic conditions on the tensor of surface tension
and normal- surface shear stress, in order that the mem-

brane approximation is a consistent formulation of the
dynamics of the phase boundary.

These consistency conditions cannot be fulfilled with linear
profiles along the thickness direction for the bulk fields with-
in the layer. The simplest profiles for their satisfaction are
cubic proflles. V,fith these al1 surface and jump fields are cal-
culated and compared with the constitutive equations from the
theory of singular surfaces. If, in additi-on bulky ice and water
are approximated as incompressible materials a tractable model
is obtained.

Remarkably new results evolve from this compari-son which
enlighten the understanding of phase transitions between ice
and vrater. Some of these are:
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(i) Satisfaction of the kinematic consi-stency conditions with
cubic profiles yields two families of curvature dependent.

excentrj-cities. One family belonging to water inclusions
in ice (Case A), exists for all curvatures up to inclusion
sizes of nucl-eation dimensions. The other family, belong-
ing to ice inclusions in water (Case B), ceases to exist
for very smal1 ice inclusions.

(ii) The curvature dependence of surface tension can be expli-
citly calculated from equilibrium conditions and the re-
sul-ts of the boundary-layer theory. It is different for
the two cases A and B. For a water inclusion in ice the
surface tension exists for all- curvatures and it increases
with increasing curvature up to a value which is about 5.5

times larger at nucl-eation sizes than the corresponding
value for flat phase boundaries. For ice inclusions in wa-
ter, on the other hand, the surface tension decreases with
increaslng curvature and reaches the value zero at a cri-
tical curvature above which ice inclusions in water (of
nucleation sizes) do not exist.

(iii) A thermostatic stability analysis of the phase boundary
layer shows that water inclusions in ice are stable for
all curvatures, whereas ice inclusions in water are stable
only for curvatures smaller than the critical value. This
means, that very smal1 ice inclusion in water (of nuclea-
tion size) do not exist. Since the theory, as far as the
results are concerned, is also valid for the r"/ater-steam
phase transition, we infer quite generally: Nucleation of
the denser phase in the less dense phase is possible
(hrater in ice, water in steam), whereas nucleation of the
less dense phase in the denser one (ice in water, steam
in water) is impossible below certain criLical sizes.
These results may provide a better understanding for the
phenomena of undercooling and overheating of pure water.
Moreover, in the vapour phase ice nucleation must start
on the surface of vilater and the ice can grow into the r,/a-
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ter in the form of obtuse needles,
is overcome. This kind of freezing
quiet \"rater of lakes or ponds.

when the critical size
is in fact observed in

(iv) Stability of the phase boundary layer requires, further, a

linear dependence of the surface tension for flat interfa-
ces on (absolute) temperature and a boundary layer thick-
ness, that is inversely proportional to the density jump of
bulky ice and water. This means, that both, the surface ten-
sion and the boundary-layer thickness increase with in-
creasj.ng temperature. These predictions are in accord with
observations.

(v) Gibbs differential for the surface entroPy, as derived here

for phase boundaries, is somewhat different from the form
that is assumed in the classical theories of surface ten-
sion. This has important consequences for freezing and melt-
ing processes and is manifested in the existence of two

Clausius-Clapeyron equations.

(vi) By the boundary-layer theory and the assumption of incom-

pressibility of bulky ice and water it j-s possible to re-
duce all surface fiefds and all jump conditions to expres-
sions in which only explicitly known curvature dependent

contributions and known bulky contributions at flat inter-
faces appear. This allows the calculation of orders of mag-

nitude for all fields and yields the proof, that phase tran-
sitions across the interface are, to first approximation,
reversible processes. It determines all transport coeffi-
cj.ents in terms of one single phenomenological constant,
tlte boundanq-X,aqen t6ctzne66 dt tomz nz[enenee te]npQha.tuL8. and makes

the formulation free of adjustable constants and the theory
simple and controllable by experiments.

(vii) The jump contributions provide generalized boundary condi-
tions at curved phase boundaries' Mathematical well-posed-
ness of the boundary value problem is proven by solving
analytically an example of spherical symmetric melting.
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C[-oting tLernoJLh bq K. Hu.tten:

Never have I hesitated so much to put my name as second

author of a memoir as in this one. This is not at al1 because

I would not fully support the content which I do, but because

the work j-s essentially that of T. ALts. My contribution has

been that of the "advocatus diabolus", I have participated in
many brain-storming discussions and work sessions, have prob-
ably influenced the lines of thought here and there and I have

streamed the final text (the only claim I do make), but the
sweat is all- that of T. Alts.
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APPENDIX A

Deformation of a sphere into an ellipsoid

tet (Xr, X2, x3) and (xr, x2, x3) be Cartesian co-ordinates in
the reference and present configuration' respectively. The de-

formation of a sphere with radius R into an ellipsoid (Figure

A.1 {see page 146) ) may then be described by

xr = Xr(r) xl, xz = 
^2(E) 

x2, x3 = tr3(t) x3 . (A.I)

The surface of the ellipsoid is given by the equation
' a 1 ^t("1)' + (x3)- * (xl)- = R2. (A.2)

,z \z
^t ^2 ^3

In spherical co-ordinates the reference
bv' Xl = R sino coso, :- =

X2 = R sinO sinO, V2 =

X3 = RcosO , R

A parameter representation of the
reference co-ordinates is

sphere can be described

o,
ö

const.

eelipsoid in

= Rxr(o,o,t),

= Rx2 {o'o'r) '
= Rx3 (o'o't) .

(A' 3)

terms of lhese

xl = lt R sinO cosQ

x2 = \z R sinO sinO

x3 = 13 R cosO

(A.4 )

co-ordi-
represen-

(A.5)

(A.6)

The same surface, now expressed in terms of spherical
nates of the actual configuration has the parameteric
tation

xl = r sin0 cosQ = ax1(0,0,t), 61 = g,

x2 __ r sing sinQ = .X2(0,0,t) , E2 = Q ,

x3 = rcos0 = ax3(0,0,t), r = r(0,0,t),

Comparison of (A.4) and (A.5) shows that

r sin0 cos$ = ).1 R sinO cosO,

r sinO sinQ = tr2 R sinO sin@,

rcos0 = Ä:Rcos0,
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from which

r = r(0,0,t)

s = EÄl 1o o t)

0=

wirh

t

ej to,o,tl =

the inversi

O = arc sin

(A. ?)

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.10)

r(9,0,L) = R

.'.tq (f tqo).

ns
t^ 

-

13 sin 0 V fi =inz 
g +\/.o"2 q

o = arc.n (* .n O) ,

trl 12 13

may be deduced.

Insertion of (A'.9) into (4.5) yields the parameter represen-
tation (2.1) for the actual ellipsoidal surface, The Cartesian
components of the tangent and the unit normal vectors of the
actual surface can be obtained from (2.2) and (2.3):

[.4 
.l 

[# "r"o cosQ + r coso ""=o'lrrrl
| .g I = I* ""0 sinQ + r coso sing | ,l"l loo I

lrl lar - I

L.d_l L5ä"".0 -rsino I

[+l [3ä 
='"0 cosQ

I '6 I = l#sino sin*

L.;l L#*=u

[-".l [ #'coso sinocosQ

| ., I = | -*rcoso sinosinQllloo
L"'J I s'=,"'u

är+ 5T'r sinQ + ra

är-56rcosQ+rz

+ . +t2

=i,2 e .o= o'l

sin2osinal.!

."" U "r" U' ,1 

e

.r =
n[trf 

"o=z 
o + tr! sin2 0) sin2 o+ ],1 cos2 o,

. t ,r, ofif *Jo *i[rnr?
arc sln t

LItrf ""=z 
a+).]sin20) sin2o+].1 cos2o
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where

e: = 12 sine 1* (+

According to (A.9) we have

är 13
* = :--------- si-n0cos oQ,?),22 - lltrfsin2g + \f cos2q\),du (R tr1 tr2 tr3)z 

(A.12)

F = 
'-. 

lt. ,, txl-tll ll "i'20 cosQ sinQ.dQ (Rl1 12 tr3)z

These permit evaluation of the metric tensor (2.6) and its in-
verse (2.7)

[voe seol [rSf.', 1 ## I.r t= t-----*- ---lI I la'är !,är
Lnu sool L#fr i'ffi".r2=in2o.l

(A. 13 )

lsoo sool I t*l'* 12 sin2 ( ' ar är 'l

r I rlde 'i-;AA:l
l+' naol= 

n l -g i. l i*)t.-.; lL' ) L ao a0 r'äo' - 
-l

with
s: = der llsoB1 = 'al{r* ,*- #,'l sinz 0 + ,} #,'] . (A.14 )

Determination of the Christoffel slanbols and the curvature
tensor requires evaluation of

arx ^ k ^ k - k

iifftr, rr-oql, t#l , lffu,
Calculations are too long to be presented, however from (2.9)
and (2.I0) we may deduce that

.r8o =+ *#[,..+#,sin2o+rr]Sf] ,

-ö 14 l arT - 1 a2. ^.1 är.zl
.r'oo = E' ' aol-r*; *, -' tT ro; l,
-A t4 1 ärI r^ .1 ar.2l

", öO = s'.T6Lsin'o+t; aO,l* (A.]s)

.' #'+ #t*,+ fi'sin2€ -* S -=0""0] '

-O t4 f. ,r är.zl , ^ 1 or
uräo = n Lt- (; ä)'l(coso sino. + Tä sin20) +

14 f är ä -1 är..- 
-._ 

'-r,' q r äO ä0'r aO'

dt ,z
dU

(A.1r)

cont. +
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(A. 16)

= #[=r"'o * t] ä,tl ,-coso sint - + # sin2o1 +

. +' + # +'+ #)'sin2o '

= + + # l('.r,+ Sr') "i"2, .+#.+ #co=o .i'o] ;

)) -

t.X

l/'. t| $ r' f rr.tl $r') "r" e . t| Sfl
in2o + r] Srrltt-, 3*,$ #rt .

t] ffr'l(sin2o + # coso sint -'ä,* #
är SrzI ar -, ä,I ar.\l
Ae aO 

(T aO ctsu -' Aq\t2 a0)/ i'

IKu= -E

' [r=
L'

+ (1+

2

yZ

[t.* #,'][rr.t] $r'1"i'zo . t] ffr']

[lt-.u*,*#,][=,',e +#cos0 sin'-'ü,* fr,] -

Fl är - a I ar.lzl
L; aO "no - t aO tp m').J I'

"röo

-0.'oo

fouu orrl

Lr*' "m_l

|- 1-,grlSr i +#..n'-'*rlSr I
*l-- ---r- ---1.

L+S..'u 
-' #,i fr, | =i'20 + # cos.sinr-' *,ä #,-l

Mean and Gaussian curvature (2.25) are therefore

(A.17)

The tangential and normal velocities follow from (2.19)r
(A.7)2,3 ancl (A.9). The former can naturally be expressed in
terms of the reference co-ordinates. with the aid of (A.8) they
can be transformed to the actual surface co-ordinates,

l_--;
tz

Kc=
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cos 0 sin 0

w0=

w.=

x
11 12 13 ().1 cos2 Q + If s:.nz 41

[r, ti, tr - tr i3) .o'2 9 + L1 (i2 13
L-

cos $ sin $ ,.' .

ffi (tr2 rr - )'1 tr2) r

r r2 lI:
l[. ] gP *'Lr3

.o"2 e + (\ .o.2 q + ! =ir2 g; =i"2 e] .

3 ll' '*,j #,1 .

. i'.,* #,'] ['- *

l, i.) =it2 Ol
J

The foregoinq results can easily be specialized.

$pge@L-g4g-t-'

A zota.tiona,L e.X.LLpdoLd with the axis of rotation coinciding
ti16 13, has trr = lZ = lr(t) and 13 = ).,,(t). Because 0 = Q and

r=r(O,t)=R
Ir lu

(A.19)

f "o"z 
o + lfr sin2 o

is independent of Q, the metric tensor, its inverse and the
curvature tensor diagonalize' the christoffel symbols .I$g,
.f$q vanisfr and the mean and Gaussian curvature reduce to

(A. 18)

(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

cont. +

KM 2r

ä .I är." ,- -)' ae 'tz äe

Fina11y, the velocity

--e - 1 f i'
),1 L ),r

w0= O,

ar,2
T€- /

1

['.,*

1
t

är (),3 - Iu2) cos 0 st-n o

\2, cos2 0 + ),fr sin2 0

(),2, - x?)(l] 
"osa 

o - lfr si"a o)

-

(\2 cos2 0 + 12 sin2 0)2

components reduce to

iut
--lcosusanu,}J,.I

r* t|

*:l
a2

^ _tdr ^tl
ae"tsull,"l

3r ^'l;;ctgui'du IF-' * ,i #,1 ['- iAr \21a0'l

where

a0
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.3 Tiu i. ^ ..1

' 
- l-; cosz 0 + ---; sinz 0l .RJLtr; iJ ]-

= ),(r) R;

I+ r!'r ar\2
a0'

9pg*s1_%4e_?'

Pure dilatational deformation corresponds to lf = lZ - l: =
I(t); 0=0, 0=O and

r

l',i o I
[goetr = l--'-----1,

I o,12 sin2ol'1,-l

".80 = -r$s = ctso,

.f$g = 0 otherwisel

[r i o Illb0ßll= -'l-+---1, Ku =
lo '"in2el

lf: o I
[ed31 = l'-'-,-- i - -1, @.24,)

[':;*;1
-0.r öö = - coso sinu' 

(A.25)

(A.23)

(A-26',)

(A.27)

surfaces.

K-=

w0 = w0 = 0, w, = iR = i.

These are the well known results for .spherical

1

tz
I-jr

x3
e

XI
Figure A-l Defomation of a sphere into an ellipsoid.
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APPEND I X B

Transformation of a boundary layer integral

consider the balance (4.2) within the boundary layer volume

RL around a singular surface, see Figure 5. To perform the vo-
lume and surface integrations the region RL will be split into
a set of surfaces parallet to 6; they have the paraneter repre-
senEaEt on L. _dp.'(q "l,t) = 

"xkte",tl 
+ ). ek(64,t). (8.1)

lrunsbetween l_!15tr* with l_<0,1*t0, and l=0- corre-
spondi-ng io the position of the dividing surface ,5; I = l+ is
the posi-tion of a parallel surface 6+ at which the boundary

layer passes over to the bulk phase in the region R*\R!; sini-
1arly, tr = l- is defined. The tangent and the unit normal vec-
tors of the parallel surfaces are

rok.5ttl = ffi = .r[-rb8.ä,

e1().) = ',,1'l',i,.j'L']i =",.' 
(B'2)

l1(I) x 12(I) |

where (2.2), (2.3), (2.5)r and \2.8)z have been used. The rnetric
tensors of the parallel surfaces are therefore

eqg(r) = t[tr) tuu(r) = esg- 2l bog+ L2 u[ trg. (8.3)

The surface element da(I) of a paralleJ- surface at distance I
and that at I = 0 are gi-ven by

d.a(t) = fiiri ael ae2 , e0) : = aet llsr6(r) ll ;
da =llt d€1dE2, s := derlle'ßll .

In view of (8.3) and (2.7) we deduce from these

da(l) =
(B.5)

(1-IKl) (l-lK2) 63 = (1-2ix11+12 K6) da.

K1 and K2 are the eigenvalues of bff. tire factors in front of
da are positj-ve, as long as ll K1l < 1 and lI K2l < 1. For a po-
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sitive metric 961g(I) these conditions are fulfilled.

The volume element dv(l) can now be hrritten as

dv(l) = da(l) dl = da d).. (B.6)

To evaluate the surface integral in (4.2) one needs the tan-
gent vectors and the arc lengths of the curves C(s,l) on the
mantle-face I{ (Figure 5). ff these curves are parameterized by

Eo(1,) with some curve parameter l, (which increases as one moves

counter-clockwise around the surface normal e1 of a) their tan-
gient vectors are

rt(r)=#=S#.^H#=
= r'5- rbfi rä ) # = .[r^r $ ,

tf-60 d;B-
[/esB T; _E; = ,.

(8.7)

(8.8)

dL,

(8.11)

(8.12)

in the derivation of which (8.1), (2.2), (2.8)2 and (8.2)1 have

been used. The arc-length elements along C(s,Ä) and C(s) are
therefore

ds (l) =

ds

dl=

dl, =

where (8.3) has been used. It is now convenient to identify the
curve parameter with the arc lenglh of the curve C(s) bounding
3= L= s. Then (B.8) specialize to

ds (l) (8.9)

(8. r0)
with

WLth these results the surface element d.ag(l) of the mantle-
face M and the outer unit normal vector n(I) = (tc(l) x gtf))/
(ltc(f) xe(Ä) l) at I are given by

ds

and

dau(l) = ds(l) dl =

n1 (),) =

dEd dEß'
esg(I) ;; 1; ds dr

|/$ ir., tlrrr.1
l::==:::=:::-
l/ dta dEß
l/s'ß ds ds

rlir) rck (l)

d{d 6EB
9o.ß laT.- aol
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Equation (B.12) follows by use of (2.4)' (8.2)- (B.4) and (8.7).
The quantity

h1 := pt# oi - # uil (8.13)

is the outer unit normal vector to the curve C(s) at I =0.
Moreover' 

tfl(r) , = goß(r) tg*(r) (8.14)

and t I szz(tl i-szr{rlllls"ßtrril = ;ät L:";r,; : ;;l
we are now in the positi,on to evaluate the integrals in

(4.2), sge Fj-gure 5. The surface integral yields

f {ür,.r*-rot * ok) nk da =

anL

= J tV+rvf-wkr *Qf)"a da(r*) -
64

- l(v;tv!-wkt *of)er cla(^-) +

A_

^++ { as no / rfltl (,l,,tnk-rkl * Ok)

(8.1s)

(8. r6 )

the mant-
. (B.12).

are easily

c(s) ),

The last term in (B.16) results from integration over
1e face M and is obtained with the help of (8.11) and

The volume integrals in (4.2), on the other hand,

evaluated using (B.6):

J ,r" a. = I u. /.*" \Su^,pL4l-

(8. 17 )

t-,I*r/;hlJo"da=Jd"Jov!:far,pr, Ä l-

v/here the bulk fields Vv(x,t), nr(I,t), or(I,t), vktl,t) and qktx,t)'
inside the boundary layer are functions of {o,l,t.

Incorporating (8.f6) and (8.17) into (4.2) yields the balance
favr over RL in terms of the boundary layer co-ordinates:

#u^.



s(^)
s

tr+Ä/a"Jv"
,5 (t) r-

I+
- f u" ho / -* (r) (qr, (vk-'k) * ok)
c(s) I-

- / tui rvf -vrk) * of) r'r. da(tr1)
a+

+ { @;rv!-wk)
A_

Äa

* QI) .r da (l-)

+/a"j {nr+or) \@u^.l/s

gtj = tr B2(tr) = t-2Ä KM+ Ä2 KG,g=

tftrrt = tglrrrlfi .fl = ---*I-_ *
(1-2 IKM + 12 x")

' [uE -].(2KM og -rfft] .f, .

Deemer & slattery (1978) use instead ot ,fttU/91r)'rhe ].-inde-
pendent projector rft. Moreover, the convective contribution to
the surface flux (B.18)2 is missing. Both inferences are vrrong
and lead them to state, that the velocity of the singular sur-
face which represents the phase boundary, cannot be determined
from the bulk. The contrary is true as we shall prove in the
main text.
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d), =

\@arvs
(8.18)

ä (r) t_

This is the.expression
and (4.3).

bhat is needed to deduce (4.4) from (4.2)

Essential ir (g,l8) are the adjustments due to the non-flat-
ness of 

^. 
6(tr7q is given in (8.5) and r[(r) in (8.2). with

the abbreviation
Boß(l) : = 9oß-l boß (B.19)

and the help of (8.2)t, (8.3), (8.I4), (8.15) both can be wrir-
ten in a some\r/hat more convenient form,

(s . zol* )

*) Eint: Given a

ren (2.26) for
(4\ft is given

tensor c$ = a öff* u4, ,, use of the HaniTton-cagleg-?heo-
the cutvaxure tensor, it is easiTg shom, xhat the inverse
be 

rgträ = -;,.,rJ.-cbt[ta+2 xsr) off -uuff].

The above result js obxained with xhe identificaxions cff -- a$f),), a= t,
ö=-1..
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APPEND I X C

Calculation of surface fields
from the boundary- layer- theory

' In this Appendix the connection is constructed which exists
between the surface fields of a phase boundary, that is model-
1ed by a non-material discontinuity surface, and the bulk
fields that are averaged over the thj.ckness of a finite phase

change boundary layer. To derive the pertinent relations, as-
sume that the phase change surface is a boundary layer, and

postulate assumed d.istributions for the bulk fields over the
thickness co-ordinate l. The simplest distributions which are
compatible with the constralnts (4.16) are cubic profj-les for
the density and the velocity components: viz.,

. äo !p(I) = a +p,.).+c.l' , p, = ,l^=0,

vo (r) = a0 + vf.l + c0.^3 , vl = +f l^=. 
,

v1 (l) = an + v;'l + c..i3 , v,l = +l^=r ,

2d o(a26

(c. 1)

(c.3)

The coefficients a,..., cn are functions of the surface co-ordi-
nates {o and time t and are fixed by the boundary conditions
p(11) = p1, vtx(l1) =v?, vn(111 =vfi. Introducing

d4:= l*-tr-, a4:= l*+tr-, Ir]rll := rl+-ü- (c.2)

the thickness and excentricity of the boundary layer and

the jump of any field { across the layer, the coefficients
., cn are

lil

for
for
4,.

h
L*

[,:]'r

[o**o-l ,[r oll
= l 

| 
+": I ^;#q(l 

*"' 
I 
r":.,u3, *

["1.";j frvnnJ

- ul,) ,

|-" 
.l

l"'l=
1".]

2doß azo+ al) (lHl
| fvnll
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The distributions for the momenturr densities follow frorn (C.1)

p(l) vcr(tr) = Mo + Notr + Po 12 + Oo 13 + Rd 14 + So tr6,
(c'4)

p(f) vr(I) = Mn +Nn I + Pn 12 + en 13 + R, tr4 + Sr.\6

ivith the abbreviations

Mo:= ää0, Mn:= aan,

N0:= ar{+p,a0, Nn:= avl+p,ar,
po.= ^ .9pt tt , P^:= p, vi ,

,Qd:= ac0+cac, Qr:= acn+can,

R0:= p,c0*cv|, Rn:= p,cn+cvÄ,

c0 - - ^ ^0e :- uc, Sn:= ccn.

The excess integrals ir (4.17) can thus be cal-culated.
Lengthy manipulations, using the foregoing results, reveal that

L
J' {o- ot) l" ar = [p]l An + o, Bn ,
r_ (c.6)
Lj* torro-ot v?) rndr = fpvon a,* 

[to**o-) 
vg+p,(v]+"] l] ] n" .

l_
* [rol .r?*p, trto]] En+p,v] H,+llpll.[vo]l In

(c,5)

cont.

where

, 3 of,+al)
^0 = - T a^-----;-

- (:a;+a261 '

for n=O,L,2,

qd2
"o - (3 u'o*dh '

_ d; rsal+dl)
"r = 30 üpu;,

"r=#aoalr 
(c'7)

.. ? -5 (za?5. * ülfio = 5 da u463g '

", = * ^ouEffi,

Ar=

Az=

F-

!1 -

Ez= Ho

3- 4ö'

I-m
4- T0'

L--5-

df
-24

( 5 aä4+10 
"3 aZ * atl

- (r 4.d) '

a6 {al+z af,) i

ßr aZ -+ d,3)
d .^ ,(3ai+dt')'

? -,aÄ dj

<z a2a+al'f '

o3- * a|t
e al+a!)

L^s (.i *TTdizI)
r * <e Or.l:r)

to "o 
f r.or*41
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r - - 3 o tat*iatt
ro = _ a d,s 

ß"ro_dr), 
,

rr= -*^ou^4##,
tz= - f,uoßaf+alt.

The product integrals (4.17) are then

I r" I lLzl
I tt" | = (p++o-r frol,,?-p, ['on] l t; I 

.
frrroJ l_n, )

I Lr l
+ [uol2.,? + Ilpn p, r"'l] | 13 | + np1 p, v]' 

Lo'-l

+ [pn2 [v0n * i nol o, rr3*o? urr"l]

given by

(c.8 )

(c. e)

[i:1.
L'. I

|"..l
lrrol+
L u'o 

-l

* p?.,?

where the coeffici

IL'nl
p, IIv*n I 

tr. 
| 

,

LornJ

t..., ß,.. are

aj t"o- | ajr

Lz I-t,rl
ntJ

+ [p]l

L

It"
I tt,
I o',

ents

tz r= i (Bo A1-B1 Ao)

rzr= *,(BoA2-B2Ao)

rctz al+al)

a _'l
a; d;

24ßaZ+4)'
aoajr"j-i"3u1,' I

5&22=

L::=

E3 '=

A2-82 Ar)*,",
4

da)

Lg2 (3 
"20* 

all
zal af;- # ^i 4 - f;, al al + # ufr

rot:aj+af)3

a^ ö.tG| - # "i arz- f, all
oo tt af,+ df,\z

E6 A1- E1 A6

E6 A2- E2 A6

cont. +
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L6dj (al +

e6o (3 
"l*af,12

e d;(af . ä .X d:- # "o'ao*- *

54-

'i "i ui- + "20 
al* | alt(3 : =

L6 :=

E6 ;=

ß6 z=

L7 :'=

ß7 2=

E1A2-E2A1 = +

HO Ar- Hr AO =

IIO AZ- HZ AO =

H1 A2- H2 A1

Io Ar-I1 Ao

IoAz-IzAo = -

.A
d;)

L1g : = E9 81-E1 Bg

f,16 : = Es B2- E2 Bo

zo ts aI+di)3

a| al <a?o * j ao2l

10 (3 +dil.' '

ajraf - # "2 
uZ . * "Z 

ao4 + 
'f 

afr

80 ß af,+df,)2 '

edo(af -t "2 u|.1"1ut. *"1a!- $ afI

rc e aZ+aZ)3

ao aota2 * a2 a|* # a2t aX - * alt
a <z al+ al)2 '

d1(af; + ?"2 ui. #"t ut - + 4 a2*
qe ß a1+d1)2

34o2.#"|a^'z-$ajr
zo tz al+df,)3

a^d|e|*[alt
20 ß "3-a3)2 '

d16t-*"1u1.#ufr
8o ß a/+fi)2

3dolo{ar2 - # u|l
175ß 

"'^- 
d')t '

0,

dio(a; -*ui,

alt^t** ^1a3- * att
I <z al+ d2o)3

L5 
a:l

Ir A2-12 Ar

016:= E1 B2-E2Br

113:= HoBr-H1Bq = -

f,r3 : = Hq 82- H2 Bg

[r3:= H182-H281 = +

Lta:= IoBr-IrBo
cont. +



LLa .= IO B2- 12 BO

LL4 .= 11 82 - 12 81
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aa af; <a26 - * u2,

rz 1t af,+d'f,)2 '

idref- + "3u?. * uXr

@

wher

["I
lm-Ll

t''.i

lil;l
L*rl

We only need sufficient solutions of the constraints (4.16).
To this we try

0,=Rllpll , v?=slvon (c.10)

with undetermined R and S. These guarantee that p'=0 and vl =0
whenever the jumps [pn anil fivon vanish; they are slightly ge-
neralizalions of p, = [pn/dt, r? = [von/cla that would be obtai-ned
with linear density and velocity profiles across the thickness
dimension of the layer. Substitution of (C.10) i.nto (C.B) yields,
first,

I rol lurl lurlI I t I - | I l\
I u"l = fpn [Ivun {rpl I m, l+ (o++p-) I m, I } , (c.11)
I I \ | | I ttLt1 Lt,J L*rJ

+R2 + n?s

and, second, upon insertion into (4.16)

ufi 'rol rvol f rol (Mr- Kc fll) + (p++p-) (Mz- Kc rnz)] -- (c.13)
- x" 63 [pn fivon lfol lmr-2 KM fir)+(p++p-)(lllz-zxr rltr)] = o ,

These constraints must identically be satisfied for abitra-
1ily curved phase boundary layers across which the vectors
ufi fol fvon # 0 and K6 o$ fol [vo]l I o generallv differ from zero

and are independent of each other. Consequently,

Ip] (Mr- Kc ltllr) + (p++p-) 1t'lr-x" fi2 ) i 0,

[pn(flr-2xrtrll1)+ (p++p-) (Il2-2KyNt) =- o,

|.r,l [l. * r-,n l [tr]
Ic, l*n Ir.*rrnl*s Ic-,I

L".l [', * n,,.] L',.]

,r--, [:; l,
Lu' ]

lLrol ft-u*lrol
ltrnl.*, lro*rrol
Ln,, _l iou * rro_l

Irr.l

i;:J
(c. 12 )

(c. 14 )
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We o,t'Lme no$t the coeff icl-ents ML,2, ilt,2, ßflt,z to be indepen-
dent of the densities p+ and p- of the adjacent bulk materials.
This requires

M1-K6 trll1 = 0r M2- K6 il12 = 0r 
(C.I5). lllr- 2 Ks fi1 = 07 fri2-2K6 frz = 0'

In view of (C.L2)z Lhe two equations on the right of (C.15) are
identicalry satisfied if 

s = R. (c.r6)

Hence the first equations yield with (C.12)1 and (C.16)

*, ltr.-x"ar:]+ n2 [tl5+z L1s) - K6(65+2 {1e)] +

+ R[(2 Li-Lra) - Kc (2 ß3+Er4)] * r'[17-x" nr)
(c. r7)

*, lorr-2 KM [r3] * a2llt"*z ßLo)- 2Kra([e -zc1el] +

* nftz E3+Eyl- 2KM(2 {3+ti1a1] * r. [cz- 2x1afi.1] = 0,

which are two non-linear eguations for R and a6 in terms of d4,
K1a and Kc. Introducing bY

X:= Rd^, 44:= oda, 
,".rU,

kg:= K11 d6r kC:= XedZ

dimensionless quantities X and cl and dimensionless curvatures
kr and k6, (C.I7) can be re$tritten as

x3Pr+x2P2+ XP3+P4=0, 
(c.r9)

X3?r*x2?2+XP3+P4=0r

where the coefficients Pj = Pj(orkc), 97 = Pi(a;hy) ()=L,2,3,41

are given by

", ,= # o2- fit [r* r." ] r". {t] ,

pz,= t([-*. äon*#",.ulu] .
* r". S-1oz*1,1,.- H 'n 

* # o'- #]),
p1 z= 2-{1-,.-i# 

"n- #,r. #]+ 
(c'20)

J J \L

* *".# ro2*]r ['.- +S,n - E"'. ä+]),
ont. +
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P4,= [*.f o6*]oa**or-

* un.i to2 * {r [-"e - f *e -

er, = # ("r-+r 
[o 

*r.r.z],

2 . l'i
15 " - l5J'

,r,= t(.*[-"..#.r.*]*n".*[".- -JI 
on* #.r- #]),

p3:= #("f". - 1"r.r\].oo,,'*[*u. +f "n-*"r. €3]),

rn ,= ofa6 *oa* fi-r- *l*or.*[-,r-f, ""- +on* i#-+J.
tll

"=1V; do not solve equations (C.19). Hence, for
coefficients Pi, ?i C=r,2,3,a) are unequal to zero and

(c.19) can be solved by successive elimination. The

Rzßr-R1R2=01 "=-ff=-X,

7-

1'r
35-l *

32A
15 * '

X=0 and

ks#0 all
the system
result is

where
Rr : = Q2 Q1-Q1 Q2, R2 : = Q: Qr-Qr Q: ,

Rr : = Q1 Q3-03 Q1, Rz 2 = Q2 Q3-Q3 Q2 ,

and

Q1:= P2 9L-PLPZ, Q2z= P:9r-Pr 91, Q3:= PqPt-Py94t
(c' 23)

Q1:= P1 94-P49L, Q2:= PZP+-PqPZr 013:= PZPa-P493,

Numerical solution of (C.21)r yields values s =6r(ks,k6) for the
excentricity parameter, but only -1 S cl 3 1 is physically rele-
vant. Corresponding values x= x(kM,kG) follow in a second step
from (C.21)2. Conputati-onal1y, the solutions of (C.21) were

tested to satisfy (C.19) and the special case KM=0 was asymp-

totically approximated as the limit K1a + Q. A selection of
solutions is given, iri Table C.l for spheri-cal geometry and in
Table C.2 for convex geometry in the intervals lX"l < f, lkcl s 1

of the dimensionless curvatures. It turns out, that within
-I S a S I only two farnilies of solutions exist that depend

smoothly on the curvatures. The family with negative excentri-

(c. 21)

(c.22)
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cities (-1 S a < 0) ceases to exist for curvatures lkyl t 0.I,
the reason being that then o < - I which is physically meaning-
1ess. This seems to indicate, that very small ice inclusions
in water cannot exist. By contrast, the familiy with positive
excentricities (0 < cr 5 1) exists for all curvatures lkMI S 1.
Consequentl:/, very small water inclusions in ice do exist. We

shall- discuss this interpretation more closely in the main
text.

Next, 1et us calculate the surface density g1 and the sur-
face momentum po wo. With (C.10) and (C.16) the integrals (C.6)
become I. .

l' {o-ot) }n dtr = [.pn rtn.
A

i- 
(n= Q'r'2) (c'24)

-/ {o-ro-otvf1 l" dl = [pvon Qn + [on,fvon0r,I

with n ._ljn : = An +RBn, O, := I, + 2 REn + R2 Hr. (C.25)

These fo11ow from (C.7) and with the aid of (C.lg) can be writ-
ten as

eo = - * ""- fror*r) _4*f ,- (cr'+173; r r r

^dirnr = -äCi- lon*'o2*Jr-{"to'.#,] '

^ d; r^ rstz = - ZT . o. 
l(oz 

+ 3) -2x_l ;

(c.26)

- da I l-.a 1. 22 ^ r 1? r"r0o = - + r"\i*ß"n.ä, . ft"o2- )t - i"tr"r- fit],
Qr = #;;*l"o.to2*|r.lf " "'-#x2(o2*+)] ,

ö^ = - uo t 
t [t*'* Jr' *3* ro'- ]r - ft x2 roz. *,] .-z 24 62*y

rf (C.24)-(C.26) are substituted inro (4.10) and (4.I3)z expli-
cit expressions for the surface density and the surface momen-
tum density are obtained,



kg
2

kG =ku o(ky, k6) X(ky, k6) F1 ( kp1, k6 ) F2(kM,k6)

-0. 000001

-0.00001 0
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-0.070000
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Table c.1
Nmerical solutions of (C.21) and (C.I9) for 0. and
Fl and l'2 [defined in (c.27) and (c.28)], evaluated
and for spherical geometry. Numerically, six figures

X, and function values of
in the interval -1 S 0 < I
are guaranteed.
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Table c.2
Nmerical solutions of (C.21) and (C.19) for d, and x, and function
values of Fl and F2 [defined in (C.27) and (C.28)], evaluated in the
interval -l < a < I and for convex geometry. Numerical accuracy 10-6,

kg ke=o

o(ky, k6) x (kM, kG) F1 (ky,k6) F2(ks,k6)

-l 0-6

-10-5

-10-4 -

-10-3

-0.01

-0. 03

-0.05

-0. 07

-0.09

-0. I

-0. 3

-0.5

-0.7

-0.9

-t .0

-0.844730
0.8447?B

-0.844738
0.844719

-0.844822
0.844635

-0.845666
0. 843798

-0. 854408
0.835720

-0. 875Bt 3

0. Bl 9606

.0.89997,l
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0.793778

-0.958042
0.7833t 4
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0. 778550
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0.506322
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4. 889063

5 .208698
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3.481 955
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3.3971 I 9

2 5581 35

232557

osir r o

B4t 1 02

ntaas

I

I

'|

2

6.688625
-6. 688563

6.688902
-6.688286

6.691679
-6.68551 3

6.7'19629
-6.657973

7 .018529
-6.4001 I I
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-5.9262?8
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-5.558921

I 0.239735
-5.268622

12.045453
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I 3. I 84826
-4.93?507

-3.8601 04

-g.sztsae

-3.06657 1

-s. or ir a+

-3.114297

7 .664387
7.664186

7 .665?95
7 .663278

7.674377
7 .654?15

7 .766070
7 .564432

8.775954
6.746245

r I .768449
5. 35001 7

16.217232
4. 36661 4

22.927373
3.652761

33.402653
3. I r 78Bt

40.942373
2 . B9BB03

I .0401 86

o.qqizzz

0. I 041 54

-o.zoszsz

-0. 301 462

cont. --)
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cont. Table C.2

I 0-3k6

o(ks, k6) x (kM, kc) F1(ky,k6) F2(ky'k6)

-0. 844731
0.844729

-0. 844739
0.844721

-0.844823
0.844637

-0. 845667
0 .843799

-0.854407
0.83s72 3

-0. B75B0B
0.81 96 1 0

-0.899959
0.805758

-0.927079
0. 793783

-0.958008
0. 78331 B

-0.975470
0.778554

0.715677

o.atisoz

0 .62401 0

o . soäz so

0. 361 440

4.916221
4. 9t 6t 66

4.916466
4. 9t 592 1

4.918921
4.913474

4. 943639
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6. BBt 300
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0. 9t 9663
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z.n;612

2 .0321 30
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1 .771701

'I

6.689l 24
-6. 689063

6.689402
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6.69?'t7B
-6 .68601 3
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-6.658475

7. 0t Bg8',l
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-5.926765
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-5.559439

1 0.23901 7
-5.2691 I 1
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I 3. I 82052
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7.6661 04
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0. I 04364

-o .20;z06

-0. 301 397
cont. -.}
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cont. Table C.2

ky k6 = 16-2

o(ky,k6) X( ky, k6 ) F1 (k1a,k6) F2(ky,k6)

-0 .8447 43
0.844741

-0. 84475 I
0.844732

-0 .844835
0. 844648

-0. 845678
0. B43Bt 2

-0.854403
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0 .71 5617
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4.662817

5.928364
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I
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cont. --+
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cont. Tabl-e C.2

1 0-1k6

o(ky, k6) X(kg, k6) F1(ks'k6) F2(kM,k6)

-0.844856
0.844854

-0.844864
0.844846

-0.844947
0.844763

-0.845777
0. 843939

-0. 854366
0.835974

-0.875306
0. 82001 I

-0. B9BBI 9
0. 806207

-0.925091
0.794215

-0.95481 B

0.783697

-0.97't440
0.778897

0. 7l 5035

o.6zr.loea

0.620543

o.qgTszt

0. 3601 93

4.9?1869
4.921 Br 6

4.922109
4.921576

4.924506
4.91 9t 83

4. 948639
4. 895404

5.206716
4.672775

5.904243
4.263925

6.8il852
3.947945

7. 9951 39
3. 699654

9.56601 9
3.500610

0.557556
3.4.l 531 2

2.567982

z.zsjgc,)

2 .034050

t . as8z+q

1 .773491

I

6.738478
-6.738417

6.738753
-6 . 73Bt 43

6.7414g8
-6.735402

6.769125
-6. 70Bl 66

7 .063803
-6.452546

7. 8539 I 3

-5.979800

B.869463
-5.610695

10.1738?2
-5.317475

I I .873400
-5. 079606

12.928636
-4.976680

BB70t 2

393508

oazsr o

04s245

t i ässz

-3

-3

-3

-3

-3

7.94713?
7 .946928

7. 948048
7.946012

7 .957217
7 .936862

B. 049750
1 .846191

9.065439
7.01 7358

12.043219
5.591 739

16.402315
4.578354

?2.860488
3. 837936

32.708050
3.280727

39.634274
3. 05'l 976

I . I 04645

0 .485994

0. I 2s054

-o. t s8zoo

-0.294992
cont- --}
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end Table C.2

ky ke = too

o(ky, k6) x(kM, kc) F1 (ky,k6) F2 ( ky,k6)

-t 0-6

-10-5

-t 0-4

-t 0-3

-0.01

-0.03

-0. 05

-0 .07

-0. 09

-0. I

-0.3

-0. 5

-0.7

-0. 9

-1.0

-0. 845743
0.845741

-0.845750
0. 845734

-0. 845824
0.845661

-0. 846558
0.844930

-0. 854076
0.837794

-0. 87t 902
0 . 82 3040

-0.891 266
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-0.912216
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4.75301 9
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7. I 50t 4t
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8.625788
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z. ososor

2.28?550

z. oösso

r . zeSs:s

'L 828002

7 .180234
-7.180178

7. I 80486
-7 .179926

7. 1 83008
-7.177406

7 .208349
-7.15233.|

7 .474062
-6.91 3t 55

B. I 51 024
-6.450732

8.962460
-6.069671

9.9301 9l
-5. 7541 5t

I I .084045
-5 .49055i

11.743783
-5.374660

-4. I 23055

-s.stiogt

-s. zs0+sr

-3.208154

-:. r sst gs

499835
499617

5008.1 6

498636

51 0633
4BBB34

609487
391 496

669964
482825

566857
828735

401 820
569766

483347
600560

254757
B43OBB

471 BBt
57.5442

717?64

ezisgs

305867

r slz+r

237686

t0
t0

t0
t0

10
t0

l0
t0

il
9

t4
7

IB
6

a5
5

30
4

34
4

I

0

0

-0

-0
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d' ---1 
rc.27)[ont'Fr(kM,kc), 

I

-d.d.llov"n; Fr(kv,kc) + [on.[von f F2(kM kc)L (c.28)

where F1 and F2 are the following dimensionless functions of
the dimensionless curvatures kra, kc and o(ku,kc), X(ky,k6):

rf.^a'rF1:= - . ll(oz+1)-ä"j -t 
(s2* *) LL" - *" . f^l<aa*2o2. t, - ä xro2* Sl] *

_l'l+ Kc.D[r"t.]l-r"li,

F2,= -#g[t,.- t +,, 
- # *,or- v=,' f x'?<*r,. Sl] - 

(c'2e)

- kra.a[t"n.f o2*tl* *€ *oz-9vzro2*]r] *

* o".*ro2* {r[,"r. t,'*3*,or- frr- !x, ror. *,]].
Function values of F1 and F2 are also coflected in Tables C.l
and C.2. A detailed discussion of these results re]ated to
their physical implication will be given in the main text.

We proceed by calculating the surface fields. For the normal
component pÄ wn of the surface momentum density the excess in-
tegrals in (4.i3)1 must be determined. These follow fron (C.6)z

by replacing votvn and t?*.t,1. Use of p,= R[pll and (C.25) then
yields tr+

j to.r"-o- -ti) ),k dl = [ov.n Qr+ fol llvr] 0u + (c.30)r- * (vi, - n [v,Jl lto**o-l,yr.* [pn 3r] ,
(k=0,1,2)

'I

yk:= tBk, 3p:= En+RH1, (C.31)

(C.7) and (C.18)1,2

where

or in view

Yo=
o ... al {o2* ftl

." Lr YI= f2-.-' 71=
(c2*j) - LL 

1o2+{)

- rr -2 I r-, . t. 12 --. c 1.r 
(c'32)

ro = - # "; efy 1,",- *,- +i "ro2 
* frrl,

cont- +
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rr = - h "i ::-nlu - + xro,* jr] ,
(o- + :')- -

zz= - + "i .,}-,[r'z - ]r- # rr*'. frr]
With (C.30) and (C.32) the momentum density p4 w. of the singu-
lar surface is obtained from (4.13)1

d.r d ------r

lpo r, = trp"nn ä-Fr(kM,kG)+ [p]l lvnn f rrtt*,t 
") 

* , 
,".r,

Or l- 1

L_ .+ 
(vl-R [v"n)f l(0"+o-) P3(ks,k6) + [p]l Fatt *'k]U

in which the dimensionless functj-ons Fi(kla,kc) (j=L,2,3,4) are
given by (C.29) and

F3== ;tTLt--''f to'* frr*o"'+'.'.t'] '

- 1 [rr-!4:=- 

--T\21 

L*t.,-fi-fxro2.*,] -
(0-+? L (c.34)

.o,.*"["r- ]xo2.*,] -'

'l

+ kc . $ro' * *, [," - jt - ! xo2. ä,]j .

The derivative v,l of the normal velocity distribution v, (l) at
I =0 is not yet fixed. A l-in6ar distribution for vr(l) with
vr{= [v"]1,/d6 and c, = 0 (cornpare (C.1) and (C.3) ) is a possible
choice, vrl = R [vnn is another one. rn this second case the se-
cond line ir (C.33) would.vanish, and formally the same expres-
sions for the normal and the tangential momentum densities
would be obtained. There are no sound physical reasons for this
similarity. We therefore leave presently the question open

whether vri = n [v.] or something else. A furtber discussion is
qiven in the main text.

Next consider the surface tension soß and surface shear So

(4.14). We assume again cubic profiles, now for the tangential
and the shear components of Cauchyrs stress within the bound-
ary layer,
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t0Y(tr) = aoY + t0Y.l + coY.tr3,

t;Y().) = aiY + t;l-l +c;Y..13,

_0Y _ atoY(I) 
ILr - al l. '
| 
^=u

at;Y(r) I

"n, 
= __Tr_lr=o

(c.3s)

(c.38)

1o8111 need not be symmetric since the layer is a polar material.
The coefficients aoY,...,ciY are functions of {o,t and given by

the boundary conditions tsY(trt) = t?8, t;Y(f1) = tiI:

[*".l , [t]r+t r-l a^ 1[rtdvll ltov-l ^ \

L.-J 
= +1i,,..,,] ^{#q, IL;.,';J 

Gzo+taf,). 

L.;] 
zaoe2-a2ot)'

i;l ;;&Et[[;]l [il] ") (c:.

The excess integrals in (4.14) are then
Xa

/ taot- s$'ry rk a), : 6t0Y1 ao + toY 81 ,
l_

^+ 
-. 

(c.37)

/ r.;t- t.]) rk ar = nt;Yn a1 + til ep.
t_

The kinetic contributions to the surface stresses in (4.14)
yield complj-cated expressions which are quadratic-in the velo-
city jumps, These shall be neglected because in the "wet ice"
regime of temperate glaciers the molten and perculating $rater
at the grain boundaries of ice crystallites moves very slowly
relative to the ice. Thus, quadratic velocity contributions are
likely to be negligible.*) The surface tension and the surface
shear are then approximately

soß = [roY] ((Ao-2KM

* r?Y((86-2Ky

so, = [qYn(rao_zx,

+ r;T ((Bo- 2KM

*) When xhe theorg is appTied to regeTation phenomena or skating on ice the
neglecx of the quadratic veTocitg contributions mag nox be aTLowed. In
these appTications we expect Targe teTative veTocixies bexween both sides
of the boundarg 7ager.

e1r ö$ + A1 bq) +

nsr 6$ + e, lQ) ,

A1) 6$ + Ar b?) +

nrr 6$ + e, r$) .
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The slmmetric, g(oB) 3= y21goß*gßo1, and the antisymnetric, 5[aßi r=
f2(soß-5ßo1, contributions to the surface tension can be obtai-
ned by the use of (2.25) and the synmetry of [toß]:

s(oß) = gtoß1 1ao-z K1a A1) + 6s(or1 6ß). a, +

* g(oß)(80-2KM 81) + 1((ot) bf).".a1([a"vl u9). 
"r, (c.39)

"[oB1 
- [ttoY] bßl . A1 + 1[oßJ (Bo-2 KM e1) + (ti (oy)+ t[,[oy]) bf I . 

"r.

Relations (C.39)2 and (C.38)2 show. that the boundary layer
might have to be treated as a surface Cosserat-continuum, pos-
sessing couple-stresses and surface shears. Por linear stress
distributions across the boundary layer with toß = Vdl [toß]l and
tif = Vda ftirsn such an interpretation would be compelling, since
gltoßn.O9l * 0 in general-. For cubic stress distributions across
the boundary layer, however, there is sufficient freedom to ad-
just the profiles such that

g[o.ß1 r 0, Scr = O. (c. 4o )

This simplifies the constitutive theory, and it is consistent
with the polarity of the fluid-like material of which the
boundary layer is formed. Moreover, it reflects the physical
expectation, that the passive, extremely thin layer between ice
and water should not sustain resultant moments and shear for-
ces. We therefore enforce the membrane approximation by postu-
lating the validity of (C.40).

Invoking (C.40) in (C.39)z and (C.38)zr using the Hamilton-
Cayley-Theorern (2.26) (and the footnote in Appendix B) yields

1(tovl osl = #Fr[rt"ßl'x"- [t(oYn b9)'2K"+b$ rodl r!] -..

. 
"ffibrIttoß).x"-tt(oY) 

bß).2Ks+b$ .lvd)u8] ,

(c.4r)
{? = - rrJn

Yf -zx"Bo Br+ K" Bl

" ftao 
eo - 2KM Ar B6+K6 A1 Bs) ö$ + (A1 Bo-Ao 81) b?] ,
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relations which can be substituted in (C.39)r. Use of (C.1)va
anil (C.18)2-4. yields the final expression for the symmetric
surface tension in the rnembrane approximation

,dib: -+Ib

in which Öj (kM,kc) ß-L,2,... ' 6) are the followi-ng dimensionless
functions of o(ku,kc) and the djmensioness curvatures:

02 (cü2+t) *kM. o (oa* ff o2* f,)*{1.*arit. * to'* zr'- *, to2* dl
"' , = ,

G2' --

(a4 + 2a2 * fl ["-r.". r"2 * {l]
(a2 +

G3:=
(a4 +2a2 * ft t"'* fr)

(c.43)

o2-ku. *oro'* dl*(k"+akfrIf r"z. frl'
+)l

to2 * {l

(a2 + )2
G-:=

to2 * {l ["-r., .]t"'. +,]
rn the above, the slope stress 1(cß) 1s sti1l open. rt will

be determined such that the eqrlilibrium conditions which are
incorporated in the balance equations (3-25)2,3 can be satis-
fied.

*, [" -n'' i t 

". rtl]

ro2* Jl ["-*,.],",. *I '

["-*''*,"'.*!
I

t5

(a2 +

ro2 * {l ["-r." '] t"2 *

fr) ["-r"to2. +,]G5:=

[l*u, = - [toß1]"rro",o")- nt(cv1"?+ "r,ur,ofl
bV [rYön 

"S S Gr(k1a,k6) +

.t*' 4 G4 (k1a,k6) a1((oY1

b$ ttvdr 
"8 ;+ G6(kg,k6) ,

(c - 42',,

G5(ky'k6) +

__.1
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To this end, define eq&UibnLtw as a state with uni.form tem-
perature, vanishi-ng velocities, vanishing tangential and normal
shear stresses within the layer and hydrostatic stress states
in the adjacent bulk materials. viz. al0l"= -p! 5tcl'. rrom (4.I5)z
we then have

[raßl n = -tpEnsdß, [ql n = -[pEn,
Ile ls

n.f;l"n = rtgnlEn = o.

Next assume the representation

tl"ß' 
l" = tt soß * t! {uoß- Ku soß) (c.4s)

with yet undetermined coeffici-ents tf and t!.*,/ Inserting (c.44)
and (C.45) into (C.42) and repeatedly using (2.25\ and (2.26)
it can be shown 1:hat the surface tension in equilibrium is gi:
ven bv- 

s(aß) I = o, 9*ß * o! {boß_x, goß1 , (c.46)
ln

(c.44 )

(c.4 e )

in which

with

oE : = [PEn

IpEn

_,2
# .r,. .t + 's3 + t! $ tofr-r."y . rn ,

dZ _ ." di ^ .rd| " 
(c.47)

i.sr*ti j.s4+ltäT.'r,oiz=

sr : = cr* * k11 G2 + ;f tz tfr-r."1 c'

s2:= jt"r*jrrca),
(c.48)

53 : = es* i kM Gs + f tz r.fr-x"t cu ,

s4 : = jrcr* | r., cul .

The mechanical equitibrium conditions follow now from (3.25)2,3,
(3.26)2,3, (4.L5)z and (C.44). rn tensorial form and for the
membrane approximation (C.40) they are

s(oßlol = -(parfl)l sk,''le ln

t,"u,l" bgo = [psn - (oa er.) 
l" 

vk ,

* ) This wouTd aTso be the mosx generaT reptesentaxion of the buTk stress
of transverselq isoxropic boundarg lagets.
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or with (C.46) and use of (2.13), (2.25), (2.,26)

oE,cx + {b3-KM 63) o5,B* @&rg-xr,o) o! = - aA ,

os.2Kra + ol .Zlxla-KG)- [pEn - -Q^ , 
(c'50)

in which the abbrevi-ations

Qa:= toaek)l si., oär= toot[ll sr. (c.sl)
lr lr

define the gravitational force contributions. tr^Iithout them and

for spherlcal geometry lU$ = xr O$, x6 = xfr1 (c.50) reduce to
oe,o=0 and Laplace's formula o6'2 Ks = [pn]-

We sha.ll prove later in the context of thermodynamics of
membrane like phase boundaries, ttrat o! = o' This anil (c'50)z

form two conditions for the determination of tf and t!

tl d6.s3 + t!rrfr-t"r.sa = - jIne"l tsr- *r. ff],
(c. s2)

tf ao'sn + t! .s3

Their solution is

?
= -ffeen-sz

(kfr - kc) sz sn]
ff([pEn-oÄ)- [pE]l [t, t, -

ff-(un"l-oa) - [pEn (ss sa - s2 s3)

sl - tr<fr-t 
"l 

s!

Backsubstitution into (C.47) yields

fd^---l
i "" = tk" ( [pen - Qa), oi = of (c.s4)

the final transverse equilibrium conditj-on and the thermodyna-

mic requirement.
Before proceedj-ng let us discuss orders of magnitude. To

this end we eliminate [pE] from (C.54)1 and (C.53) to obtain

dz
--;-

J

r-(k"+ +#rls,- trfr-r.nl +:]

n3
erLZ

t!ao= 3
2

rEt-L

s!- rrfr-rnl's!
(c. s3)

(c.5s)

cont. +

oE

S3 . Sa "I- (kfi-kG) (s;)'
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r-(k"+$f,[',-:fi}]
- -) - .54"
1_ (kfi_k6) (*)-

following dimensionless quantities andMoreover, introduce
unit vectors

k1a:= Ks d4,

k6: = K6 dj,

* UFo '= lofr'
* O.rn . : ----=-

lo4 1'
*.
6K .: öK

ik.- 1 .k
\lEsd 

L0 ,

*gksr.r= igl ,

* * *:_ * *o. p6, e^, Tsr g1 äre
0(1). For spherical
(A. 13 ) r and (A.17 ) r

a*. _ [pa] [g] do
. 2 [oE]

we thus have

with dÄ = 100 8,

witn toB J = 33. lo-3 ,l m-2 (nobbs ( 1974) ) ,

with [0Ä] = Lo'1 g cm-2 lfrom (c.27) with
[p]l ; 0.1gcm-2 and Fl from Tables C.I
or C.zl I

(o: no surcnation, from (2.6)),

with [q] = 9.8Ins-2.

the

(c. s6)

= ,. t^,:: t-, 
= o (10-12) ,

(c.58)
o{ = ol öo rtä öol = n,to-t?,,o" - =o 

". 
'tE-/'

In (C.55), the first of these arises in combination with kr:
O(tO-ro+ lO-1). Thus the gravitational contributions Q6d6/2oe
can be neglected in (C.55). This means likewise that Q5 eanbo,

onil-ted j-n all equiJ-ibrium relations (C.50)2 - (c.55) , which can

now be i-nterpreted as con^ti.tuLLvz ecluaLlou. The situation is dif-
ferent, however, with (C.50)1. In dimensionless form it reads

ä,o = -oi.röo ö&rl"vo = ott?j'r'töa tärl"'sr.

dimensionless quantities of order unity,
or elliptical geometry it is seen from
t:naL 2/d.a\l-*- = 0(Vku). Definins

= o (10-12), Qü , = *. e FC = ot$ft (c. s7)

(c. s9 )
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This means, that for very smal1 dimensionless curvatures,
Itrl: fo-ro, say (or for radii of culvature r> l00rn) the gravi-
tational contribution eä to (c.50)r eannot. be neg.Lec.ted. rn "wet',
glacier ice, however, the omission of ef, :-n (c.50)r is justi-
fied. l{e sha11 henceforth do this.

At the start of the boundary layer theory we had hoped to
derive a formula for the curvature dependence of the surface
tension oE. This i"s not possible, unless further assumptions
are made about the curvature dependencies of tf and tä.*i with-
out experimental övidence or without a sLatistical theory of
phase boqndary-Iayers all assumptions on t! and t! must be pro-
visional. We shall discuss two limitj-ng cases.

AaaumpLLon 1

Let tf and tl be independent of curvature. Then they are
the same as for the plane surface, kM - 0, kc - 0:

*ei-1

With the surface tension
(vtith QÄ = 0) becomes

-0-E'-0
"I, L2 - L2.

for plane surfaces o$, equation

(c.60)

(c. ss )

(c.61).!+=:i, .3+=;i ä,
in which the S0's fol1ow from (C.48) and (C.43) by setting kM=

kc= 0. Substitutj-ng (C.61) into (C.47)1 and using (C.54) (with
Qa = 0) thus gives

oB

oQ l-kM sra ^, _
(c.62 )

Nurerical values for spherical geometry (kA = kG) are gj-ven in
Table C.3. The surface tension is different for the two o-fami-
1ies. It increases with increasing curvature when ice inclu-
sions are surrounded by r^rater, but, it decreases with increas-
ing curvature when hrater is included in ice. These predictions
are open to experimental corroboration.

*) The concTusions of Buff (7956) on Xhe curvature depend.ence of surface
tension cannot be verified.

ä &*(kfr-kc)
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0l-

t!=r!, t!=t! oe=oB

ou/ofl tflt? t$/tl

-10- 6

-10-4

-10- 2

-0.03

-0.05

-0.07

-0.1

-0. 3

-0. 5

-0.7

-1. 0

-0.844730
o.844728

-0.844822
0.844635

-0.854408
0 . B 35720

-0.87s808
0.819609

-0.89994r
0.805765

-o.926998
0 . 79 3800

-0.975087
0.778585

0.715098

o . e oirrs

0.608561

0. 351189

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

t,
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1.000001
0.999999

1. 000053
0.999948

1.005094
0.9947L3
1. 014665
o.983622
r. 023388
0.971989

1.031161
0.959993

1.040095
0.941703

0 -826952

o. z:iaos

0.666008

o. ur]oro

0.999999
1.000000

0.999963
1.000036

o.996397
r. 003682

0.989341
1. 011323

0.982308
1.019344

0.975130
r.027704
0.964L27
r.040732

L-132282

,.rtir,,
r.277869

t. zsieoz

1.000001
0-999998

1.000218
0.999779
L.022627
0.978628

1.071808
0.939388

I.126437
0.904285

1.187054
0.872643
1.293058
0.830351

0.633140

o. ro6rr.

0. 387364

r. ruirnn

Table c.3
Assumption 1 Assumption 2

curoatue dependence of surface tension og (assmption 1' fomula
(C.62)), and of stress coefficients tl and t! (assumption2, fomulae
(c.64)) for spherical geometry,

A'sawnption 2

Assume the surface tension to be independent of the curva-
tures 

oE . og (c.63)

In view of (C.55) (htith QÄ =0) and (C.61) this implies

tt s3 r-r.' Isr- (ki-kc) s2 s4/s3f
t! s3 r- (ki-kc) \ss/s)2

(c. 64 )

t2 ;s!12 psal

.9 = t',1 L'2.l 
'

r-ku I sr - Sz s3/s4J
r- (k3-kc) 1sn/s3)2
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describing the explicit curvature dependence of t! and t!. uu-
merical values for spherical geometry are given in Table C.3.
These exhibit a rather strong curvature dependence.

The physical reality should lie between these two extremes.
A crj-terion by which the exact dependences could be determined
is, perhaps, a stability argument about the phase-boundary-
layer in thermostatic equilibrium. We make therefore the fol-
lowing:

PnopotaL

The proper curvature dependence of the surface tension oE

should be obtainable from a variational principle, that mimimi-
ses the free energy with respect to alf variations of curvature
which are consistent with the equilibrium conditions. - This
idea will be taken up later in the main text, t^then the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium conditions are available.

To complete the boundary-layer-formulation of the tensor of
surface tension, $re may nov, use the results (C.44)-(C.54) to
rewrj-te rc.42) in non-equilibriurn

1"1*[",,i,8.

(c.66)

Then,the non-equilibriurn surface tension S(oß) -oEgo3 is given
by the tangential jwnp [toß*pe goßn and known functions of the
curvature.

For later use !^re need the inverslon of (C.65) under the re-
striction (C.66). Lenthly calculations yield

[.u,-ounou = - rtyö*pn n or ] [c, o] o$.? 
", 

uf o3'.* qbVbS]-l

+ [tr]6)-ttvör
"- ^. 

ut

f eu o{qr!)+ f

t(0ß)-t(üß)l i o.
lE

This representation is the desired constitutive equation. The

simplest cubic boundary-layer-distribution for toß(l), that sa-
tisfies the membrane approxination and the mechanical equilib-
rium conditions, is obtained by the choice

(c. 6s )

"u4oBl'r"l
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[toß+pu goß] = ai + [sool-o" nrul * 
,".u1

. [0, u? 68-^r+ofor$)*or$o] o!],
where Ai(ks,k6) (j=1,2,3) and A(kM,kc) are dimensionless func-
tions of the curvatures:

Ar : = cf * f,r., cr c2 + *! ta r.fr-r."1 G, G3 + f;<+xfl+x.l cf +

* $ rrtz tfr+k") c2 c, * * rfr ro e] ,

Lz.= r, c] * fr ta r.frnr"1 G2 G3 + ,u! r.un r.o cl ,crfz*t

A3:= .3.+ kMc2 c3**u" el-zere3,

.11)lrc1))A := ci* iksGi c2+ ft(akü-kc) ci c:**(2 kfi+k6) G1 Gi +

l^l+ ,2 t<rtZ Xfr+k") c, G2 G3 + =- O.{n *fr-t<") c, c! +

* ä o, q ci* 4 o"<t rfr+r") cf ca *

3 f - -) c 1 1 ?. i # o" xlcrc!. # o3 
"3.

At 1ast, let us relate the surface fields of internal ener-
gy, entropy, heat flux and entropy flux to the contributions
of corresponding boundary-layer-fields. We again assume cubic
profiles:

(c.68)

(c.69)

äulu' - älI
| 

^=0
äs I

sr - äl I

l L=o

^ äq0l
^e--l-r d^ I

I Ä=0

_ aodl
o0(r) = or0 + Qf .l + .r0.I3 , o? = f 

l^=0 
,

and impose the boundary conditions u(l+) -ul, s(lr) =sl, qo(trr) =e?,
00 (l*; = QS to obtain
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t:l 1

l* l='
L'el H]"^t"o2-air) 

'
[:.-:-ltt_
I qt*e9 

I

loi.oll

Gl+:,alt+

f"l ,[r"l'l ["'l
l;l a-"'e'(l,nl l;l ")
L'" J l uo"r .J L of .l

Using (C.l-)1 and (C.3)1 \,re may thus deduce

J.['':,- ,' t:;r] 
,k dtr =

- no[]ln ao* [rd*o-r[]'l *0, t:]]:-l] ] "* .

. lrorIX;).0,f[:]l] "-.0,[],Jno+ ron [[:il'- =

= n,tll il e1+rpit [:ii --. f :' _l

| 
* (u,-Rflu1) $ ;,n.0-, F3(ky,k6)+ [on rn(xy,k5)] , 

,

f;, = [o=l ] Fr(kM,kc) + fipn .r"r ]F2 (kM,t 
"l 

*l

(c.70)

(c.71)

[:X] f,*.'-) ü1+ rp1 3n] ,

and.

it;l-;31 r a, = r[i]Xr^-. [;i J"o = ([l]X I ',,.. li+-l fil]t ,u,
(c '72)

where As,...,!k (k =o,L,2) are defined in (C.,7), (C.26) and (C.32),
respectively; and where in the second expressions (C.10)r has

been used. Insertion into (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25J allows deri-
vation of the surface fields, that are related to cubic profi-
les. If all convective contributions are neglected, we obtain
the approximations

d. d,
I pa ra = foul ] Ft (kM,kc) + [pn. [un t'F2 (k1a,k6) + I

(c.73)

a?. (c'74)

t_ 
+ (s,-R[s]l)? 

[,0..0-, F3(kno,k6)+ [p] Fa(ks,-"1!J
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l? = -nnu, ? [", oä. Xt ", oä] . -l
* tq?-* nnur*[", uä. ? "n 

oä], 
,

= -roor + [,r1 eff * 9i 
", 

oä] . --

+ (of-n nou, $[", uä. + * "fi!
where F1(kM,kc) (j=L,2,3,4t are given by (C.29) and (C34) and
where Jr(kM,kc) (j=L,2,3,4) are the dj-mensionless functions:

o /r " * 1) - +"]-k,. * l{on 
*zo'.*,- ** t",. fl]),.J1 := lL(|(o'(0.+ T) \-

12,= +-lon*ro2*jl -$xro2. *,] ,
(s2+ ä) '

(c. 7s )

(c.76)

(c.77)
J":= d= -[f-l 1 ' I ']

. r^2, Lt L rla ' T to'+ 1g)l ,
*- , 3'

1 - I,J4 : = l;: I. (az + ft).(d" + 
3_J

The normal slopes ü,, sr etc. of the boundary-layer-profiles
are still to choose. They can be determined by the a.ttwptLoU

u,!R[ulr , ",inrto], q?i*[son, o?inroor.

These requirements are consistent with the cubic profiles and
guarantee that ur, sr etc. vanish when flun + 0, [s]l + 0, etc. as

is the case for vanishing phase boundary when the critical
point is approached. [toreover, they mean that the relative nor-
mal slopes of internal energy, entropy, heat flux and entropy
flux are the same as the normal slope of the density profile,
c.p. (C.10)1. We shall use these sirnilarity assumptions until
we find objections against then. The reason for this is merely
simplification of (C.73) - (C.76) .
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APPEND I X D

(pertaining to Renark 1 in Chapter 8)

Constltutive assumptions for the
slopes of boundary-layer-prof i les

Tn paragraph 5.1 the simplest assumptions for the normal
slopes of the boundary-layer-profiles, namely vf,= R [yr], s,=
n I[u]|, etc., vrere made and motivated by a similarly argument.

These rather restirictive assumptions should be weakened to
recognize the significance of the normal slopes for the trans-
port properties across the phase boundary. To this end, we re-
vert to the results of Appendix C. From {C.27) ! (C.28), (C.73},
(C.74) the following inversions may be derived:

rer=ä+, rrvon=*?.+,
, ,d^

[vn]l = wr' Er +vn -f E2 ,
(D. 1)

[u] = (u+-u6]'E1 * o, ] r, ,

llsl = (s-s6)'Er+s, * tr,

hthere Fl and f are given by (c.29) and (5.35), respectively'
and the Ei(01 o6,ko,,,k.) (i=r,D are

E1 :=
. ++(Fa-F:,- +#t",-3xF3) ,

r 0t d.
;i(rn-rr)+ 2p:2F3

tFr
l_: 

-- 3rr

E22=
:.-+ # . ä +(F4-F3) €#tr,-]xr,r

We also need the inversions of (C.55) and (C.75), (C.76).

calculations using (2.26) yield: for the stress

ftoß+p" noß1 = - fr [",ru, - ou oY6J *

. * [0, uV u8- ?0, o{,* o8'. S I' u} n!]

(D.2)

Lenghtly

(D.3)

+

cont" +
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L4

where !,

D1 :=

-r80-

* p*or -.1'0,1"] . t uo x

" *[onu1 oB - * o, ul" o8,. + a. rg u!]

A and 
^j 

(t=1,2,3) are given in (C.68) and

:= arGn+or*"r*1r4".,
(D.4)

As := - ar- Gs . orI (c4* + "r- TG6) + a3#,"r.ks G6),

rrt2*Au:= .aI co-Lzt(G5+krG6)+Arf (ca+kyG5 +;G6\,

and for the heat- und entropy fluxes

rq*n = - & tE'*,o,rä - +nrrfi) +

. s?.+ ao oI{r, uä . + nn ufi),

rQ'n = - tr r!'-$,oj.rä- +tr2bä) * 
to'u'

. o?.+ uo f ro, uä . Xa n4 bä),

tlj (j=L,2,...,4) are functions of kyr k6r given by

1.rr*Jx.rr)2* $t"r* j x.r3t Gz+ !""n1* S Gr* !xrn)2,

rrr+{ xr3) + \ ror. ! xtnt,

Gr+ ! xtnt ,

tk*akc4
tr3 := J3 (,rr+f xJ3) + -- J3 (J2+äxJ4) * l= Jn (J2+ ix.r4),

'I

D4,= Jrts-t JzJ:.

We shall now relax the constitutive assumptions regarding
the normal slopes of the boundary-layer-profiles. All fields
in relations (D.1), (D.3) and (D.5) are either Euklidean sca-
lars or surface scalars, surface vectors and surface tensors,
respectively. Hence, the normal slopes vl, u,, t(oß)f qo, Q] at

(D.6)
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the position tr = 0 of the singrular surface Ä (t) are surface
fields fA(qc',t) and may be given by the constitutive equations

fA(qo,t) - F (p^,T6, T5,o, Ds6, 9sg, bsg). (D.7)

Isotropic phase boundaries in the linear approximation to equi-
libri-um, therefore, require that

vi = ' + ClIo+ CIIID,

ü, = U0+U1ID+U2IIp,

s, = S0+51Ip+52IID,
-^0 - f.y, - ler soß * ez(boß -xr,, s"ß]] Ta,g , (D.8)

O? = - [.,. scß + öz 1b0ß -x, fßlJ q,u ,

r(oß)-r(oß)l = t*, Io+N2 IIp)Soß* (N: Io+N4 IIe) 1foß-x, goß1 +
lr

+ N5 Dclß + N6(!g-Pbl,"g,.

The scalar coefficients C1,...,N6 may depend on 04, T6, Ky, Kc and

must vanish when the critical point is approached. The coeffi-
cients can, therefore, be factored by lTa-T"rltj *ith positive
exponents ej t 0, where T., denotes the critical temperature.
Eor temperatures T, < Tcr the coefficients U0 and SO differ from
zero, since also in equilibrium the corresponding profiles for
the internal energy and entropy have non-vanishing slopes.

Inserting the representations (D.8)1-3 into (D.I)3-5 yields

f[u]l = (u+-u ) -Eg 4 tr. (ue + u1 Io + IJ2

[s] = (s+-s6).E1+ * tr.(ss +51 Io +S2

and r
lv.n = wf,.r, + * tr-(Cr rn + c2 lre). (D.10)

Comparison of (D.10) and (D.1)2 r"/ith the general representa-
tions (6.41) for the jump quantities yields

dr dr
\= jE2Cy, D2=jE2C2, D3=E1, D4,=L)s=lra=0,

Dr= D2= O, O, = i, Da=Ds = D6 = 0,
(D.11)

IIe) r

(D.9)
IID) ,
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which is a considerable sinplification. expecially since E1,
E2 and F are known.

Next, insert (D.8)a,5 and (6.40):,a into (D.5) to obtain

fiqon = lut n"u + H2(baß - xt dß)] q,s ,

[od] = [r, noe + 0, (boB - *r trßl] to,e , 
(D'12)

where)'tkvr.Er
H-r := " ä; ; (ni- ? Dz\ - Kz -= (kfi-kc)-: -

)1k.r.Dt- ort d6ä(83 +;.4)- 02ä(kfi-kc);a '
(D.13 )

trr-*o;-"j
2 _ I krq I -zDs- azi ddä(tr, + | aa)- or ä d; E .

01, 02 are obtained from (D.13) by the substitutions K + 0,
<z * Qz, Qt * Ö1, O2 + o2' Moreover, according to (6.40):,a and
(7.2, , (7.7) we have { = (L/T.tl<, Qz = (I/TL)12. Equations (D,12)
can thus be used to relate the transport coefficients H1, fi2 of
the surface to the heat conductivities of the adjacent bulk
materials.

Finally, insert (D.8)6, (6.40)s and (7.15) into (D.3). After
lengthly calculations, using the Hamilton-Cayley*theorem (2.26)
and the Rivlin identlty (6.38) this yields

[tsß+p" S"ßl = tr 9oB +t2(boß-x, gioß) +

+ r, o0ß+ ta (-! g - p !l("e1,

with the transport coefficients ti (j =L,2,..,,4)

11 := - a| turlo+p2 IIi) *[or- * or* $rzr.fr-r."lar] *

* Irtu, Io+un IIp) (kfr-kc) . *,0, - lno or, -
2di

- äu, f prtor ID-il{ IID)- } a, tr."ID-kM dä IIo)] +

* ? uo(N, Io+ N2 IrD) + [^.- ry ru * ] rz rfr-r."1 ru]. -

Hz. : =
D2

ü
2T

", do o

(D.14)

(D. 1s )

cont. +
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I r*, to+Nn IIo) 1rfr-x"l *,or- $ ou,.

? "r*fl, tr.rID-dä IID)-* ou,o" ID-kD!,dä IID)] ,

;fr ( u3 Io + ua lro)

j tur ro + p, IIo)

j ao tro. Ip + Na II

a7
j (Nr ID + N2 IID)

rr := - 3 u..*ro,- ?or. #or, * 3uo*r.jtan-*ou* {soul ,' oo ' Jz r J

2 L. kM kc 2 - t krv kc
b 4 z = - ü uu . i tor - -t or + 5] 13) * i uo N6 ' i (^4 - i ot + l: A6) .

As an exalnp.te consider a gnowLng.tythene for which Ks = -7/r, Rc=
I/r2, 6aB= Gl/r)goß, po.ß = (I/r)rr9oß, 1o= Q/r)w' IIo - F2/r4wn.
Prom (D.14) then follows

It0ß+pnnaß1 = (tr+ t3. ]1, (D. t6 )

and this is different from zero, if at feast one of the surface
viscosities }it,..,,u6 does not vanj,sh. In this instance, the cir-
cumferencial stress components in the adjacent bulk material,s
rnust differ from their corresponding hydrostatic pressures;
they must also be unequal in the adjacent bulk material-s. This
is a new boundanq cond,ilion at viscous, moving phase boundaries.
It can only be avoided, if the phase boundaries are considered
as inviscid layers. However this requires caution, because for
spherical geometry and to leading order in the srna11 dimension-
l-ess curvatures, (kM << 1, kc << 1)

w- d !tI- t t Ar
!..r!1 '-J-r -J r =-ü?(ut*iru-uri)l (D.17)

This can take remarkable values, since d6:1008 is smalI. So,
even if ui (j=1,2'5) are srnall, the jump (D.16) may be conside-
rab1e.

*[or- 4 or* $exl,-kc) ^:] 
*

*,or- $orr* ä ur. *(a2Ip- | r, ao tto) *

"r f lnn - ? ou* f tz kfr-kc)^6] -

* ,ou - T ou,- # *r.jto, Io- ] 4 ao rio) ,
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